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Abstract—Graphical passwords (GPWs) are in many areas of
the current world, in which the two-dimensional code has been
applied successfully nowadays. Topological graphic passwords
(Topsnut-gpws) are a new type of cryptography, and they differ
from the existing GPWs. A Topsnut-gpw consists of two parts:
one is a topological structure (graph), and one is a set of discrete
elements (a graph labelling, or coloring), the topological structure
connects these discrete elements together to form an interesting
“story”. It is not easy to remember passwords made up of longer
bytes for many Chinese people. Chinese characters are naturally
topological structures and have very high information density,
especially, Chinese couplets form natively public keys and private
keys in authentication. Our idea is to transform Chinese charac-
ters into computer and electronic equipments with touch screen
by speaking, writing and keyboard for forming Hanzi-gpws (one
type of Topsnut-gpws). We will translate Chinese characters
into graphs (Hanzi-graphs), and apply mathematical techniques
(graph labellings) to construct Hanzi-gpws, and next using Hanzi-
gpws produces text-based passwords (TB-paws) with longer bytes
as desired. We will explore a new topic of encrypting networks
by means of algebraic groups, called graphic groups (Ablian
additive finite group), and construct several kinds of self-similar
Hanzi-networks, as well as some approaches for the encryption of
networks, an important topic of researching information security.
The stroke order of writing Chinese characters motivates us to
study directed Hanzi-gpws based on directed graphs. We will
introduce flawed graph labellings on disconnected Hanzi-graphs
such that each Hanzi-gpw with a flawed graph labelling can
form a set of connected Topsnut-gpws, like a group. Moreover,
we introduce connections between different graphic groups that
can be used to encrypt networks based on community partition.
Keywords—Chinese Characters; Text-Based Passwords;
topological graphic passwords; security.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
Security of cyber and information is facing more challenges
and thorny problems in today’s world. There may exist such
situation: a protection by the virtue of AI (artificial intelli-
gence) resists attackers equipped by AI in current networks.
We have to consider: How to overcome various attacker
equipped by AI’s tools?
The origin of AI was generally acknowledged in Dartmouth
Conference in 1956. In popularly, AI is defined as: “Artificial
intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science. It attempts
to understand the essence of intelligence and produce a new
kind of intelligence machine that can respond in a similar way
to human intelligence. Research in this field includes robots,
language recognition, image recognition, natural language
processing and expert systems.”
In fact, the modern AI can be divided into two parts, namely,
“artificial” and “intelligence”. It is difficult for computer to
learn “qualitative change independent of quality” in terms of
learning and “practice”. It is difficult for them to go directly
from on “quality” to another “quality” or from one “concept”
to another “concept”. Because of this, practice here is not the
same practice as human beings, since the process of human
practice includes both experience and creation.
For the above statement on AI, we cite an important
sentence: A key signature of human intelligence is the ability to
make ‘infinite use of finite means’ ([5] in 1836; [6] in 1965),
as the beginning of an article entitled “Relational inductive
biases, deep learning, and graph networks” by Battaglia et
al. in [7]. They have pointed out: “in which a small set
of elements (such as words) can be productively composed
in limitless ways (such as into new sentences)”, and they
argued that combinatorial generalization must be a top priority
for AI to achieve human-like abilities, and that structured
representations and computations are key to realizing this
object. As an example of supporting ‘infinite use of finite
means’, self-similarity is common phenomena between a part
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of a complex system and the whole of the system.
Yao et al. in [24] have listed some advantages of Chinese
characters. Wang Lei, a teacher and researcher of Shenyang
Institute of Education, stepped on the stage of “I am a speaker”
and explained the beauty of Chinese characters as: (1) Chinese
characters are pictographs, and each one of Chinese characters
represents a meaning, a truth, a culture, a spirit. (2) Chinese
characters are naturally topological structures. (3) The biggest
advantage of Chinese characters is that the information density
is very high. (4) Chinese characters is their inheritance and
stability. Chinese characters are picturesque in shape, beautiful
in sound and complete in meaning. It is concise, efficient and
vivid, and moreover it is the most advanced written language
in the world.
A. Researching background
The existing graphical passwords (GPWs) were investigated
for a long time (Ref. [14], [15], [16]). As an alternation,
Wang et al. in [18] and [19] present a new-type of graphical
passwords, called topological graphic passwords (Topsnut-
gpws), and show their Topsnut-gpws differing from the ex-
isting GPWs. A Topsnut-gpw consists of two parts: one is
a topological structure (graph), and one is a set of discrete
elements (here, a graph labelling, or a coloring), the topo-
logical structure connects these discrete elements together to
form an interesting “story” for easily remembering. Graphs of
graph theory are ubiquitous in the real world, representing
objects and their relationships such as social networks, e-
commerce networks, biology networks and traffic networks
and many areas of science such as Deep Learning, Graph
Neural Network, Graph Networks (Ref. [7] and [8]). Topsnut-
gpws based on techniques of graph theory, in recent years,
have been investigated fast and produce abundant fruits (Ref.
[43], [44], [46]).
As examples, two Topsnut-gpws is shown in Fig.1 (b) and
(c).
b f
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e
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gpwH4706
Fig. 1. (a) A simplified Chinese character H4706 defined in [42];
(b) a mathematical model T4706 of H4706; (c) another mathematical
model Hgpw4706 of H4706.
There are many advantages of Topsnut-gpws, such as, the
space of Topsnut-gpws is large enough such that the decrypting
Topsnut-gpws will be terrible and horrible if using current
computer. In graph theory, Cayley’s formula (Ref. [10])
τ(Kn) = n
n−2 (1)
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00000345
00001200
00010000
00320000
00400000
76500000
Fig. 2. (a) A popular matrix A(T4706) of T4706; (b) the Hanzi-matrix
A∗(Hgpw4706) of H
gpw
4706.
pointed that the number τ(Kn) of spanning trees (tree-like
Topsnut-gpws) of a complete graph (network) Kn is non-
polynomial, so Topsnut-gpws are computationally security;
Topsnut-gpws are suitable for people who need not learn new
rules and are allowed to use their private knowledge in making
Topsnut-gpws for the sake of remembering easily; Topsnut-
gpws, very often, run fast in communication networks because
they are saved in computer by popular matrices rather than pic-
tures; Topsnut-gpws are suitable for using mobile equipments
with touch screen and speech recognition; Topsnut-gpws can
generate quickly text-based passwords (TB-paws) with bytes
as long as desired, but these TB-paws can not reconstruct the
original Topsnut-gpws, namely, it is irreversible; many math-
ematical conjectures (NP-problems) are related with Topsnut-
gpws such that they are really provable security.
The idea of “translating Chinese characters into Topsnut-
gpws” was first proposed in [24]. Topsnut-gpws were made
by Hanzi-graphs are called Hanzi-gpws (Ref. [34], [35], [36]),
see a Hanzi-graph T4706 and a Hanzi-gpw H
gpw
4706 are shown in
Fig.1 (b) and (c). By the narrowed line under the Hanzi-matrix
A∗(T4706) shown in Fig.2(a), we get a text-based password
(TB-paw) as follows
A(T4706) =01000000000001010101100000000100
00100000010000100000010101000000
and furthermore we obtain another TB-paw
A(Hgpw4706) =00000567004000000000230000010000
00210000000003456000000000000007
along the narrowed line under the Hanzi-matrix A∗(Hgpw4706)
shown in Fig.2(b). There are efficient algorithms for writing
A(T4706) and A(H
gpw
4706) from the Hanzi-matrices. It is not
difficult to see there are at least (64)! TB-paws made by two
matrices A∗(T4706) and A∗(H
gpw
4706), respectively.
There are many unsolved problems in graph theory, which
can persuade people to believe that Topsnut-gpws can with-
draw cipher’s attackers, such a famous example is: “If a
graph R with the maximum R(s, k) − 1 vertices has no a
complete graph Ks of s vertices and an independent set of k
vertices, then we call R a Ramsey graph and R(s, k) − 1 a
2
Ramsey number. As known, it is a terrible job for computer
to find Ramsey number R(5, 5), although we have known
46 ≤ R(5, 5) ≤ 49”. Joel Spencer said:“Erdo¨s asks us to
imagine an alien force, vastly more powerful than us, landing
on Earth and demanding the value of R(5, 5) or they will
destroy our planet. In that case, he claims, we should marshal
all our computers and all our mathematicians and attempt to
find the value. But suppose, instead, that they ask for R(6, 6).
In that case, he believes, we should attempt to destroy the
aliens”.
B. Researching tasks
Although Yao et al. [24] have proposed Hanzi-graphs and
Hanzi-gpws, however, we think that their junior work is just
a beginning on Topsnut-gpws made by the idea of “Hanzi-
graphs puls graph labellings”.
Our goals are: (1) To design passwords of Chinese char-
acters by voice inputting, hand inputting into computers and
mobile equipments with touch screen; (2) to make more
complex TB-paws for encrypting electronic files, or encrypting
networks.
In technique, we will introduce how to construct mathe-
matical models of Chinese characters, called Hanzi-graphs,
and then use Hanzi-graphs and graph labelling/colorings to
build up Hanzi-graph passwords, called Hanzi-gpws. Then,
several types of Hanzi-matrices will be defined for producing
TB-paws. Moreover, we will explore to encrypt dynamic
networks, such as deterministic networks, scale-free networks,
self-similar networks, and so on.
In producing TB-paws from Hanzi-gpws, we can get TB-
paws with hundreds bytes. As known, brute-force attacks work
by calculating every possible combination that could make up
a password and testing it to see if it is the correct password.
As the password’s length increases, the amount of time, on
average, to find the correct password increases exponentially.
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) permits the use of 256-
bit keys. How many possible combinations of 2256 (or 256-bit)
encryption are there? There are
115,792,089,237,316,195,423,570,985,008,687,907,853,
269,984,665,640,564,039,457,584,007,913,129,639,936
(78 digits) possible combinations for 256-bit keys [1]. Break-
ing a symmetric 256-bit key by brute force requires 2128
times more computational power than a 128-bit key. Fifty
supercomputers that could check a billion billion (1018) AES
keys per second (if such a device could ever be made) would,
in theory, require about 3× 1051 years to exhaust the 256-bit
key space, cited from “Brute-force attack” in Wikipedia.
C. Preliminaries: terminology, notation and definitions
Undefined labelling definitions, terminology and algorithms
mentioned here are cited from [10] and [11]. The following
terminology and notation will be used in this article:
∗ Hanzis (Chinese characters) mentioned here are listed
in GB2312-80 encoding of Chinese characters, in which there
are 6763 simplified Chinese characters and 682 signs (another
Chinese encoding is GBK, formed in Oct. 1995, containing
21003 simplified Chinese characters and 883 signs, [42]).
∗ A (p, q)-graph G has p vertices (nodes) and q edges
(links), notations V (G) and E(G) are the sets of vertices and
edges of G, respectively.
∗ The number of elements of a set X is called cardinality,
denoted as |X|.
∗ The set of neighbors of a vertex x is denoted as Nei(x),
and the number of elements of the set Nei(x) is denoted as
|Nei(x)|, also, |Nei(x)| is called the degree of the vertex x,
very often, write deg(x) = |Nei(x)|.
∗ A vertex u is called a “leaf” if its degree deg(u) =
|Nei(u)| = 1.
∗ A subgraph H of a graph G is called a vertex-induced
subgraph over a subset S of V (G) if V (H) = S and u, v ∈ S
for any uv ∈ E(H). Very often, we write this subgraph as
H = G[S].
∗ An edge-induced graph G[E ∗] over an edge subset E ∗
of E(G) is a subgraph having its edge set E ∗ and its vertex
set V (G[E ∗]) ⊆ V (G) containing two ends of every edge of
E ∗.
We will use various labelling techniques of graph theory in
this article.
Definition 1. [26] A labelling h of a graph G is a mapping
h : S ⊆ V (G) ∪ E(G) → [a, b] such that h(x) 6= h(y) for
any pair of elements x, y of S, and write the label set h(S) =
{h(x) : x ∈ S}. A dual labelling h′ of a labelling h is defined
as: h′(z) = maxh(S)+minh(S)−h(z) for z ∈ S. Moreover,
h(S) is called the vertex label set if S = V (G), h(S) the edge
label set if S = E(G), and h(S) the universal label set if
S = V (G)∪E(G). Furthermore, if G is a bipartite graph with
vertex bipartition (X,Y ), and holds maxh(X) < minh(Y ),
we call h a set-ordered labelling of G. 2
We use a notation S2 to denote the set of all subsets of a
set S. For instance, S = {a, b, c}, so S2 has its own elements:
{a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c} and {a, b, c}. The empty
set ∅ is not allowed to belong to S2 hereafter. We will use
set-type of labellings defined in the following Definition 2.
Definition 2. [26] Let G be a (p, q)-graph G. We have:
(i) A set mapping F : V (G)∪E(G)→ [0, p+ q]2 is called
a total set-labelling of G if F (x) 6= F (y) for distinct elements
x, y ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G).
(ii) A vertex set mapping F : V (G)→ [0, p+q]2 is called a
vertex set-labelling of G if F (x) 6= F (y) for distinct vertices
x, y ∈ V (G).
(iii) An edge set mapping F : E(G)→ [0, p+ q]2 is called
an edge set-labelling of G if F (uv) 6= F (xy) for distinct
edges uv, xy ∈ E(G).
(iv) A vertex set mapping F : V (G) → [0, p + q]2 and a
proper edge mapping g : E(G) → [a, b] are called a v-set
e-proper labelling (F, g) of G if F (x) 6= F (y) for distinct
vertices x, y ∈ V (G) and two edge labels g(uv) 6= g(wz) for
distinct edges uv,wz ∈ E(G).
(v) An edge set mapping F : E(G) → [0, p + q]2 and a
proper vertex mapping f : V (G) → [a, b] are called an e-set
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v-proper labelling (F, f) of G if F (uv) 6= F (wz) for distinct
edges uv,wz ∈ E(G) and two vertex labels f(x) 6= f(y) for
distinct vertices x, y ∈ V (G). 2
II. TRANSLATING CHINESE CHARACTERS INTO GRAPHS
Hanzis, also Chinese characters, are expressed in many
forms, such as: font, calligraphy, traditional Chinese charac-
ters, simplified Chinese characters, brush word, etc. As known,
China Online Dictionary includes Xinhua Dictionary, Modern
Chinese Dictionary, Modern Idiom Dictionary, Ancient Chi-
nese Dictionary, and other 12 dictionaries total, China Online
Dictionary contains about 20950 Chinese characters; 520,000
words; 360,000 words (28,770 commonly used words); 31920
idioms; 4320 synonyms; 7690 antonyms; 14000 allegorical
sayings; 28070 riddles; and famous aphorism 19420.
A. Two types of Chinese characters
In general, there are two type of Chinese characters used
in the world, one is called traditional Chinese characters and
another one simplified Chinese characters, see Fig.3. We, very
often, call a traditional Chinese characters or a simplified
Chinese characters as a Hanzi (Chinese character).
The stroke number of a Hanzi SCC is less than that of
the traditional Chinese character TCC corresponding with
SCC , in general. We can compute the difference of two
strokes of two-type Chinese characters SCC and TCC , denoted
as D(H) = s(TCC) − s(SCC). For example, D(H13) =
s(TCC13 ) − s(SCC13 ) = 24 − 3 = 21, where the Hanzi
TCC13 = S
CC
13 is shown in Fig.3(13). And, D(H3) = s(T
CC
3 )−
s(SCC3 ) = 23 − 3 = 20, where the Hanzi TCC3 = SCC3 is
shown in Fig.3(3).
卜 蔔 厂 廠 才 纔 币 幣 丑 醜
干 乾 个 個 关 關 仅 僅 亏 虧
兰 蘭 腊 臘 千 韆 认 認 让 讓
累 纍 爱 愛 升 陞昇 蒙 矇濛懞
Fig. 3. Left is a simplified Chinese character, and Right is a traditional
Chinese character in each of equations above.
Some Hanzis are no distinguishing about traditional Chinese
characters and simplified Chinese characters.
Fig. 4. Three Chinese characters with more strokes, Left has 64
strokes, Middle has 56 strokes.
B. Different fonts of Hanzis
There are four fonts in printed Hanzis. In Fig.5, we give four
basic fonts: Songti, Fangsong, Heiti and Kaiti. Clearly, there
are differences in some printed Hanzis. These differences will
be important for us when we build up mathematical models
of Hanzis.
Fig. 5. Difference between four fonts in printed Hanzis.
C. Matching behaviors of Hanzi-graphs
1) Dui-lians, also, Chinese couplets: In Chinese culture, a
sentence, called “Shang-lian”, has its own matching sentence,
named as “Xia-lian”, and two sentences Shang-lian and Xia-
lian form a Chinese couplet, refereed as “Dui-lian” in Chinese.
The sentence (a) of Fig.6 is a Shang-lian, and the sentence (b)
of Fig.6 is a Xia-lian of the Shang-lian (a). We can use Dui-
lians to design Topsnut-gpws. For example, we can consider
the Shang-lian (a) shown in Fig.6 as a public key, the Xia-
lian (b) shown in Fig.6 as a private key, and the Dui-lian (c)
as the authentication. Moreover, the Dui-lian (c) can be made
as a public key, and it has its own matching Dui-lian (d) as a
private key, we have the authentication (e) of two Dui-lians (c)
and (d). However, Dui-lians have their complex, for instance,
the Shang-lian (f) shown in Fig.6 has over 70, 000 candidate
private keys. As known, a Dui-lian “Chongqing Yonglian”
written by Xueyi Long has 1810 Hanzis. Other particular
Chinese couplets are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8.
2) Conundrums in Chinese: Chinese riddles (also “Miyu”)
are welcomed by Chinese people, and Chinese riddles appear
in many where and actions of China. (see Fig. 9)
3) Chinese Xie-hou-yu: “Xie-hou-yu” is a two-part allegori-
cal saying, of which the first part, always stated, is descriptive,
while the second part, sometimes unstated, carries the message
(see Fig.10).
4) Chinese tongue twisters: Chinese tongue twisters are
often applied in Chinese comic dialogue (cross talk), which
are popular in China. (see Fig. 11)
5) Understanding by insight, homonyms: Such examples
shown in Fig.12.
6) Same pronunciation, same Pianpang: In Fig.13, we can
see eight Hanzis with the same pronunciation shown in Fig.13
(a) and ten Hanzis with the same Pianpang shown in Fig.13
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秀秀明明处处山山水水
奇奇好好时时雨雨晴晴
水水山山处处明明秀秀
晴晴雨雨时时好好奇奇
奇奇好好时时雨雨晴晴秀秀明明处处山山水水
水水山山处处明明秀秀
晴晴雨雨时时好好奇奇
秀秀明明处处山山水水
奇奇好好时时雨雨晴晴
Fig. 6. Couplets: (a) is a public key; (b) is a private key; (c) is the
authentication of the public key (a) and the private key (b); (d) is a
private key matching with the public key (c); (e) is the authentication
of (c) and (d); (f) is a famous public key having no matching, although
there are over 70, 000 candidate private keys.
海水朝朝朝朝朝朝朝落
浮云长长长长长长长消
一行行行行行行行行的整齐
一朝朝朝朝朝朝朝朝拜君王
云朝朝朝朝朝朝朝朝散
潮长长长长长长长长消
是是非非非非是是是非不分
正正反反反反正正反正一样
行，行，行，行行且止
坐，坐，坐，坐坐何妨
乐乐乐乐乐乐乐
朝朝朝朝朝朝朝
行行行行行行行
长长长长长长长
朝朝朝朝朝朝汐
长长长长长长消
Fig. 7. One Hanzi (Chinese character) may appear two or more times
in a Dui-lian (couplet).
(b). Moreover, all Hanzia have the same pronunciation “ji” in
a famous Chinese paragraph shown in Fig.14.
7) Chinese dialects: (also, “Fangyan”) One Chinese word
may have different replacements in local dialects of Chinese.
For example, father, daddy can be substituted as Fig.15. And,
different expressions of a sentence “Daddy, where do you go?”
is shown in Fig.16.
8) Split Hanzis, building Hanzis: An example is shown in
Fig.17 (a) for illustrating “split a word into several words”,
and Fig.17 (b) is for building words by a given word.
9) Explaining Hanzis: See examples are shown in Fig.18.
10) Tang poems: As known, there are at least 5880195
Tang poems in China (see Fig.19).
11) Idioms and Hanzi idiom-graphs: A Hanzi idiom-graph
H (see Fig.20) is one labelled with Hanzi idioms by a vertex
labelling f , two vertices u, v are joined by an edge labelled
with f(uv) = f(u) ∩ f(v).
12) Traditional Chinese characters are complex than Sim-
plified Chinese characters: Expect the stroke number of a
traditional Chinese character is greater than that of a simplified
好读书不好读书
好读书不好读书
长长长长长长长
长长长长长长长
人要是行，干一行行一行,一行行行行行,
行行行干哪行都行
要是不行，干一行不行一行,一行不行行
行不行,行行不行干哪行都不行
Fig. 8. The same Hanzis in a couplet.
云长啊云长 打一成语
英国人说再见，中国人行个礼 打一字
悟空扣门八戒开 打俗语五字
会吃没有嘴，会走没有腿，杀马不流血，过河没有
水 打一游戏
性格温柔又坚定，为使错误能改正，刮层皮也高兴
打一物
有钱没人借 打一字
横三竖四，蜿蜒不直 打一字
门人聚会 打一字
岁末 打一字
遇见皇后 打一字
招手告别捎一言 打一字
微风轻吹雨声响 打一字
Fig. 9. Twelves Chinese conundrums.
Chinese character, the usage of some traditional Chinese
characters, also, is not unique, such examples are shown in
Fig.21.
13) Configuration in Hanzis:
∗ Symmetry means that Hanzis posses horizontal sym-
metrical structures, or vertical symmetrical structures, or two
directional symmetries. We select some Hanzis having sym-
metrical structures in Fig.22 (a), (b), (c) and (f).
∗ Overlapping Hanzis. See some overlapping Hanzis
shown in Fig.22 (d), (e), (f) and (g). Moreover, in Fig.22
(g), a Hanzi H4311 (read ‘shua¯ng’) (2-overlapping Hanzi) is
consisted of two Hanzis H5154 (read ‘yo`u’), and another H5458
(read ‘ruo`’) (3-overlapping Hanzi) is consisted of three Hanzis
H5154. Moreover, four Hanzi H5154 construct a Hanzi (read
as ‘zhuo´’, 4-overlapping Hanzi).
D. Mathematical models of Hanzis
We will build up mathematical models of Hanzis, called
Hanzi-graphs, in this subsection.
1) The existing expressions of Hanzis: In fact, a Hanzi has
been expressed in the way: (1) a “pinyin” in oral communica-
tion, for example, the pinyin “re´n” means “man”, but it also
stands for other 12 Hanzis at least (see Fig.23(a)); (2) a word
with four English letters and numbers of 0, 1, 2, . . . , 8, 9, for
instance, “re´n”=4EBA (see Fig.23(b), also called a code); (3) a
number code “4043” defined in “GB2312-80 Encoding of Chi-
5
Fig. 10. Some Xie-hou-yus in Chinese.
打南边来了一个喇嘛，手里提着五斤鳎 蚂，打
北边来了一个哑巴，腰里别着一个喇叭。提搂鳎蚂的
喇嘛要拿鳎蚂去换别着喇叭的哑巴的喇叭，别着喇叭
的哑巴不愿意拿喇叭去换提搂鳎蚂的喇嘛的鳎蚂。提
搂鳎蚂的喇嘛抡起鳎蚂就给了别着喇叭的哑巴一鳎
蚂，别着喇叭的哑巴抽出喇叭就给了提搂鳎蚂的喇嘛
一喇叭，也不知是提搂鳎蚂的喇嘛打了别着喇叭的哑
巴，还是别着喇叭的哑巴打了提搂鳎蚂的喇嘛。喇嘛
回家炖鳎蚂，哑巴回家滴滴答答吹喇叭。
上一山，下一山，跑了三里三米三，登了一座大高
山，山高海拔三百三。上了山，大声喊：我比山高三
尺三。
黑化黑灰化肥灰会挥发发灰黑讳为黑灰花会回飞；
灰化灰黑化肥会会挥发发黑灰为讳飞花回化为灰。
Fig. 11. Three Chinese tongue twisters.
nese characters” [42]S, which is constituted by 0, 1, 2, . . . , 8, 9
(see Fig.23(c)).
Clearly, the above three ways are not possible for making
passwords with bytes as long as desired. We introduce the
fourth way, named as Topsnut-gpw, see an example shown in
Fig.1(c).
As known, Hanzi-graphs are saved in computer by popular
matrices, see a Hanzi-graph T4706 shown in Fig.1 (b) and its
matrix A(T4706) shown in Fig.2 (a).
In Fig.25, we use two expressions (a1) and (a2) to substitute
a Chinese sentence (a), that is, (a)=(a1), or (a)=(a2). By this
method, we have
(a1) H4043H4043H2635H2511H5282H4476H4734H4411H3829;
(a2) 404340432635251152824476473444113829.
(b1) H4043H2635H4043H2511H5282H4476H4734H4411H3829;
(b2) 404326354043251152824476473444113829
(c1) H4043H4043H2635H5282H4476H4734H4411H2511H3829;
(c2) 404340432635528244764734441125113829
(d1) H4043H2635H4043H5282H2511H4411H3829H4476H4734;
(d2) 404326354043528225114411382944764734
(e1) H2511H5282H4476H4734H4043H2635H4043H4411H3829;
三月四日
丢三落四 挑三拣四 说三道四 颠三倒四
勾三搭四 朝三暮四 不三不四 山盟海誓
Fig. 12. Private keys obtained by homonyms, or understanding by
insight.
同音
同偏旁 ：亻
Fig. 13. (a) Ten Hanzis with the same pronunciation; (b) twelves
Hanzis with the same Pianpang.
(e2) 251152824476473440432635404344113829
(f1) H4476H4734H2511H5282H4043H2635H4043H4411H3829;
(f2) 447647342511528240432635404344113829
(g1) H4411H3829H4476H4734H5282H4043H2635H4043H2511;
(g2) 441138294476473452824043263540432511
(h1) H4043H4043H2635H2511H5282H4411H3829H4476H4734;
(h2) 404340432635251152824411382944764734
(i1) H4476H4734H4411H3829H5282H4043H4043H2635H2511;
(i2) 447647344411382952824043404326352511
(j1) H4043H2635H5282H2511H4476H4734H4043H4411H3829;
(j2) 404326355282251144764734404344113829
(k1) H4043H2511H5282H2635H4476H4734H4043H4411H3829;
(k2) 404325115282263544764734404344113829
(l1) H4476H4734H4043H2511H4043H2635H5282H4411H3829;
(l2) 447647344043251140432635528244113829
Fig.25 shows some permutations of nine Hanzis H4043,
H4043, H2635, H2511, H5282, H4476, H4734, H4411, H3829. In
fact, there are about 9! = 362, 880 permutations made by these
nine Hanzis. If a paragraph was made by a fixed group W of
50 Hanzis, then we may have about 50! ≈ 2214 paragraphs
made by the same group W . So, we have enough large space
of Hanzi-graphs for making Hanzi-gpws.
2) Basic rules for Hanzi-graphs: For the task of building
mathematical models of Hanzis, called Hanzi-graphs, we give
some rules for transforming Hanzis into Hanzi-graphs.
Rule-1 Stroke rule. It is divided into several parts by the
strokes of Hanzis. Some examples are shown in Fig.26 and
Fig.27 based on “Pianpang” of Hanzis.
Rule-2 Crossing and overlapping rules. Hanzi-graphs are
obtained by the crossing and overlapping rules (see Fig.27 (a)
and Fig.28).
Rule-3 Set-orderedable rule. We abide for fonts: songti,
fangsong, heiti and kaiti to construct Hanzi-graphs that ad-
mit set-ordered graceful labellings (see Definition 4). Some
examples are shown in Fig.29 and Fig.30.
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季姬寂,集鸡,鸡即棘鸡.棘鸡饥叽,季姬
及箕稷济鸡 . 鸡既济,跻姬笈,季姬忌,急
咭鸡,鸡急,继圾几,季姬急,即籍箕击鸡,
箕疾击几伎,伎即齑,鸡叽集几基,季姬急
极屐击鸡,鸡既殛,季姬激,即记《季姬击
鸡记》.
Fig. 14. All Hanzia have the same pronunciation “ji”.
爸爸=
爸比,老爸,阿爸,老爹,阿爹,爹哋,
爷,老子,老窦,老头,达达,多桑,老爷子,大,
老汉(儿),拔,巴拔,耶,大,爷,大大,掉掉,叭叭,
阿呆,阿爷,阿噶吧,阿噶呆,阿噶爷,阿噶伯,达,
巴巴,哒,哒哒,大,大大,阿爹,答答,把吧
Fig. 15. Father, daddy in Chinese dialects.
Rule-4 No odd-cycles. We restrict our Hanzi-graphs have
no odd-cycles for the guarantee of set-ordered graceful la-
bellings (see Fig.30). There are over 6763 Hanzis in [42], and
we have 3500 Hanzis in frequently used. So it is not an easy
job to realize the set-ordered gracefulness of the Hanzi-graphs
in [42]. Clearly, the 0-rotatable gracefulness of the Hanzi-
graphs in [42] will be not slight, see Definition 35.
A group of Hanzi-graphs made by Rule-k with k ∈ [1, 4] is
shown in Fig.31. If a Hanzi-graph is disconnected, and has k
components, we refer to it as a k-Hanzi-graph directly.
E. Space of Hanzi-graphs
A list of commonly used Hanzis in modern Chinese was
issued by The State Language Work Committee and The
State Education Commission in 1988, with a total of 3500
characters. The commonly used part of the Hanzis with a
coverage rate of 97.97% is about 2500 characters. This means
that the commonly used 2500 characters can help us to make
a vast space of Hanzi-graphs.
For example, the probability of a Hanzi appearing just once
in a Chinese paragraph is a half, so the space of paragraphs
made in Hanzis contains at lest 22500 ∼ 26700 elements, which
is far more than the number of sands on the earth. It is known
that the number of sands on the earth is about 8 · 1022 ∼
1.3·1023, or about 276.1 ∼ 277, someone estimates the number
of sands on the earth as 5.1× 1018 ≈ 262.
III. MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES
Since some Topsnut-gpws were made by graph colot-
ing/labellings, we show the following definitions of graph
coloting/labellings for easily reading and quickly working.
A. Known labellings
Definition 3. [29] An edge-magic total graceful labelling g of
a (p, q)-graph G is defined as: g : V (G) ∪E(G)→ [1, p+ q]
such that g(x) 6= g(y) for any two elements x, y ∈ V (G) ∪
普通话:爸爸！我们去哪儿？
粤语:老豆，我地去边度。
客家话:阿爸，师家等人气耐
北京:老爷子，您去哪儿嘞！
新疆:打，K拿个呀？巴巴， 阿啦搭阿里七啦
云南:老爹,克整
天津:爸，你干嘛（四声）去？
陕西:哒哒，额们去阿达。嗲嗲，阿拉起啥地方。
老厚儿，我们去哪赶
山东:爹，恁哪俄气呀……
青海:阿大，脑俩阿里去俩
江西:拔罢，恨切乃里？
江苏:嗲嗲，偶跌到拉忒克撒!老爷啊~纳尼到喽搭去撒！
湖南:老叭，切哪里切？
河南:爹，咱们去哪儿?
湖北:爸啊，做么事去了呢？
海南:爸、呼喋！
河北:爸爸，我们上哪儿嗨切？？
广西:爸，备乐啊
贵州:把巴，走哪得期？
福建:爸啊泥气德啊
重庆:老汉，我们杀哪点切。
安徽:拔拔，去哪孩。
吉林:爹, 咱俩噶哈去阿?
Fig. 16. Daddy, where do you go?
丶一二三口囗王玉干工土十士圡匤匡
冂匚凵凷匞囯
国月青主亖且业世冃冉冄冈冊冏囧冋
再区匣千卄川午卌卉甘击五井亗亘亚压圧平巨圭
仟圲圵吓呷匣昰圷坩坴壬壮固古只八叭右叶叿吀
吅吉吐下吕欧吘吠吾侣呂呆呈告石呕回因困囶正
㱏卣囿因囙圁情靑圊啨山叿仜屸曰岄夭杳岆垾屽
岙岠岨岵珀叵岶杲峼唔峿玒玐玕川玔玝珏玨玥玷
咁肝玵平坪呯玶珀珇琄胡瑚肚肛肝胆旦旧早旪旰
垾旱旵旺明昛晧玊琞矸矼砵
国 2590
丶一二三口囗王玉干工土十士圡匤匡
冂匚凵凷匞囯国
一二三国王口玉土十二干一
士干土工匞匡国十囗口匤
2590
Fig. 17. (a) Split a word into several words; (b) building words by
a group of words obtained from splitting a given word.
E(G), and g(uv)+|g(u)−g(v)| = k with a constant k for each
edge uv ∈ E(G). Moreover, g is super if max g(E(G)) <
min g(V (G)) (or max g(V (G)) < min g(E(G))). 2
In Definition 4 we restate several known labellings that
can be found in [11], [31], [48], [49] and [23]. We write
f(V (G)) = {f(u) : u ∈ V (G)} and f(E(G)) = {f(uv) :
uv ∈ E(G)} hereafter.
Definition 4. Suppose that a connected (p, q)-graph G admits
a mapping θ : V (G) → {0, 1, 2, . . . }. For edges xy ∈ E(G)
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尖； 斌； 卡； 引
能大能小； 能文能武；
能上能下； 能屈能伸
一一； 二月； 三口； 四火；
五口； 六日
十； 天明； 品； 燚； 吾； 畾
Fig. 18. Explaining words.
白日依山尽，黄河入海流。
欲穷千里目，更上一层楼。
春眠不觉晓，处处闻啼鸟。
夜来风雨声，花落知多少。
独在异乡为异客，每逢佳节倍思亲。
遥知兄弟登高处，遍插茱萸少一人。
柳庭风静人眠昼，昼眠人静风庭柳。
香汗薄衫凉，凉衫薄汗香。
手红冰碗藕，藕碗冰红手。
郎笑藕丝长，长丝藕笑郎。
Fig. 19. Tang poems.
the induced edge labels are defined as θ(xy) = |θ(x)− θ(y)|.
Write θ(V (G)) = {θ(u) : u ∈ V (G)}, θ(E(G)) = {θ(xy) :
xy ∈ E(G)}. There are the following constraints:
(a) |θ(V (G))| = p.
(b) |θ(E(G))| = q.
(c) θ(V (G)) ⊆ [0, q], min θ(V (G)) = 0.
(d) θ(V (G)) ⊂ [0, 2q − 1], min θ(V (G)) = 0.
(e) θ(E(G)) = {θ(xy) : xy ∈ E(G)} = [1, q].
(f) θ(E(G)) = {θ(xy) : xy ∈ E(G)} = {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2q −
1} = [1, 2q − 1]o.
(g) G is a bipartite graph with the bipartition (X,Y ) such
that max{θ(x) : x ∈ X} < min{θ(y) : y ∈ Y } (max θ(X) <
min θ(Y ) for short).
(h) G is a tree containing a perfect matching M such that
θ(x) + θ(y) = q for each edge xy ∈M .
(i) G is a tree having a perfect matching M such that θ(x)+
θ(y) = 2q − 1 for each edge xy ∈M .
Then we have: a graceful labelling θ satisfies (a), (c) and
(e); a set-ordered graceful labelling θ holds (a), (c), (e) and (g)
true; a strongly graceful labelling θ holds (a), (c), (e) and (h)
true; a strongly set-ordered graceful labelling θ holds (a), (c),
(e), (g) and (h) true. An odd-graceful labelling θ holds (a), (d)
and (f) true; a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling θ holds (a),
(d), (f) and (g) true; a strongly odd-graceful labelling θ holds
(a), (d), (f) and (i) true; a strongly set-ordered odd-graceful
labelling θ holds (a), (d), (f), (g) and (i) true. 2
Definition 5. A total graceful labelling f of a (p, q)-graph G
is defined as: f : V (G)∪E(G)→ [1, p+q] such that f(uv) =
|f(u) − f(v)| for each edge uv ∈ E(G), and f(x) 6= f(y)
for any two elements x, y ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G). Moreover, f is
一走了之 走马上任 一拥而上 蜂拥而至
如获至宝 宝刀不老 乐不可支 支支吾吾
支离破碎 铤而走险 走马观花 尚方宝
剑 心肝宝贝 蜂狂蝶乱 离经叛道
而
而
ba
b1 a1
Fig. 20. A Hanzi idiom-graph.
里 这里表里不一
胡 胡子胡闹
伙 伙计团伙伙食
困 困倦困觉围困
卷风卷残云试卷
了一目了然了解
曲弯曲曲酒
征远征象征
表裏不一這裏鄰里關係里程
鬍须胡闹
夥计團夥伙食
睏倦睏覺圍困
風捲殘蕓讀書破萬卷 試卷
了卻受不了瞭解一目瞭然
彎曲麯酒
遠征象徴
Fig. 21. The usage of a traditional Chinese character Bx with x ∈
[1, 8] is not unique.
super if max f(E(G)) < min f(V (G)) (or max f(V (G)) <
min f(E(G))). 2
Definition 6. Let G be a (p, q)-graph having p vertices and q
edges, and let Sk,d = {k, k+d, . . . , k+ (q−1)d} for integers
k ≥ 1 and d ≥ 1.
(1) [11] A felicitous labelling f of G holds: f(V (G)) ⊆
[0, q], f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct x, y ∈ V (G) and f(E(G)) =
{f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod q) : uv ∈ E(G)} = [0, q − 1];
and furthermore, f is super if f(V (G)) = [0, p− 1].
(2) [13] A (k, d)-graceful labelling f of G holds
f(V (G)) ⊆ [0, k + (q − 1)d], f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct
x, y ∈ V (G) and f(E(G)) = {|f(u)−f(v)|; uv ∈ E(G)} =
Sk,d. Especially, a (k, 1)-graceful labelling is also a k-graceful
labelling.
(3) [11] An edge-magic total labelling f of G holds
f(V (G) ∪ E(G)) = [1, p + q] such that for any edge
uv ∈ E(G), f(u) + f(uv) + f(v) = c where the magic
constant c is a fixed integer; and furthermore f is super if
f(V (G)) = [1, p].
(4) [11] A (k, d)-edge antimagic total labelling f of G holds
f(V (G)∪E(G)) = [1, p+q] and {f(u)+f(uv)+f(v) : uv ∈
E(G)} = Sk,d, and furthermore f is super if f(V (G)) =
[1, p].
(5) [49] An odd-elegant labelling f of G holds f(V (G)) ⊂
[0, 2q − 1], f(u) 6= f(v) for distinct u, v ∈ V (G), and
f(E(G)) = {f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod 2q) : uv ∈ E(G)}
= {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2q − 1} = [1, 2q − 1]o.
(6) [9] A labeling f of G is said to be (k, d)-arithmetic
if f(V (G)) ⊆ [0, k + (q − 1)d], f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct
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艾 凹 众 半 甲 桑 佘 申 固 果 旱 旦
早 昌 菖 韭 喜 善 品 焱
王 田 口 回 囗 目 日 十 工 亞 噐 叕
匡 叵 啜 曰 炎 燚
火 炎 焱 燚;口 吕 品 㗊
鑫 森 淼 焱 垚 厽 惢 掱 舙 瞐 晶 畾
磊 矗 尛 孨 毳 麤 鱻 猋 犇 驫 骉 羴
戼 闁 臦
5154 4311
5458
Fig. 22. Hanzis with symmetrical structure and overlapping structure.
人= 
“ ” 任仁魜亻秂朲壬忈忎鵀銋芢
人=
人= 4043
人= 4043
Fig. 23. Four expressions of a Hanzi H4043 (= man).
x, y ∈ V (G) and {f(u) + f(v) : uv ∈ E(G)} = Sk,d.
(7) [11] A harmonious labelling f of G holds f(V (G)) ⊆
[0, q−1], min f(V (G)) = 0 and f(E(G)) = {f(uv) = f(u)+
f(v) (mod q) : uv ∈ E(G)} = [0, q − 1] such that (i) if G
is not a tree, f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct x, y ∈ V (G); (ii) if G
is a tree, f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct x, y ∈ V (G) \ {w}, and
f(w) = f(x0) for some x0 ∈ V (G) \ {w}. 2
Definition 7. [26] Let f : V (G) ∪ E(G) → [1, p + q] be a
total labelling of a (p, q)-graph G. If there is a constant k such
that f(u) + f(uv) + f(v) = k, and each edge uv corresponds
another edge xy holding f(uv) = |f(x) − f(y)|, then we
name f as a relaxed edge-magic total labelling (relaxed Emt-
labelling) of G (called a relaxed Emt-graph). 2
Definition 8. [26] Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits a
vertex labelling f : V (G)→ [0, 2q− 1] and an edge labelling
g : E(G) → [1, 2q − 1]o. If there is a constant k such that
f(u) + g(uv) + f(v) = k for each edge uv ∈ E(G), and
g(E(G)) = [1, 2q − 1]o, then we refer to (f, g) as an odd-
edge-magic matching labelling (Oemm-labelling) of G (called
an Oemm-graph). 2
Definition 9. [26] Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits a
vertex labelling f : V (G)→ [0, 2q− 1] and an edge labelling
g : E(G)→ [1, 2q−1]o, and let s(uv) = |f(u)−f(v)|−f(uv)
for uv ∈ E(G). If (i) each edge uv corresponds an edge
u′v′ such that g(uv) = |f(u′) − f(v′)|; (ii) and there exists
a constant k′ such that each edge xy has a matching edge
x′y′ holding s(xy) + s(x′y′) = k′ true; (iii) there exists a
constant k such that f(uv) + |f(u)− f(v)| = k for each edge
人
好
公
则
天
下
太
平
Fig. 24. Three substituted expressions of eight Hanzis.
人人好公则天下太平
人好人公则天下太平
人人好则天下太公平
人好人则公太平天下
公则天下人好人太平
天下公则人好人太平
太平天下则人好人公
人人好公则太平天下
天下太平则人人好公
人好则公天下人太平
人公则好天下人太平
天下人公人好则太平
好人则公天下人太平
人人公天下好则太平
公平天下人则人太好
天下公平则人人太好
Fig. 25. The meaningful paragraphs obtained from nine Hanzis of
GB2312-80.
uv ∈ E(G). Then we call (f, g) an ee-difference odd-edge-
magic matching labelling (Eedoemm-labelling) of G (called a
Eedoemm-graph). 2
Definition 10. [26] A total labelling f : V (G) ∪ E(G) →
[1, p+q] for a bipartite (p, q)-graph G is a bijection and holds:
(i) (e-magic) f(uv) + |f(u)− f(v)| = k;
(ii) (ee-difference) each edge uv matches with another edge
xy holding f(uv) = |f(x) − f(y)| (or f(uv) = 2(p + q) −
|f(x)− f(y)|);
(iii) (ee-balanced) let s(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − f(uv) for
uv ∈ E(G), then there exists a constant k′ such that each edge
uv matches with another edge u′v′ holding s(uv)+s(u′v′) =
k′ (or 2(p+ q) + s(uv) + s(u′v′) = k′) true;
(iv) (EV-ordered) min f(V (G)) > max f(E(G)) (or
max f(V (G)) < min f(E(G)), or f(V (G)) ⊆ f(E(G)), or
f(E(G)) ⊆ f(V (G)), or f(V (G)) is an odd-set and f(E(G))
is an even-set);
(v) (ve-matching) there exists a constant k′′ such that each
edge uv matches with one vertex w such that f(uv)+f(w) =
k′′, and each vertex z matches with one edge xy such that
f(z) + f(xy) = k′′, except the singularity f(x0) = bp+q+12 c;
(vi) (set-ordered) max f(X) < min f(Y ) (or min f(X) >
max f(Y )) for the bipartition (X,Y ) of V (G).
We refer to f as a 6C-labelling. 2
Definition 11. [26] Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits a
vertex labelling f : V (G) → [0, p − 1] and an edge labelling
g : E(G) → [1, q], and let s(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − g(uv)
for uv ∈ E(G). If there are: (i) each edge uv corresponds
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Fig. 26. Hanzi-graphs with one stroke, in which Hanzi-graphs (b),
(c) and (d) can be considered as one from the topology of view. So,
(a) and (e) are the same Hanzi-graph.
Fig. 27. Hanzi-graphs with two strokes. According to the topology
of view, Hanzi-graphs (b), (c) and Hanzi-graphs (f) and (g) shown
in Fig.26 can be considered as one; Hanzi-graphs (e), (f), (i) and
Hanzi-graphs (h) shown in Fig.26 are the same; and Hanzi-graphs
(g) and (h) are the same.
an edge u′v′ such that g(uv) = |f(u′) − f(v′)| (or g(uv) =
p − |f(u′) − f(v′)|); (ii) and there exists a constant k′′ such
that each edge xy has a matching edge x′y′ holding s(xy) +
s(x′y′) = k′′ true; (iii) there exists a constant k such that
|f(u) − f(v)| + f(uv) = k for each edge uv ∈ E(G); (iv)
there exists a constant k′ such that each edge uv matches with
one vertex w such that f(uv) + f(w) = k′, and each vertex
z matches with one edge xy such that f(z) + f(xy) = k′,
except the singularity f(x0) = 0. Then we name (f, g) as
an ee-difference graceful-magic matching labelling (Dgemm-
labelling) of G (called a Dgemm-graph). 2
Definition 12. [26] Let f : V (G)→ [0, q] be a labelling of a
(p, q)-graph G, and let
Sum(G, f) =
∑
uv∈E(G)
|f(u)− f(v)|,
we say f to be a difference-sum labelling. Find two extremum
maxf Sum(G, f) (profit) and minf Sum(G, f) (cost) over all
difference-sum labellings of G. 2
Definition 13. [26] Let f : V (G)→ [0, q] be a labelling of a
(a-1) (b-1)
(a-2) (b-2)
(a-3) (b-3)
(a-4) (b-4)
Fig. 28. Hanzi-(a-k) is transformed into Hanzi-graph-(b-k) with k ∈
[1, 4].
Fig. 29. First group of mathematical models of Hanzis components
and radicals.
(p, q)-graph G, and let
Fum(G, f) =
∑
uv∈E(G)
[f(u) + f(v) (mod q + 1)],
we call f a felicitous-sum labelling. Find two extremum
maxf Fum(G, f) and minf Fum(G, f) over all felicitous-sum
labellings of G. 2
Motivated from Definition 12 and Definition 13, we design:
Definition 14. ∗ A connected (p, q)-graph G admits a labelling
f : V (G)∪E(G)→ [1, p+q], such that f(x) 6= f(w) for any
pair of elements x,w ∈ V (G)∪E(G). We have the following
sums:
Fve(G, f) =
∑
uv∈E(G)
[
f(uv) + |f(u)− f(v)|], (2)
F|ve|(G, f) =
∑
uv∈E(G)
∣∣f(u) + f(v)− f(uv)∣∣, (3)
and
Fmagic(G, f) =
∑
uv∈E(G)
[
f(u) + f(uv) + f(v)
]
= kq. (4)
We call f to be: (1) a ve-sum-difference labelling of G if it
holds (2) true; (2) a ve-difference labelling of G if it holds (3)
true; (3) a k-edge-average labelling of G if it holds (4) true.
2
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Fig. 30. Second group of mathematical models of Hanzis components
and radicals.
4043 4043 2635 2511
5282 4476 4734 4411 3829
Fig. 31. The topological structure (Hanzi-graphs) of Hanzis shown
in Fig.24.
Find these six extremum minf Fve(G, f), maxf Fve(G, f),
minf F|ve|(G, f), maxf F|ve|(G, f), minf Fmagic(G, f) and
maxf Fmagic(G, f) over all ϕ-labellings of G, where ϕ ∈
{ve-sum-difference, ve-difference, k-edge-average}.
Definition 15. [47] Let (X,Y ) be the bipartition of a bipartite
(p, q)-graph G. If G admits a felicitous labelling f such that
max{f(x) : x ∈ X} < b = min{f(y) : y ∈ Y }, then we refer
to f as a set-ordered felicitous labelling and G a set-ordered
felicitous graph, and write this case as f(X) < f(Y ), and
moreover f is called an optimal set-ordered felicitous labelling
if f(E(G)) = [b, b+q−1] and f(E(G))( mod q) = [0, q−1].
2
Definition 16. [27] A (p, q)-graph G admits an edge-odd-
graceful total labelling h : V (G)→ [0, q−1] and h : E(G)→
[1, 2q − 1]o such that
{h(u) + h(uv) + h(v) : uv ∈ E(G)} = [a, b]
with b− a+ 1 = q. 2
Definition 17. [27] A (p, q)-graph G admits a multiple edge-
meaning vertex labelling f : V (G)→ [0, p− 1] such that (1)
f(E(G)) = [1, q] and f(u)+f(uv)+f(v) =a constant k; (2)
f(E(G)) = [p, p+q−1] and f(u)+f(uv)+f(v) =a constant
k′; (3) f(E(G)) = [0, q− 1] and f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod
q); (4) f(E(G)) = [1, q] and |f(u) + f(v)− f(uv)| =a con-
stant k′′; (5) f(uv) =an odd number for each edge uv ∈ E(G)
holding f(E(G)) = [1, 2q − 1]o, and {f(u) + f(uv) + f(v) :
uv ∈ E(T )} = [a, b] with b− a+ 1 = q. 2
Definition 18. [27] A (p, q)-graph G admits a vertex set-
labelling f : V (G) → [1, q]2 (or [1, 2q − 1]2), and induces
an edge set-labelling f ′(uv) = f(u) ∩ f(v). If we can select
a representative auv ∈ f ′(uv) for each edge label set f ′(uv)
with uv ∈ E(G) such that
{auv : uv ∈ E(G)} = [1, q], (or [1, 2q − 1]o),
we then call f a graceful-intersection (or an odd-graceful-
intersection) total set-labelling of G. 2
Definition 19. [27] Let Fn(H,h) be an every-zero graphic
group. A (p, q)-graph G admits a graceful group-labelling
(or an odd-graceful group-labelling) F : V (G) → Fn(H,h)
such that each edge uv is labelled by F (uv) = F (u)⊕ F (v)
under a zero Hk, and F (E(G)) = {F (uv) : uv ∈ E(G)} =
{H1, H2, . . . ,Hq} (or F (E(G)) = {F (uv) : uv ∈ E(G)} =
{H1, H3, . . . ,H2q−1}). 2
Definition 20. [27] Let f be an odd-graceful labelling of
a (p, q)-graph G, such that f(V (G)) ⊂ [0, 2q − 1]o and
f(E(G)) = [1, 2q−1]o. If {|a−b| : a, b ∈ f(V (G))} = [1, p],
then f is called a perfect odd-graceful labelling of G. 2
Definition 21. [27] Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits an
ε-labelling h : V (G) → S ⊆ [0, p + q]. If {|a − b| : a, b ∈
f(V (G))} = [1, p], we call f a perfect ε-labelling of G. 2
Definition 22. [27] Let fi : V (G) → [a, b] be a labelling
of a (p, q)-graph G and let each edge uv ∈ E(G) have its
own label as fi(uv) = |fi(u) − fi(v)| with i = 1, 2. If each
edge uv ∈ E(G) holds f1(uv) + f2(uv) = k true, where k
is a positive constant, we call f1 and f2 are a matching of
image-labellings, and fi a mirror-image of f3−i with i = 1, 2.
2
Definition 23. [27] A (p, q)-graph G admits two (k, d)-
harmonious labellings fi : V (G)→ X0 ∪Xk,d with i = 1, 2,
where X0 = {0, d, 2d, . . . , (q − 1)d} and Xk,d = {k, k +
d, k+ 2d, . . . , k+ (q− 1)d}, such that each edge uv ∈ E(G)
is labelled as fi(uv)− k = [fi(u) + fi(v)− k (mod qd)] with
i = 1, 2. If f1(uv) + f2(uv) = 2k + (q − 1)d, we call f1 and
f2 a matching of (k, d)-harmonious image-labellings of G.2
Definition 24. [27] A (p, q)-graph G admits a (k, d)-labelling
f , and another (p′, q′)-graph H admits another (k, d)-labelling
g. If (X0 ∪ Xk,d) \ f(V (G) ∪ E(G)) = g(V (H) ∪ E(H))
with X0 = {0, d, 2d, . . . , (q− 1)d} and Xk,d = {k, k+ d, k+
2d, . . . , k+(q−1)d}, then g is called a complementary (k, d)-
labelling of f , and both f and g are a matching of twin (k, d)-
labellings of G. 2
Definition 25. [27] A (p, q)-graph G admits a total labelling
f : V (G) ∪ E(G)→ [1, 4q − 1]. If this labelling f holds:
(i) (e-magic) f(uv) + |f(u)− f(v)| = k, and f(uv) is odd;
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(ii) (ee-difference) each edge uv matches with another edge
xy holding f(uv) = 2q + |f(x) − f(y)|, or f(uv) = 2q −
|f(x)− f(y)|, f(uv) + f(xy) = 2q;
(iii) (ee-balanced) let s(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − f(uv) for
uv ∈ E(G), then there exists a constant k′ such that each edge
uv matches with another edge u′v′ holding s(uv)+s(u′v′) =
k′ (or (p+ q + 1) + s(uv) + s(u′v′) = k′) true;
(iv) (EV-ordered) max f(V (G)) < min f(E(G)), and {|a−
b| : a, b ∈ f(V (G))} = [1, 2q − 1];
(v) (ve-matching) there are two constants k1, k2 such that
each edge uv matches with one vertex w such that f(uv) +
f(w) = k1 (or k2);
(vi) (set-ordered) max f(X) < min f(Y ) for the bipartition
(X,Y ) of V (G).
We call f an odd-6C-labelling of G. 2
A parameter sequence is defined as follows:
{(ki, di)}m1 = {(k1, d1), (k2, d2), . . . , (km, dm)},
and let
S(ki, di)
q
1 = {ki, ki + di, . . . , ki + (q − 1)di}
be a recursive set for integers ki ≥ 1 and di ≥ 1. Thereby,
we have a Topsnut-gpw sequence {G(ki,di)}m1 made by some
integer sequence {(ki, di)}m1 and a (p, q)-graph G, where each
Topsnut-gpw G(ki,di) ∼= G, and each Topsnut-gpw G(ki,di) ∈
{G(ki,di)}m1 admits one labelling of four parameter labellings
defined in Definition 26.
Definition 26. [?] (1) A (ki, di)-graceful labelling f of Gi
hold f(V (Gi)) ⊆ [0, ki + (q − 1)di], f(x) 6= f(y) for
distinct x, y ∈ V (Gi) and pi(E(Gi)) = {|pi(u)− pi(v)|; uv ∈
E(Gi)} = S(ki, di)q1.
(2) A labelling f of Gi is said to be (ki, di)-arithmetic if
f(V (Gi)) ⊆ [0, ki + (q − 1)di], f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct
x, y ∈ V (Gi) and {f(u) + f(v) : uv ∈ E(Gi)} = S(ki, di)q1.
(3) A (ki, di)-edge antimagic total labelling f of Gi hold
f(V (Gi) ∪ E(Gi)) = [1, p + q] and {f(u) + f(v) + f(uv) :
uv ∈ E(Gi)} = S(ki, di)q1, and furthermore f is super if
f(V (Gi)) = [1, p].
(4) A (ki, di)-harmonious labelling of a (p, q)-graph Gi is
defined by a mapping h : V (G) → [0, k + (q − 1)di] with
ki, di ≥ 1, such that f(x) 6= f(y) for any pair of vertices
x, y of G, h(u) + h(v)(mod∗ qdi) means that h(uv) − k =
[h(u) + h(v) − k](mod qdi) for each edge uv ∈ E(G), and
the edge label set h(E(G)) = S(ki, di)
q
1 holds true. 2
We can see the complex of a Topsnut-gpw sequence
{G(ki,di)}m1 as:
(i) {(ki, di)}m1 is a random sequence or a sequence with
many restrictions.
(ii) G(ki,di) ∼= G is a regularity.
(iii) Each G(ki,di) ∈ {G(ki,di)}m1 admits randomly one
labelling in Definition 26.
(iv) Each G(ki,di) ∈ {G(ki,di)}m1 has its matching
H(ki,di) ∈ {H(ki,di)}m1 under the meaning of image-labelling,
inverse labelling and twin labelling, and so on.
The goal of applying Topsnut-gpw sequences is for encrypt-
ing graphs/networks. Moreover, we have
Definition 27. [27] Let {(ki, di)}m1 be a sequence with
integers ki ≥ 0 and di ≥ 1, and G be a (p, q)-graph with p ≥ 2
and q ≥ 1. We define a labelling F : V (G) → {G(ki,di)}m1 ,
and F (uivj) = (|ki − kj |, di + dj (mod M)) with F (ui) =
G(ki,di) and F (vj) = G(kj ,dj) for each edge uivj ∈ E(G).
Then
(1) If {|ki − kj | : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [1, 2q − 1]o and {di +
dj (mod M)) : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [0, 2q − 3]o, we call F a
twin odd-type graph-labelling of G.
(2) If {|ki − kj | : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [1, q] and {di +
dj (mod M)) : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [0, 2q − 3]o, we call F a
graceful odd-elegant graph-labelling of G.
(3) If {|ki − kj | : uivj ∈ E(G)} and {di +
dj (mod M)) : uivj ∈ E(G)} are generalized Fibonacci
sequences, we call F a twin Fibonacci-type graph-labelling
of G. 2
Definition 28. [20] Suppose f : V (G)→ [0, 2q−1] is an odd-
graceful labelling of a (p, q)-graph G and g : V (H)→ [1, 2q]
is a labelling of another (p′, q′)-graph H such that each edge
uv ∈ E(H) has its own label defined as h(uv) = |h(u)−h(v)|
and the edge label set f(E(H)) = [1, 2q− 1]o. We say (f, g)
to be a twin odd-graceful labelling, H a twin odd-graceful
matching of G. 2
Definition 29. [27] Let Mpg(p, q) be the set of maximal planar
graphs Hi of i + 3 vertices with i ∈ [1, p + q], where each
face of each planar graph Hi is a triangle. We use a total
labelling f to label the vertices and edges of a (p, q)-graph G
with the elements of Mpg(p, q), such that i + ij + j = k (a
constant), where f(ui) = Hi, f(uivj) = Hij and f(vj) = Hj
for each edges uivj ∈ E(G). We say f an edge-magic total
planar-graph labelling of G based on Mpg(p, q). 2
Definition 30. [26] If a (p, q)-graph G admits a vertex la-
belling f : V (G)→ [0, p−1], such that G can be decomposed
into edge-disjoint graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm with m ≥ 2 and
E(G) =
⋃m
i=1E(Gi) and E(Gi) ∩ E(Gj) = ∅ for i 6= j,
and each graph Gi admits a proper labelling fi induced by
f . We call G a multiple-graph matching partition, denoted as
G = f 〈Gi〉m1 . 2
Theorem 1. [26] If a tree T admits a set-ordered graceful
labelling f , then T matches with a multiple-tree matching
partition ⊕f 〈Ti〉m1 with m ≥ 10.
B. Flawed graph labellings
We will show a (flawed) set-ordered graceful labelling
for each single Hanzi-graph, in other word, the set-ordered
graceful labelling is one of standard labellings/colorings in
Hanzi-gpws (see examples shown in Fig.32). An example from
Fig.33, Fig.34 and Fig.35 is used to illustrate our flawed type
of graph labellings.
In Fig.32, the Hanzi-graph group T is
T = T4043T4043T2635T2511T5282T4476T4734T4411T3829,
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Fig. 32. Each connected Hanzi-graph of a Hanzi-graph group T
shown in Fig.31 admits a set-ordered graceful labelling.
so we get a Hanzi-gpw group H as follows
H = Hgpw14043 H
gpw2
4043 H
gpw
2635H
gpw
2511H
gpw
5282H
gpw
4476H
gpw
4734H
gpw
4411H
gpw
3829.
Join them by edges for producing a connected graph T ∗ =
T + E∗, and then Fig.34 shows us a set-ordered graceful
labelling f∗ of T ∗ by the set-ordered graceful labellings of
the Hanzi-graph group T , and moreover we get a flawed set-
ordered graceful labelling f of the Hanzi-graph group T by
f(V (T )) = f∗(V (T ∗)), f(E(T )) = f∗(E(T ∗))\f∗(E∗) (see
Fig.33).
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Fig. 33. A Hanzi-graph group T shown in Fig.32 admits a flawed
set-ordered graceful labelling.
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Fig. 34. A connected graph T + E∗a based on Fig.33 admits a set-
ordered graceful labelling.
In general, we have a result shown in the following:
Theorem 2. Let G1, G2, . . . , Gm be disjoint connected
graphs, and E∗ be an edge set such that each edge uv of
E∗ has one end u in some Gi and another end v is in
some Gj with i 6= j, and E∗ joins G1, G2, . . . , Gm together
to form a connected graph H , denoted as H = E∗ + G,
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Fig. 35. Another connected graph T +E∗b based on Fig.33 admits a
set-ordered graceful labelling.
where G =
⋃m
i=1Gi. We say G =
⋃m
i=1Gi to be a
disconnected (p, q)-graph with p = |V (H)| = ∑mi=1 |V (Gi)|
and q = |E(H)|−|E∗| = (∑mi=1 |E(Gi)|)−|E∗|. If H admits
an α-labelling shown in the following
Flawed-1. α is a graceful labelling, or a set-ordered
graceful labelling, or graceful-intersection total set-labelling,
or a graceful group-labelling.
Flawed-2. α is an odd-graceful labelling, or a set-ordered
odd-graceful labelling, or an edge-odd-graceful total la-
belling, or an odd-graceful-intersection total set-labelling, or
an odd-graceful group-labelling, or a perfect odd-graceful
labelling.
Flawed-3. α is an elegant labelling, or an odd-elegant
labelling.
Flawed-4. α is an edge-magic total labelling, or a super
edge-magic total labelling, or super set-ordered edge-magic
total labelling, or an edge-magic total graceful labelling.
Flawed-5. α is a (k, d)-edge antimagic total labelling, or
a (k, d)-arithmetic.
Flawed-6. α is a relaxed edge-magic total labelling.
Flawed-7. α is an odd-edge-magic matching labelling, or
an ee-difference odd-edge-magic matching labelling.
Flawed-8. α is a 6C-labelling, or an odd-6C-labelling.
Flawed-9. α is an ee-difference graceful-magic matching
labelling.
Flawed-10. α is a difference-sum labelling, or a felicitous-
sum labelling.
Flawed-11. α is a multiple edge-meaning vertex labelling.
Flawed-12. α is a perfect ε-labelling.
Flawed-13. α is an image-labelling, or a (k, d)-
harmonious image-labelling.
Flawed-14. α is a twin (k, d)-labelling, or a twin
Fibonacci-type graph-labelling, or a twin odd-graceful la-
belling.
Then G admits a flawed α-labelling too. 2
The above Theorem 2 shows us over thirty-three flawed
graph labellings.
Theorem 3. Let G =
⋃m
i=1Gi be a forest with components
G1, G2, . . . , Gm, where each Gi is a (pi, pi− 1)-tree with bi-
partition (Xi, Yi) and admits a set-ordered graceful labelling
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fi holding max fi(Xi) < min fi(Yi) with i ∈ [1,m] true.
Then G admits a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling.
Proof. Suppose that (Xi, Yi): Xi = {xi,j : j ∈ [1, si]}, and
Yi = {yi,j : j ∈ [1, ti]}. Let M =
∑m
k=1 sk and N =∑m
k=1 tk. Furthermore, 0 ≤ max fi(Xi) < min fi(xi,j+1) ≤
si − 1 for j ∈ [1, si] and si ≤ fi(yi,j) < fi(yi,j+1) ≤ si +
ti − 1 = pi − 1 for j ∈ [1, ti] with i ∈ [1,m].
We set a new labelling g as follows:
(1) g(x1,j) = f1(x1,j) with j ∈ [1, s1].
(2) g(xi,j) = fi(xi,j) +
∑i−1
k=1 sk for j ∈ [1, si] and i ∈
[2,m].
(3) g(ym,j) = fm(ym,j) +M − sm with j ∈ [1, tm].
(4) g(y`,j) = f`(y`,j) + M +
∑m−`
k=1 tk for j ∈ [1, t`] and
` ∈ [1,m− 1].
Clearly,
0 = g(x1,1) ≤ g(u) < g(v) ≤ g(y1,t1) = M +N − 1 (5)
for u ∈ ⋃mi=1Xi and v ∈ ⋃mi=1 Yi.
Notice that fi(E(Gi)) = [1, pi − 1] = {fi(yi,a) −
fi(xi,b) : xi,byi,a ∈ E(Gi)}. We compute edge labels
g(xi,byi,a) = g(yi,a) − g(xi,b) as follows: For each edge
xm,bym,a ∈ E(Gm), we have
g(xm,bym,a) = g(ym,a)− g(xm,b)
= [fm(ym,a) +M − sm]−
[
fm(xm,b) +
m−1∑
k=1
sk
]
= fm(ym,a)− fm(xm,b),
(6)
so g(E(Gm)) = [1, pm − 1]. Next, for each edge xi,byi,a ∈
E(Gi) with i ∈ [1,m− 1], we can compute
g(xi,byi,a) = g(yi,a)− g(xi,b)
=
[
fi(yi,j) +M +
m−i∑
k=1
tk
]
−
[
fi(xi,j) +
i−1∑
k=1
sk
]
= fi(yi,j)− fi(xi,j) +
m∑
k=i
sk +
m−i∑
k=1
tk.
(7)
So, we obtain
g(E(Gi)) = [1 +Mi, pi − 1 +Mi] (8)
where Mi =
∑m
k=i sk +
∑m−i
k=1 tk. Thereby, we get
g(E(G)) =
m⋃
i=1
g(E(Gi)) =
[
1,
m⋃
i=1
(pi − 1)
]
\ g(E∗) (9)
We claim that g is a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling
of the forest G.
Corollary 4. Let G be a disconnected graph with com-
ponents H1, H2, . . . ,Hm, where each Hi is a connected
bipartite (pi, qi)-graph with bipartition (Xi, Yi) and admits
a set-ordered graceful labelling fi holding max fi(Xi) <
min fi(Yi) with i ∈ [1,m]. Then G admits a flawed set-
ordered graceful labelling.
If T =
⋃m
i=1 Ti is a forest having disjoint trees
T1, T2, . . . , Tm. Does T admit a flawed set-ordered graceful
labelling if and only if each tree Ti admits a set-ordered
graceful labelling with i ∈ [1,m]? Unfortunately, we have
a counterexample for this question shown in Fig.37, in which
T = T1 ∪ T2, also, T = (T1 	 T2) − uv admits flawed set-
ordered graceful labellings, however, Ti does not admit any
set-ordered graceful labelling with i = 1, 2.
In [28], the authors have proven the following mutually
equivalent labellings:
Theorem 5. [28] Let T be a tree on p vertices, and let
(X,Y ) be its bipartition of vertex set V (T ). For all values
of integers k ≥ 1 and d ≥ 1, the following assertions are
mutually equivalent:
(1) T admits a set-ordered graceful labelling f with
max f(X) < min f(Y ).
(2) T admits a super felicitous labelling α with
maxα(X) < minα(Y ).
(3) T admits a (k, d)-graceful labelling β with β(x) <
β(y)− k + d for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
(4) T admits a super edge-magic total labelling γ with
max γ(X) < min γ(Y ) and a magic constant |X|+ 2p+ 1.
(5) T admits a super (|X|+ p+ 3, 2)-edge antimagic total
labelling θ with max θ(X) < min θ(Y ).
(6) T has an odd-elegant labelling η with η(x) + η(y) ≤
2p− 3 for every edge xy ∈ E(T ).
(7) T has a (k, d)-arithmetic labelling ψ with maxψ(x) <
minψ(y)− k + d · |X| for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
(8) T has a harmonious labelling ϕ with maxϕ(X) <
minϕ(Y \ {y0}) and ϕ(y0) = 0.
We have some results similarly with that in Theorem 5 about
flawed graph labellings as follows:
Theorem 6. Suppose that T =
⋃m
i=1 Ti is a forest having
disjoint trees T1, T2, . . . , Tm, and (X,Y ) be its vertex bipar-
tition. For all values of integers k ≥ 1 and d ≥ 1, the following
assertions are mutually equivalent:
F-1. T admits a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling f
with max f(X) < min f(Y );
F-2. T admits a flawed set-ordered odd-graceful labelling
f with max f(X) < min f(Y );
F-3. T admits a flawed set-ordered elegant labelling f
with max f(X) < min f(Y );
F-4. T has a flawed odd-elegant labelling η with η(x) +
η(y) ≤ 2p− 3 for every edge xy ∈ E(T ).
F-5. T admits a super flawed felicitous labelling α with
maxα(X) < minα(Y ).
F-6. T admits a super flawed edge-magic total labelling
γ with max γ(X) < min γ(Y ) and a magic constant |X| +
2p+ 1.
F-7. T admits a super flawed (|X| + p + 3, 2)-edge an-
timagic total labelling θ with max θ(X) < min θ(Y ).
F-8. T has a flawed harmonious labelling ϕ with
maxϕ(X) < minϕ(Y \ {y0}) and ϕ(y0) = 0.
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We present some equivalent definitions with parameters k, d
for flawed (k, d)-labellings.
Theorem 7. Let T =
⋃m
i=1 Ti be a forest having disjoint
trees T1, T2, . . . , Tm, and V (T ) = X ∪ Y . For all values of
two integers k ≥ 1 and d ≥ 1, the following assertions are
mutually equivalent:
P-1. T admits a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling f
with max f(X) < min f(Y ).
P-2. T admits a flawed (k, d)-graceful labelling β with
maxβ(x) < minβ(y)− k + d for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
P-3. T has a flawed (k, d)-arithmetic labelling ψ with
maxψ(x) < minψ(y)−k+d · |X| for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
P-4. T has a flawed (k, d)-harmonious labelling ϕ with
maxϕ(X) < minϕ(Y \ {y0}) and ϕ(y0) = 0.
Remark 1. It is interesting to discover new (flawed) (k, d)-
labellings for making sequence labellings.
C. Rotatable labellings
Definition 31. ∗ For any vertex u of a connected and bipartite
(p, q)-graph G, there exist a vertex labelling f : V (G)→ [0, q]
(or f : V (G) → [0, 2q − 1]) such that (i) f(u) = 0; (ii)
f(E(G)) = {f(xy) = |f(x) − f(y)| : xy ∈ E(G)} = [1, q]
(or f(E(G)) = [1, 2q − 1]o); (iii) the bipartition (X,Y ) of
V (G) holds max f(X) < min f(Y ). Then we say G admits
a 0-rotatable set-ordered system of (odd-)graceful labellings,
abbreviated as 0-rso-graceful system (0-rso-odd-graceful sys-
tem). 2
We can develop Definition 31 to other definitions of (flawed)
0-rotatable set-ordered system of ε-labellings. However, many
Hanzi-graphs (resp. general graphs) do not admit a 0-rso-
graceful system (or 0-rso-odd-graceful system), even simpler
tree-like Hanzi-graphs, for example, a Hanzi-graph made by
the Hanzi H4043 does not admit a 0-rso-graceful system. For
real application, we can do some operations on those Hanzi-
graphs refusing 0-rso-graceful systems (or 0-rso-odd-graceful
systems). In Fig.36, we can show that (a-1), (a-2), (b-1) and (b-
2) admit 0-rso-graceful systems or 0-rso-odd-graceful systems.
人H4043
天H4476
Fig. 36. (a) and (b) do not admit 0-rso-graceful systems, but (a-1),
(a-2), (b-1) and (b-2) admit 0-rso-graceful systems.
Lemma 8. If a tree T admits a 0-rotatable system of (odd-
)graceful labellings, then its symmetric tree T 	 T ′ admits a
0-rotatable set-ordered system of (odd-)graceful labellings.
Proof. Let f be a graceful labelling of a tree T having p
vertices, and (X,Y ) be the bipartition of vertex set of T , so
V (T ) = X ∪ Y . We take a copy T ′ of T , correspondingly,
(X ′, Y ′) is the bipartition of vertex set of T ′, namely, V (T ) =
V (T ′) and X = X ′, Y = Y ′. We join a vertex x0 of T
with its image x′0 of T
′ by an edge, and the resultant tree
is just a symmetric tree T 	 T ′ with its vertex bipartition
V (T 	 T ′) = (X ∪ Y ′, Y ∪X ′). Next, we define a labelling
g for the tree T 	 T ′ in the way: g(x) = f(x) with x ∈ X ⊂
X ∪ Y ′; and for each w′ ∈ Y ′ we set g(w′) = f(w) with
w ∈ Y where w′ is the image of w; for each x′ ∈ X ′ we let
g(x′) = f(x)+p with x ∈ X , where x′ is the image of x; and
for each y′ ∈ Y ⊂ ∪X ′ we have g(y′) = f(y)+p with y ∈ Y .
Clearly, g(X ∪ Y ′) = f(V (T )) and g(Y ∪ X ′) = {f(w) +
p : w ∈ V (T )} prove that max g(X ∪ Y ′) < min g(Y ∪
X ′). Furthermore, g(E(T ′)) = [1, p − 1], g(x0x′0) = p and
g(E(T )) = [1 + p, 2p − 1]. Thereby, we claim that g is a
set-ordered graceful labelling of the tree T 	 T ′.
By Definition 31, each vertex u of the tree T admitting a
0-rotatable system of (odd-)graceful labellings can be labelled
with f(u) = 0 by some graceful labelling f of T . Thereby,
this vertex u (or its image u′) can be labelled with g(u) = 0
by some set-ordered graceful labelling g of the tree T 	 T ′.
The proof about odd-graceful labellings is very similar with
that above, we omit it.
By Lemma 8, we can prove the following results (see an
example shown in Fig.37):
Theorem 9. Suppose that a connected and bipartite (p, q)-
graph G admits a 0-rotatable set-ordered system of (odd-
)graceful labellings. Then the edge symmetric graph G 	 G′
admits a 0-rotatable set-ordered system of (odd-)graceful
labellings too, where G′ is a copy of G, and G	G′ is obtained
by joining a vertex of G with its image in G′ by an edge.
Theorem 10. There are infinite graphs admit 0-rotatable set-
ordered systems of (odd-)graceful labellings.
Remark 2. Definition 31 can generalized to other labellings,
such as edge-magic total labelling, elegant/odd-elegant la-
bellings, felicitous labelling, (k, d)-graceful labelling, edge an-
timagic total labelling, (k, d)-arithmetic, harmonious labelling,
odd-edge-magic matching labelling, relaxed edge-magic total
labelling, 6C-labelling, odd-6C-labelling, and so on.
D. Pan-labelling and problems
We restate a pan-labelling definition (Ref. [26] and [29]) as
follows:
Definition 32. [29] Let G be a (p, q)-graph, and let AM =
{ai}M1 and Bq = {bj}q1 be two monotonic increasing se-
quences of non-negative numbers with M ≥ p. There are the
following restrict conditions:
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Fig. 37. Two trees T1, T2 shown in (a) and (b) admit 0-rotatable
system of graceful labellings, but set-ordered. A tree T1	T2 admits
a 0-rotatable system of graceful labellings.
Seq-1. A vertex mapping f : V (G) → AM such that
f(u) 6= f(v) for distinct vertices u, v ∈ V (G).
Seq-2. A total mapping g : V (G)∪E(G)→ AM∪Bq such
that g(x) 6= g(y) for distinct elements x, y ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G).
Seq-3. An induced edge label f(uv) = O(f(u), f(v)) for
uv ∈ E(G).
Seq-4. An F -equation F (g(u), g(uv), g(v)) = 0 holds
true.
Seq-5. An E-equation E(f(u), f(uv), f(v)) = 0 holds
true for an edge labelling f : E(G)→ Bq .
Seq-6. f(E(G)) ⊆ Bq .
Seq-7. g(V (G) ∪ E(G)) ⊆ AM ∪Bq .
Seq-8. f(V (G)) ⊆ AM and f(E(G)) = Bq .
Seq-9. f(V (G)) = AM and f(E(G)) = Bq .
We refer to f as:
(1) a sequence-(AM , Bq) labelling if Seq-1 and Seq-3 hold
true;
(2) a sequence-(AM , Bq) total labelling if Seq-2, Seq-3
and Seq-7 hold true;
(3) a full sequence-(AM , Bq) labelling if Seq-2, Seq-4 and
Seq-8 hold true;
(4) a graceful sequence-(AM , Bq) labelling if Seq-1, Seq-
3 and Seq-9 hold true;
(5) a total sequence-(AM , Bq) labelling if Seq-2 and Seq-
4 hold true;
(6) a sequence-(AM , Bq) F -total graceful labelling if Seq-
2, Seq-4 and Seq-9 hold true;
(7) a sequence-(AM , Bq) mixed labelling if Seq-3, Seq-5
and Seq-8 hold true. 2
If two sets AM = {ai}M1 and Bq = {bj}q1 defined in
Definition 32 correspond a graph labelling admitted by graphs,
we say (AM , Bq) a graph-realized sequence matching.
Remark 3. It may be interesting to consider a problem
proposed in [26]: Determine the conditions for AM and Bq
and any a ∈ AM corresponds two numbers a∗ ∈ AM , b∗ ∈ Bq
such that b∗ = |a − a∗|. Then determine such sequence pair
(AM , Bq) defined in Definition 32 such that the sequence type
of graph labellings defined in Definition 32 hold true on some
graphs. If any b ∈ Bq corresponds two numbers a′, a′′ ∈ AM
holding b = |a′ − a′′| true, then we can find at least a forest
T admitting a graceful sequence-(AM , Bq) labelling defined
in Definition 32.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF HANZI-GPWS
Our goal is to translate a paragraph written by Hanzis
into Hanzi-gpws. First, we will discuss two topics: One is
decomposing Hanzi-graphs, another is constructing Hanzi-
graphs; second we show approaches for building up Hanzi-
gpws.
A. Decomposing graphs into Hanzi-graphs
We introduce some operations on planar graphs, since
Hanzi-graphs are planar.
wk
u1
u2
ui vi
v1
v2
x
w wmw1
wk+1
u1
u2
ui vj
v1
v2x
w wmw1
x
wk wk+1
Fig. 38. A scheme for a half-edge split operation from left to right,
and a half-edge coincident operation from right to left.
Definition 33. Let xw be an edge of a (p, q)-graph G, such
that N(x) = {w, u1, u2, . . . , ui, v1, v2, . . . , vj} and N(w) =
{x,w1, w2, . . . , wm}, and xw ∈ E(G).
Op-1. A half-edge split operation is defined by deleting
the edge xw, and then splitting the vertex x into two vertices
x′, x′′ and joining x′ with these vertices w, u1, u2, . . . , ui, and
finally joining x′′ with these vertices w, v1, v2, . . . , vj . The
resultant graph is denoted as G∧1/2xw, named as a half-edge
split graph, and N(x′) ∩N(x′′) = {w} in H . (see Fig.38)
Op-2. A half-edge coincident operation is defined as:
Suppose that N(x′)∩N(x′′) = {w}, we coincide x′ with x′′
into one, denoted as x = (x′, x′′), such that N(x) = N(x′)∩
N(x′′), that is, delete one multiple edge. The resultant graph
is denoted as G(x′w  x′w), called a half-edge coincident
graph. (see Fig.38)
Op-3. [26] A vertex-split operation is defined in the
way: Split x into two vertices x′, x′′ such that N(x′) =
{w, u1, u2, . . . , ui} and N(x′′) = {v1, v2, . . . , vj} with
N(x′) ∩N(x′′) = ∅; the resultant graph is written as G ∧ x,
named as a vertex-split graph. (see Fig.39 from (a) to (b))
Op-4. [26] A vertex-coincident operation is defined by
coinciding two vertices x′ and x′′ in to one x = (x′, x′′) such
that N(x) = N(x′) ∪ N(x′′); the resultant graph is written
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Fig. 39. (a) A vertex-coincident graph G(x′  x′′) obtained by a
vertex-coincident operation from (b) to (a); (b) a vertex-split graph
G∧x obtained by a vertex-split operation from (a) to (b); (c) an edge-
coincident graph G(x′w′  x′′w′′) obtained by an edge-coincident
operation from (d) to (c); (d) an edge-split graph G ∧ xw obtained
by an edge-split operation from (c) to (d).
as G(x′  x′′), called a vertex-coincident graph. (see Fig.39
from (b) to (a))
Op-5. [26] An edge-split operation is defined as:
Split the edge xw into two edges x′w′ and x′′w′′
such that N(x′) = {w′, u1, u2, . . . , ui} and N(x′′) =
{w′′, v1, v2, . . . , vj}, N(w′) = {x′, w1, w2, . . . , wk} and
N(w′′) = {x′′, wk+1, wk+2, . . . , wm}; the resultant graph is
written as G∧xw, named as an edge-split graph, with N(w′)∩
N(x′) = ∅, N(w′) ∩ N(x′′) = ∅, and N(x′) ∩ N(w′) = ∅,
N(x′) ∩N(w′′) = ∅. (see Fig.39 from (c) to (d))
Op-6. [26] An edge-coincident operation is defined by
coinciding two edges x′w′ and x′′w′′ into one edge xw
such that N(x) = N(x′) ∪ N(x′′) ∪ {w = (w′, w′′)} and
N(w) = N(w′)∪N(w′′)∪{x = (x′, x′′)}; the resultant graph
is written as G(x′w′x′′w′′), called an edge-coincident graph.
(see Fig.39 from (d) to (c))
Op-7. [10] In Fig.40, an edge-contracting operation is
shown as: Delete the edge xy first, and then coincide x
with y into one vertex w = (x, y) such that N(w) =
[N(x) \ {y}] ∪ [N(y) \ {x}]. The resultant graph is denoted
as G / xy, named as an edge-contracted graph.
Op-8. [10] In Fig.40, an edge-subdivided operation is de-
fined in the way: Split the vertex w into two vertices x, y, and
join x with y by a new edge xy, such that N(x)∩N(y) = ∅,
y ∈ N(x), x ∈ N(y) and N(w) = [N(x)\{y}]∪[N(y)\{x}].
The resultant graph is denoted as G . w, called an edge-
subdivided graph. 2
A simple example of using a series of half-edge split
operations is shown in Fig.42. Furthermore, we obtain a half-
edge split graph H = G ∧1/2 {uiui+1}n−11 shown in Fig.41
(b), where P = u1u2 · · ·un, and H contains two cycles
C ′ = P ′+u′1u
′
n and C
′′ = P ′′+u′′1u
′′
n, two paths P
′ and P ′′
by a series of half-edge split operations.
By the operations defined in Definition 33 and the induction,
we obtain the following result:
(a) (b)
x
y
x1x2
x3
x4
y1
y2
w=(x, y)
x1x2
x3
x4
y1
y2
a contacting
operation
a subdividing
operation
Fig. 40. (a) An edge-subdivided graph G.w obtained by subdividing
a vertex w = (x, y) into an edge xy from (b) to (a); (b) an edge-
contracted graph G / xy obtained by contracting an edge xy to a
vertex (x, y) from (a) to (b).
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Path/cycle-split
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Path/cycle-coincident
operation
Fig. 41. (a) A path P = u1u2 · · ·un in black, and a cycle C =
P + u1un in black and blue; (b) two cycles C′ = P ′ + u′1u′n and
C′′ = P ′′+u′′1u
′′
n obtained by a series of half-edge split operations.
Theorem 11. Any simple graph G can be decomposed into
Hanzi-graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm with G =
⋃m
i=1Gi, E(G) =⋃m
i=1E(Gi) and E(Gi) ∩ E(Gj) = ∅ if i 6= j.
Let DHg(G) be the smallest number of Hanzi-graphs ob-
tained by decomposing a simple graph G. In general, there
exists some simple graph G such that DHg(G) < DHg(H)
for some proper subgraph H of G. We present an example
shown in Fig.43.
In Fig.43, G is a (78, 55)-Hanzi-graph obtained from a
Hanzi H7229 with code 7229 in [42], H is a proper subgraph
of G, and T is a tree obtained from G. Clearly, the tree T
can be decomposed into a Hanzi-graph G by the vertex-split
operation. Moreover, the tree T admits a set-ordered graceful
labelling, since it is a caterpillar. However, DHg(G) = 1 <
2 = DHg(H), since there does not exist one Hanzi having its
Hanzi-graph to be H .
We show an algorithm for making a flawed set-ordered
graceful labelling of the (78, 55)-Hanzi-graph G by Fig.44:
CATERPILLAR-CONSTRUCTION algorithm
Step 1. Rearrange the caterpillar-like components
H1, H2, . . . ,Hn of a disconnected graph G by
Hi1 , Hi2 , . . . ,Hin , see (a) in Fig.44;
Step 2. Join the components Hi1 , Hi2 , . . . ,Hin of G by
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Fig. 42. An example for illustrating the half-edge split operation.
G
H T
Fig. 43. An example for illustrating DHg(G) < DHg(H), since H
is not a Hanzi, DHg(G) = 1, but DHg(H) ≥ 2.
new edges for obtaining a caterpillar T ′ = 	mj=1Hj1 with the
new edge set E∗ = {usut : us ∈ E(His), ut ∈ E(Hit)}, see
(b) in Fig.44;
Step 3. Give a graceful set-ordered labelling of T ′, see (c)
in Fig.44;
Step 4. Delete the added edges and then we get a flawed
set-ordered graceful labelling of G, see (d) in Fig.44.
It is noticeable, we have two or more caterpillars like T ′ by
different permutations Hi1 , Hi2 , . . . ,Hin of H1, H2, . . . ,Hn
of the Hanzi-graph G and distinct joining ways to join
Hi1 , Hi2 , . . . ,Hin together by new edges. Thus, we claim that
the Hanzi-graph G admits two or more flawed set-ordered
graceful labellings, which enables us to make more complex
TB-paws.
Fig.44 (a) shows a Hanzi-graph Hyu (read ‘yu`’) with
23 components J1, J2, . . . , J23, so we have (23)! different
permutations Ji1Ji2 . . . Ji23 of J1J2 . . . J23, which distribute
us (23)! Hanzi-gpws having flawed set-ordered graceful la-
bellings, here, (23)! ≈ 274.5. Thereby, Hanzis can produce
various larger scale spaces of Hanzi-gpws.
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(b) Adding 22 new edges
Fig. 44. A scheme for illustrating the procedure of finding a flawed
set-ordered graceful labelling of the (78, 55)-Hanzi-graph G shown
in Fig.43.
Our split operations can be used to decompose graphs
and form new colorings/labellings. In [40] and [39], the
authors investigate the v-split and e-split connectivity of
graphs/networks. They define two new connectivities as fol-
lows:
The v-divided connectivity. A v-divided k-connected graph
H holds: H∧V ∗ (or H∧{xi}k1) is disconnected, where V ∗ =
{x1, x2, . . . , xk} is a subset of V (H), each component Hj of
H ∧ {xi}k1 has at least a vertex wj 6∈ V ∗, |V (H ∧ {xi}k1)| =
k + |V (H)| and |E(H ∧ {xi}k1)| = |E(H)|. The smallest
number of k for which H ∧ {xi}k1 is disconnected is called
the v-divided connectivity of H , denoted as κd(H) (see an
example shown in Fig.45).
The e-divided connectivity. An e-divided k-connected
graph H holds: H∧{ei}k1 (or H∧E∗) is disconnected, where
E∗ = {e1, e2, . . . , ek} is a subset of E(H), each component
Hj of H ∧ {ei}k1 has at least a vertex wj being not any end
of any edge of E∗, |V (H ∧ {ei}k1)| = 2k + |V (H)| and
|E(H ∧ {ei}k1)| = k + |E(H)|. The smallest number of k
for which H ∧ {ei}k1 is disconnected is called the e-divided
connectivity of H , denoted as κ′d(H) (see an example shown
in Fig.45).
Recall that the minimum degree δ(H), the vertex connec-
tivity κ(H) and the edge connectivity κ′(H) of a simple graph
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Fig. 45. (a) A graph H with minimum degree δ(H) = 4; (b) an
e-divided graph H ∧ xw with κ′d(H) = 1; (c) a v-divided graph
H ∧ {x,w} with κd(H) = 2; (d) a v-deleted graph H − {x,w}
with κ(H) = 2; (e) an e-deleted graph H − {yx, yw, yu, yv} with
κ′(H) = 4.
G hold the following inequalities [10]
κ(H) ≤ κ′(H) ≤ δ(H) (10)
true. Unfortunately, we do not have the inequalities (10) about
the minimum degree δ(H), the v-divided connectivity κd(H)
and the e-divided connectivity κ′d(H) for a simple graph H .
Moreover, we have
Lemma 12. A graph G is k-connected if and only if it is
v-divided k-connected, namely, κd(H) = κ(H).
Theorem 13. If a k-connected graph has a property related
with its k-connectivity, so do a v-divided k-connected graph.
Theorem 14. Any connected graph G holds the inequalities
κ′d(G) ≤ κd(G) ≤ 2κ′d(G) true, and the boundaries are
reachable.
Theorem 15. Suppose that a connected graph G has a subset
X holding G−X to be not connected and to have the most
number n(G − X) = ndis(G) of components if and only if
each component of G−X is a complete graph.
As the application of the v-divided and v-coincident opera-
tions, the article [39] shows
Theorem 16. A simple graph G of n edges is a connected
Euler’s graph if and only if
(E-1) it can be divided into a cycle Cn by a series of vertex
divided operations;
(E-2) its overlapping kennel graph H holds diameter
D(H) ≤ 2 and no vertex of H is adjacent to two vertices
of odd-degrees in H , simultaneously.
B. Tree-like structure of Hanzi-gpws
The sentence “tree-like structure” means also “linear struc-
ture”. We have: linear edge-joining structure, linear vertex-
combined structure and linear ve-mixed structure.
We present some techniques for building up Hanzi-gpws in
the following:
1. Suppose that each of disjoint graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm is
connected. We join a vertex ui of Gi with some vertex uj of
Gj for i 6= j by a new edge, and denote this edge by uiuj
(called a joining edge), such that each graph Gt is joined with
another graph Gs with s, t ∈ [1,m], and the resultant graph
is denoted as G = 	mi=1Gi, and the new edge set is denoted
as E∗ = {uiuj : ui ∈ E(Gi), uj ∈ E(Gj)}. We refer to this
procedure as a linear edge-joining operation if |E∗| = m−1.
2. If a Hanzi-graph H is disconnected, and it has its
components H1, H2, . . . ,Hn, so we can do a linear edge-
joining operation to H , such that the resultant graph H∗ is
connected.
3. We combine a vertex ui of Gi and somr vertex uj of
Gj with i 6= j into one wi,j = (ui, uj), we say that Gi is
combined with Gj , such that each graph Gt is combined with
another graph Gs with s, t ∈ [1,m] and s 6= t. The resultant
graph is denoted as G = m1 Gi, we name the procedure of
obtaining G = m1 Gi a linear vertex-combined operation if
the overlapping vertex set {wi,j = (ui, uj)} has just m − 1
vertices.
We say that each linear edge-joining operation corresponds
a linear vertex-combined operation, and call them as a linear
matching operation, since a linear vertex-combined operation
can be defined as: Suppose that G = 	mi=1Gi is obtained
by doing a linear edge-joining operation to disjoint connected
Hanzi-graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm, and E∗ is the set of all joining
edges. We contract each joining edge of E∗ to a vertex (see
Fig.40), so two ends of the edge are coincided into one, called
a combined vertex, and the resultant graph is just mi=1Gi
defined above. Conversely, we can subdivide each combined
vertex x of mi=1Gi (see Fig.40), which is the result of
combining a vertex xi of Gi and a vertex xj of Gj with
i 6= j into one, to be an edge xixj . Thereby, the result of
subdividing all combined vertices of mi=1Gi is just 	mi=1Gi
defined above. The operation mentioned here are defined in
Definition 33.
Theorem 17. Suppose G = 	mi=1Gi obtained by doing a
series of edge-joining operations on disjoint connected graphs
G1, G2, . . . , Gm. We contract each Gi to a vertex, the resultant
graph is a tree if and only if the joining edge set E∗ of G has
only (m− 1) edges.
Theorem 18. Suppose G = mi=1Gi obtained by doing a
series of vertex-combined operations on disjoint connected
graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm. We subdivide each combined vertex
x of mi=1Gi by an edge xixj with xi ∈ V (Gi) and
xj ∈ V (Gj), so we get G∧ {x} = 	mi=1Gi, where {x} is the
set of combined vertices. Then G = mi=1Gi is obtained by
doing linear vertex-combined operations on disjoint connected
graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm if and only if G ∧ {x} = 	mi=1Gi is
a result of doing linear edge-joining operations on disjoint
connected graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm.
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C. Non-tree-like structure of Hanzi-gpws
Let {Gi}m1 = {G1, G2, . . . , Gm}. We join a vertex u ∈
V (Gi) with some vertex v ∈ V (Gj) by an edge uv with
i, j ∈ [1,m] and i 6= j, the resultant graph is denoted
as H = 	〈{Gi}m1 〉, named as a compound graph, and
particularly, H = 	〈G1, G2〉 if m = 2. If any pair of Gi
and Gj is joined by a unique edge uv with u ∈ V (Gi) and
v ∈ V (Gj), then we say the compound graph H to be simple,
otherwise H to be multiple. We call H a non-tree-like structure
if H contains a cycle C = ui1ui2 · · ·uikui1 with k ≥ 3 and
uij ∈ V (Gij ) and j ∈ [1, k], as well as Gij ∈ {Gi}m1 with
ij 6= it if j 6= t.
D. Graphs made by Hanzi-gpws
Definition 34. A (p, q)-graph G is graceful k-rotatable for a
constant k ∈ [0, q] if any vertex u of G can be labelled as
f(u) = k by some graceful labelling f of G. 2
We can generalize Definition 34 to other labellings as
follows:
Definition 35. ([11], [18], [19], [20], [26], [27]) A (p, q)-
graph G is ε-k-rotatable for a constant k ∈ [a, b] if any vertex
u of G can be labelled as f(u) = k by some ε-labelling
f , where ε ∈ {odd-graceful, twin odd-graceful, elegant, odd-
elegant, twin odd-elegant, felicitous, edge-magic total, edge-
magic total graceful, 6C-labelling, etc.}. 2
In fact, determining the 0-rotatable gracefulness of trees is
not slight, even for caterpillars (Ref. [50]). A hz-ε-graph G
(see Fig.46 and Fig.47) has its vertices corresponding Hanzi-
gpws, and two vertices of G are adjacent to each other if the
corresponding Hanzi-gpws Hgpwui having its ε-labelling fi and
topological structure Tui with i = 1, 2 can be transformed to
each other by the following rules, where f1 and f2 are the
same-type of labellings, for example, f1 and f2 are flawed
graceful, and so on.
Rule-1. The labelling of Hgpwui is the dual labelling of the
labelling of Hgpwu3−i with i = 1, 2, so Tu1
∼= Tu2 , here Tui is
the topological structure of Hanzi-gpw Hgpwui with i = 1, 2.
Rule-2. Hgpwui is obtained by adding (reducing) vertices
and edges to Hgpwu3−i , such that fi can be deduced by f3−i
with i = 1, 2.
Rule-3. Hgpwu1 = H
gpw
u2 , namely, f1 = f2 and Tu1
∼= Tu2 .
Rule-4. Hgpwui is an image of Hanzi-gpw H
gpw
u3−i with i =
1, 2.
Rule-5. Hgpwui is an inverse of Hanzi-gpw H
gpw
u3−i with i =
1, 2.
Rule-6. Tu1 ∼= Tu2 , but f1 6= f2.
A generalized Hanzi-gpw system shown in Fig.46 is based
on a Hanzi H4476 with its topological structure T4476 shown in
Fig.46 (r). Based on the Hanzi H4476, four Hanzi-gpws H
gpwj
4476
with j ∈ [1, 4] are (b)= Hgpw14476 , (c)= Hgpw24476 , (d)= Hgpw34476 and
(e)= Hgpw44476 respectively, which tell us that the Hanzi H4476
admits flawed graceful o-rotatable labellings, since each vertex
of the Hanzi H4476 can be labelled with 0 by some graceful
labelling of H4476 under Rule-1. Because each Hanzi-gpws
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Fig. 46. A derivative hanzi-system built on a Hanzi H4476.
H
gpwj
4476 admit a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling fj with
j ∈ [1, 4], so fj(V (Hgpwj4476 )) = [0, 10] for j ∈ [1, 4] according
to Definition 2.
Fig. 47. A hz-ε-graph made by the derivative hanzi-system of a Hanzi
H4476 shown in Fig.46, where ε is the graceful labelling.
Clearly, our hz-ε-graphs are Hanzi-gpws too. In Fig.46, we
can see the following facts:
(1) Two flawed set-ordered graceful labellings in Fig.46(c)
and (h) are dual to each other. Again, adding a new vertex and
a new edge makes (i)= Hgpw4932; then (n)= H
gpw
493 is obtained
by adding 8 new vertices and 7 new edges to (i).
(2) By Rule-2, Hgpw4476 → Hgpw2328 from (b) to (g) after
adding a vertex and an edge to Hgpw4476.
(3) Do Rule-1 to (g)= Hgpw2328, and adding two vertices and
two edges produces (l)= Hgpw4207 by Rule-2.
(4) Deleting two vertices and two edges from (b)= Hgpw4476,
under Rule-2, so obtaining (f)= Hgpw2083; and deleting a vertex
and an edge of (f)= Hgpw2083 produces (k)= H
gpw
2071; and do
Rule-2 two times for getting (a)= Hgpw3630.
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(5) The Hanzi-gpw (q)= Hgpw3220 is the result of adding four
new vertices and two new edges, and deleting an old vertex
and an old edge to (m)= Hgpw2848.
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Fig. 48. Hanzi-gpws made by Hanzis lebelled with Habcd and
pseudo-Hanzis with no labels.
E. Estimating space of Hanzi-gpws
Estimating the space of Hanzi-gpws will be facing the
following basic problems:
Space-1. Estimating the space of Hanzi-graphs.
Space-2. Find out graph labellings that are admitted by
Hanzi-graphs.
As known, there are over 200 graph labellings introduced
in the famous survey [11]. Meanwhile, new graph labellings
emerge everyday.
We present an example in Fig.50, in which there are seven
connected components in a group of three Hanzis-gpws Hgpw4043,
Hgpw2511 and H
gpw
3829. Clearly, we have 7! = 5040 flawed set-
ordered graceful labellings on Hgpw4043, H
gpw
2511 and H
gpw
3829, which
can deduce 7! = 5040 flawed set-ordered ε-labellings, here,
the flawed set-ordered ε-labelling is equivalent to the flawed
set-ordered graceful labelling in Definition 2.
Two examples shown in Fig.34 and Fig.35 motivate us
to find such edge sets E∗ to join disjoint connected graphs
G1, G2, . . . , Gm, such that the resultant graph H = E∗ +G,
where G =
⋃m
i=1Gi, admits a set-ordered graceful labelling
f . So, G =
⋃m
i=1Gi admits a flawed set-ordered graceful
labelling defined in Definition 2. Notice that
(1) E(G) = E(H) \ E∗ with |E(H)| = 91,
(2) V (G) = V (H) = X ∪ Y such that x ∈ X and y ∈ Y
for each edge xy ∈ E(G) or xy ∈ E(H), and “set-ordered”
means max f(X) < min f(Y ).
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Fig. 49. (a) A group of three Hanzis-gpws with their seven connected
components having set-ordered graceful labellings; (b)-(e) four dif-
ferent flawed set-ordered graceful labellings.
Hence, we have the edge label set f(E∗) = {f(xiyi) =
f(yi) − f(xi) : xiyi ∈ E∗} = {2, 6, 11, 20, 26, 29, 37,
40, 42, 44, 47, 51, 57, 60, 63, 70, 80, 86} with 18 = |E∗|.
Thereby, we can set: (2 + k1) − k1 = 2, (6 + k2) − k2 = 6,
(11+k3)−k3 = 11, (20+k4)−k4 = 20, (26+k5)−k5 = 26,
(29+k6)−k6 = 29, (37+k7)−k7 = 37, (40+k8)−k8 = 40,
(42 + k9) − k9 = 42, (44 + k10) − k10 = 44, (47 + k11) −
k11 = 47, (51 + k12) − k12 = 51, (57 + k13) − k13 = 57,
(60+k14)−k14 = 60, (63+k15)−k15 = 63, (70+k16)−k16 =
70, (80 + k17) − k17 = 80, (86 + k18) − k18 = 86. Each
ki ∈ [ai, bi] with i ∈ [1, 18], for example, k18 ∈ [0, 5], k17 ∈
[0, 11], k16 ∈ [0, 21], k15 ∈ [0, 32], etc. We have deduced
ki ∈ [0, 91−f(xiyi)] = [0, 91−f(yi)+f(xi)] with i ∈ [1, 18].
We refer to the set f(E∗) as an f -base under the set-ordered
graceful labelling f of H . Each group L = {ki1 , ki2 , . . . , ki18}
with ki ∈ [ai, bi] for i ∈ [1, 18] yields an edge set E(E∗, L)
to form a connected graph HL having a set-ordered graceful
labelling fL and V (G) = V (HL), as well as E(G) = E(H)\
E(E∗, L) and |E(HL)| = 91 based on the f -base. We are
ready to present a generalization of flawed type labellings.
Definition 36. ∗ Let G1, G2, . . . , Gm be disjoint connected
graphs, let G =
⋃m
i=1Gi and let Ej with j ∈ [1, n] be an
edge set such that each edge uv of Ej has one end u in
some Gi and another end v is in some Gj with i 6= j, and
Ej joins G1, G2, . . . , Gm together to form a connected graph
Hj , denoted as Hj = Ej +G. We say G =
⋃m
i=1Gi to be a
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disconnected (p, q)-graph with p = |V (Hj)| =
∑m
i=1 |V (Gi)|
and q = |E(Hj)| − |Ej | = (
∑m
i=1 |E(Gi)|)− |Ej |.
Suppose that Hk admits a set-ordered graceful labelling fk
with k ∈ [1, nk], where nk is the number of set-ordered grace-
ful labellings admitted by Hk, correspondingly, G admits a
flawed set-ordered graceful labelling gk with k ∈ [1, nk], such
that max fk(X) < min fk(Y ) and max gk(X) < min gk(Y )
with V (G) = V (Hk) = X ∪ Y . We call the edge label set
fk(Ek) = {fk(xk,iyk,i) = fk(yk,i) − fk(xk,i) : xk,iyk,i ∈
Ek, i ∈ [1, |Ek|]} as an fk-base. Since [fk(xk,iyk,i) +
ks] − ks = fk(xk,iyk,i) as each ks ∈ [as, bs] (as ∈ fk(X)
and bs ∈ fk(Y )) with s ∈ [1, |Ek|], each new edge set
Esk = {us,ivs,i : i ∈ [1, |Ek|]} holding fk(Esk) = fk(Ek)
induces a connected adding-edge graph Hsk = E
s
k +G. 2
In Definition 36, it is easy to see m − 1 = min{|Ej | :
j ∈ [1, n]}, however, determining max{|Ej | : j ∈ [1, n]}
seems to be not slight. Since there are many connected graphs
Hsk = E
s
k + G induced by each fk-base based on Hk shown
in Definition 36. Let Num(Hsk) be the number of set-ordered
graceful labellings admitted by Hsk , and so G admits nk ·|Ek|·
Num(H
s
k) set-ordered graceful labellings at least.
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Fig. 50. Paragraphs can be transformed into Hanzi-graphs having
the same components with that of three Hanzis H4043, H2511 and
H3829. (a) A public key; (b) possible private keys.
F. Self-growable Hanzi-gpws
Some Hanzi-gpws can grow to many Topsnut-gpws. An
example shown in Fig.51 is just a self-growable Hanzi-gpw, in
which Hgpw4476 is as a public key, H
gpw
4585 is as a private key, the
authentication is shown in (e). And the graph G1 = H
gpw0
4476
shown in (a) admits a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling. It
is not hard to see G1 → G2 → · · · → Gm, each Gi admits
a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling. Since Gi is a proper
subgraph of Gi+1, we name the sequence {Gi}m1 as a self-
growing Hanzi-gpw sequence.
Observe examples shown in Fig.51 and Fig.52, we can
define a new labelling in Definition 37 as follows:
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Fig. 51. Two Hanzi-gpws (H4476, H4585) shown in (f) are made
from (a) to (e).
Definition 37. ∗ Let H =
⋃m
i=1Gi with subgraphs
G1, G2, . . . , Gm, and let H admit a flawed set-ordered grace-
ful labelling h. If each Gi admits a flawed set-ordered
graceful labelling hi induced by h, such that |hi(E(Gi)) ∩
hi+1(E(Gi+1))| = 1 for i ∈ [1,m−1], then we say h a flawed
jointly set-ordered graceful labelling of H (see examples
shown in Fig.51 and Fig.52). 2
Comparing Definition 36 with Definition 37, we can claim
Theorem 19. A graph G defined in Definition 36 admits a
flawed set-ordered graceful labelling if and only if H defined
in Definition 37 admits a flawed jointly set-ordered graceful
labelling.
V. PRODUCING TEXT-BASED PASSWORDS FROM
HANZI-GPWS
In [27], some techniques were introduced for making TB-
paws from Topsnut-gpws. We will produce TB-paws from
Hanzi-gpws in this section.
We are facing the following tasks:
(1) How many techniques are there for generating TB-paws
from Hanzi-gpws? And can these techniques be translated into
efficient algorithms?
(2) How long bytes of those TB-paws made by Hanzi-
gpws are there? As known, the largest prime is M77232917 =
277232917−1, which has 23,249,425 (twenty-three million two
hundred and forty-nine thousand four hundred and twenty-five)
bytes long.
(3) How to reconstruct Hanzi-gpws by TB-paws?
A. Matrix expressions of Hanzi-gpws
As known, each (p, q)-graph G of graph theory has itself
adjacency matrix A(G) = (aij)p×p, where aij = 1 if vertex
i is adjacent with vertex j, otherwise aij = 0, as well as
aii = 0. Here, we adjust A(G) as A(G, f) = (f(aij))p×p
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Fig. 52. Two examples for self-growing Hanzi-gpws admitting flawed
set-ordered graceful labellings.
for a (an odd-)graceful labelling f of G by defining f(aij) =
|f(i) − f(j)| if edge ij ∈ E(G), otherwise f(aij) = 0 if
edge ij 6∈ E(G), and f(aii) = 0. We refer to A(G, f) as an
adjacency edge-value matrix of G.
Motivated from the matrix expression of graphs, such as
incidence matrices of graphs, we have the following Topsnut-
matrix definition:
Definition 38. ([21], [30], [27]) A Topsnut-matrix Avev(G)
of a (p, q)-graph G is defined as
Avev(G) =
 x1 x2 · · · xqe1 e2 · · · eq
y1 y2 · · · yq

3×q
= (X W Y )−13×q
(11)
where
X = (x1 x2 · · · xq),W = (e1 e2 · · · eq)
Y = (y1 y2 · · · yq),
(12)
where each edge ei has its own two ends xi and yi with i ∈
[1, q]; and G has another Topsnut-matrix Avv(G) defined as
Avv(G) = (X Y )
−1
2×q , where X,Y are called vertex-vectors,
W edge-vector. 2
By these two new matrices A(G, f) = (f(aij))p×p and
Avev(G) = (X W Y )
−1
3×q , we can make more complex TB-
paws.
Lemma 20. Any matrix (X W Y )−13×q corresponds a graph
G with V (G) = (XY )∗ and E(G) = W ∗, where
X = (x1 x2 · · · xq),W = (e1 e2 · · · eq)
Y = (y1 y2 · · · yq),
(13)
are three vectors of real numbers, and (XY )∗ is the set of
different elements in X and Y , and W ∗ is the set of different
elements in W .
Lemma 21. If max{xi : i ∈ [1, q]} < min{yj : j ∈ [1, q]} in
a matrix Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q of a (p, q)-graph G if and
only if G has no odd-cycle.
We name a Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q of a
(p, q)-graph G with maxX < minY as a set-ordered Topsnut-
matrix. And, Avev(G) is X-increasing if xi ≤ xi+1 with i ∈
[1, q − 1], Avev(G) is edge-ordered if ej ≤ ej+1 with j ∈
[1, q−1]. For the simplicity of statement, we regard (XY )∗ =
X ∪ Y and W ∗ = W in Avev(G) hereafter.
B. Operations on Topsnut-matrices [27]
Suppose that Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q is a Topsnut-matrix
of a (p, q)-graph G. There are some operations on Topsnut-
matrices based on Definition 38 in the following.
Mo-1. Compound operation. We define a particular
Topsnut-matrix by an edge ei = xiyi of G as A(ei) =
(xi ei yi)
−1, and set a compound operation “” between these
Topsnut-matrices A(ei) with i ∈ [1, q]. Hence, we get
A(ei)A(ej) =
 xiei
yi

 xjej
yj

=
 xi xjei ej
yi yj

3×2
= (xi ei yi)
−1  (xj ej yj)−1,
(14)
so we can rewrite the Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) of G in another
way
Avev(G) = qi=1A(ei). (15)
For a group of disjoint Topsnut-gpws G1, G2, . . . , Gm, we
have a (p, q)-graph G =
⋃m
i=1Gi, where p =
∑m
i=1 |V (Gi)|
and q =
∑m
i=1 |E(Gi)|. Thereby we get a Topsnut-matrix of
G as
Avev(G) = mi=1A(Gji) (16)
where Gj1Gj2 . . . Gjm is a permutation of G1G2 . . . Gm.
Mo-2. Joining operation. We have a vev-type TB-paw
obtained by a joining operation “unionmulti” as follows:
Dvev(G) = unionmultiqi=1Dvev(ei) = unionmultiqj=1xij1eijyij
= xi1ei1yi1xi2ei2yi2 · · ·xiqeiqyiq .
(17)
where xi1ei1yi1xi2ei2yi2 · · ·xiqeiqyiq is a permutation of
x1e1y1x2e2y2 · · ·xqeqyq .
Mo-3. Column-exchanging operation. We exchange the
positions of two columns (xi ei yi)−1 and (xj ej yj)−1
in Avev(G), so we get another Topsnut-matrix A′vev(G).
In mathematical symbol, the column-exchanging operation
c(i,j)(Avev(G)) = A
′
vev(G) is defined by
c(i,j)(x1 x2 · · · xi · · · xj · · · xq)
= (x1 x2 · · · xj · · · xi · · · xq),
23
c(i,j)(e1 e2 · · · ei · · · ej · · · eq)
= (e1 e2 · · · ej · · · ei · · · eq),
and
c(i,j)(y1 y2 · · · yi · · · yj · · · yq)
= (y1 y2 · · · yj · · · yi · · · yq).
Mo-4. XY-exchanging operation. We exchange the posi-
tions of xi and yi of the ith column of Avev(G) by an XY-
exchanging operation l(i) defined as:
l(i)(x1 x2 · · ·xi−1 xi xi+1 · · · xq)
= (x1 x2 · · ·xi−1 yi xi+1 · · · xq)
and
l(i)(y1 y2 · · · yi−1 yi yi+1 · · · yq)
= (y1 y2 · · · yi−1 xi yi+1 · · · yq),
the resultant matrix is denoted as l(i)(Avev(G)).
240432
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Fig. 53. A Hanzi-gpw H1 ∪ H2 made by two Hanzi-gpws Hgpw4476
and Hgpw24043 shown in Fig.34.
A(H1) =
 57 58 29 29 28 60 60 61 6227 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
30 30 59 60 60 27 26 26 26
 (18)
A(H2) =
 5 4 87 88 8881 82 83 84 85
86 86 4 4 3
 (19)
Two matrices (18) and (19) are two Topsnut-matrices of two
Hanzi-gpws H1 = H
gpw
4476 and H2 = H
gpw
4043 shown in Fig.53,
respectively. Now, we do a column-exchanging operation c(1,4)
on the Topsnut-matrix A(H2) in (19) as in the following (20):
c(1,4)(A(H2)) =
 88 4 87 5 8884 82 83 81 85
4 86 4 86 3
 (20)
And, we do an XY-exchanging operation l(3) on the Topsnut-
matrix A(H2) in (19) for getting the following Topsnut-matrix
(21):
l(3)(A(H2)) =
 5 4 4 88 8881 82 83 84 85
86 86 87 4 3
 (21)
A result of a mixed operation of column-exchanging and
XY-exchanging operations on the Topsnut-matrix A(H2) in
(19) is as in (22):
l(3)c(1,4)(A(H2)) = l(3)
 88 4 87 5 8884 82 83 81 85
4 86 4 86 3

=
 88 4 4 5 8884 82 83 81 85
4 86 87 86 3
 (22)
A(H1 H2) = A(H1)A(H2)
=
 57 58 29 29 28 60 60 61 62 5 4 87 88 8827 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 81 82 83 84 85
30 30 59 60 60 27 26 26 26 86 86 4 4 3
 (23)
Clearly,
A(H1 H2) = A(H1)A(H2)
6= A(H2)A(H1) = A(H2 H1).
Now, we do a series of column-exchanging operations
c(ik,jk) with k ∈ [1,m], and a series of XY-exchanging
operations l(is) with s ∈ [1, n] to Avev(G), the resultant matrix
is written by T(c,l)(Avev(G)).
Lemma 22. Suppose T and H are trees of q edges. If
T(c,l)(Avev(T )) = Avev(H), then these two trees may be
isomorphic to each other, or may not be isomorphic to each
other.
Notice that two Topsnut-gpws G and Q are labelled graphs.
If T(c,l)(Avev(G)) = Avev(Q) can induce G ∼= Q, but
it is not a solution of the Graph Isomorphic Problem in
graph theory. The column-exchanging operation and the XY-
exchanging operation tell us that a (p, q)-graph G may have
many Topsnut-matrices according to the labellings admitted
by G. Moreover, we have the number of TB-paws obtained
from a Topsnut-matrix of a Topsnut-gpw below.
Theorem 23. Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits a labelling
f : V (G) → [a, b] and ei = f(uivi) = F (f(ui), f(vi)) =
(xi, yi), then there are 2q+q! Topsnut-matrices Asvev(G) with
s ∈ [1, 2q + q!], and a Topsnut-matrix Asvev(G) can produce
(3q)! TB-paws, in which each TB-paw is a permutation of
x1e1y1x2e2y2 · · ·xqeqyq .
For proving Theorem 23, we can see that there are q! edge-
permutations of e1e2 · · · eq , and for a fixed edge-permutation
there are 2q arrangements of Xi and Yi, so we have 2q +
q! Topsnut-matrices of the (p, q)-graph G with a labelling f
stated in Theorem 23.
C. Basic ways for producing TB-paws from Topsnut-matrices
If a string Tb(G) = a1a2 . . . a3q with ai ∈ X∪W ∪Y , such
that a1a2 . . . a3q is a permutation of x1e1y1x2e2y2 · · ·xqeqyq ,
we say Tb(G) a text-based password (TB-paw) from a Hanzi-
matrix Avev(G) = (X W Y )−1 of a (p, q)-graph G (see
Definition 38). The string T−1b (G) = a3qa3q−1 . . . a2a1 is
called the inverse of the string Tb(G).
We have two types of TB-paws from a Hanzi-matrix
Avev(G):
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Type-1. If any aiai+1 ∈ Tb(G) holds one of the following
cases shown in (24)
aiai+1 = xixi+1, aiai+1 = eiei+1, aiai+1 = yiyi+1,
aiai+1 = xiei+1, aiai+1 = eixi+1,
aiai+1 = ei+1xi, aiai+1 = xi+1ei,
aiai+1 = xiei, aiai+1 = eixi,
aiai+1 = xiyi+1, aiai+1 = yixi+1,
aiai+1 = yiei, aiai+1 = eiyi,
aiai+1 = eiyi+1, aiai+1 = yiei+1
aiai+1 = yi+1ei, aiai+1 = ei+1yi
(24)
then we say this Tb(G) a 1-line TB-paw.
Type-2. If Tb(G) can be cut into k segments, namely
Tb(G) = unionmultikj=1T jb with T 1b = a1a2 . . . at1 , T 2b =
at1+1at1+2 . . . at1+t2 , and for j ∈ [2, k] we have
T jb = at1+···+tj−1+1at1+···+tj−1+2 . . . at1+···+tj−1+tj (25)
where 3q =
∑k
j=1 tj with tj ≥ 2 and k ≥ 2, and any aiai+1 ∈
T jb holds one of the cases in (24), then we say Tb(G) to be a
k-line TB-paw.
Now, we show several examples for illustrating Type-1 and
Type-2 introduced above.
Example 1. We can write a 1-line TB-paw T (1)b (H1H2)
by the Topsnut-matrix A(H1H2) = A(H1)A(H2) in the
form (23) in the following
T
(1)
b (H1 H2) =57582929286060616254878888
8584838281363534333231302827
3030596060272626268686443
Furthermore, a 3-line TB-paw T (3)b (H1 ∪H2) is based on the
Topsnut-matrix A(H1 ∪H2) = A(H1)  A(H2) in the form
(23) as follows
T
(3)
b (H1 ∪H2) =57582929286060616254878888
2728303132333435368182838485
3030596060272626268686443
such that
T
(3)
b (H1 ∪H2) = D1 unionmultiD2 unionmultiD3
with
D1 = 57582929286060616254878888,
D2 = 2728303132333435368182838485 and
D3 = 3030596060272626268686443.
Example 2. By Fig.54, we have the following TB-paws:
T
(a)
b =575829292860606162548788882
72830313233343536818283848
53030596060272626268686443
T
(b)
b =572730302858293059603129283
2602733606034262635616236
268681548286483878884438588
A*
A*
A*
A*
A*
A*
A*
A*
Fig. 54. The lines in (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the basic rules for
producing TB-paws; others are examples for showing there exist
many 1-line TB-paws.
T
(c)
b =303027572859603058293160273
229283326263460603526863861
6281864825483438487888885
T
(d)
b =57273058283029305929316028
32606033276034266135266236265
818648386878348884488853
T
(e)
b =888887456261606028292958572
73030283059603132602733342626
35362686818286483844385
T
(f)
b =3027305928306060313227263334
26263536863681864828343848588
888745626160602829295857
T
(g)
b =5758282730305960313029292860
33326027262635346061625
8136268686483824878888858443
25
T
(h)
b =30302728575830596060312929283
2332726263460603526868136
6162582864483487888438588
Clearly, T (i)b 6= T (j)b for i, j ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} and i 6=
j. In Fig.55, we give each basic 1-line O-k and its reciprocal 1-
line O-k-r and inverse 1-line O-k-i with k ∈ [1, 4]. Moreover,
there are the following efficient algorithms for writing TB-
paws from 1-line O-k-r and inverse 1-line O-k-i (k ∈ [1, 4])
introduced above.
Fig. 55. Four basic 1-line O-k with k ∈ [1, 4] used in general
matrices, such as Fig.54 (a), (b), (c) and (d).
ALGORITHM-I (1-line-O-1)
Input: Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q
Output: TB-paws: 1-line O-1 TB-paw TO−1b ; 1-line O-
1-r TB-paw TO−1−rb ; and 1-line O-1-i TB-paw T
O−1−i
b as
follows:
TO−1b =x1x2 · · ·xqeqeq−1 · · · e2e1y1y2 · · · yq
TO−1−rb =y1y2 · · · yqeqeq−1 · · · e2e1x1x2 · · ·xq
TO−1−ib =xqxq−1 · · ·x2x1e1e2 · · · eqyqyq−1 · · · y2y1
ALGORITHM-II (1-line-O-2)
Input: Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q
Output: TB-paws: 1-line O-2 TB-paw TO−2b ; 1-line O-
2-r TB-paw TO−2−rb ; and 1-line O-2-i TB-paw T
O−2−i
b as
follows:
TO−2b =x1e1y1y2e2x2x3e3y3y4 . . . xq−1xqeqyq (odd q)
TO−2b =x1e1y1y2e2x2x3e3y3y4 . . . yq−1yqeqxq (even q)
TO−2−rb =y1e1x1x2e2y2y3 . . . yq−1yqeqxq (odd q)
TO−2−rb =y1e1x1x2e2y2y3 . . . xq−1xqeqyq (even q)
TO−2−ib =xqeqyqyq−1eq−1xq−1xq−2 . . . x1e1y1 (odd q)
TO−2−ib =xqeqyqyq−1eq−1xq−1xq−2 . . . y1e1x1 (even q)
ALGORITHM-III (1-line-O-3)
Input: Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q
Output: TB-paws: 1-line O-3 TB-paw TO−3b ; 1-line O-
3-r TB-paw TO−3−rb ; and 1-line O-3-i TB-paw T
O−3−i
b as
follows:
TO−3b =y2y1e1x1e2y3y4e3x2x3e4y5y6 . . .
yqeq−1xq−2xq−1xqeq
TO−3−rb =x2x1e1y1e2x3x4e3y2y3e4x5x6 . . .
xqeq−1yq−2yq−1yqeq
TO−3−ib =yq−1yqeqxqeq−1yq−2yq−3eq−2xq−1xq−2 . . .
y1e2x2x1e1
ALGORITHM-IV (1-line-O-4)
Input: Avev(G) = (X W Y )−13×q
Output: TB-paws: 1-line O-4 TB-paw TO−4b ; 1-line O-
4-r TB-paw TO−4−rb ; and 1-line O-4-i TB-paw T
O−4−i
b as
follows:
TO−4b =x1e1y1x2e2y2 . . . yq−1xqeqyq
TO−4−rb =y1e1x1y2e2x2 . . . xq−1yqeqxq
TO−4−ib =xqeqyqxq−1eq−1yq−1xq−2 . . . x2e2y2x1e1y1
D. Basic ways for producing TB-paws from adjacency e-value
and ve-value matrices
Let f : V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , p} → [a, b] be a labelling of
a (p, q)-graph G, and the induced edge labelling f(ij) =
F (f(i), f(j)) for each edge ij ∈ E(G).
Each adjacency e-value matrix A(G, f) = (f(aij))p×p is
a symmetric matrix along its main diagonal, here, f(aij) =
f(ij) for each edge ij ∈ E(G). An adjacency ve-value matrix
VA(G, f) = (f(bij))(p+1)×(p+1) is defined as: f(bij) =
f(aij) ∈ A(G, f) if i 6= 1 and j 6= 1, and f(b1j) = f(j)
for j ≥ 2 and f(bi1) = f(i) for i ≥ 2 (see two examples
A(1)(H4043) and A(2)(H4043) shown in Fig.56).
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Fig. 56. A Hanzi H4043 with its Hanzi-gpw Hgpw4043 and two adjacency
ve-value matrices A(1)(H4043) and A(2)(H4043).
Two matrices A(1)(H4043) and A(2)(H4043) shown in
Fig.56 are two ve-value matrices. We present four standard
26
Fig. 57. Four standard 1-line Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4] used in general
matrices, such as the adjacency e-value matrices and the adjacency
ve-value matrices.
1-line Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4] in Fig.57 for making TB-paws from
adjacency e-value and ve-value matrices.
It is easy to write efficient algorithms for 1-line Vo-t with
t ∈ [1, 4], we omit them here. Thereby, we show examples for
using these four standard 1-line Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4]. Thereby,
we have
TVo-1b4043 =03458687888500000340008
2838400810005860828100
00000830878885840000 = TVo-2b4043
TVo-3b4043 =888785840865083000820430
081000000000300810000820
45083084086878588
TVo-4b4043 =0345868788300000854000828
3845000810086082810008708
300008885840000
The authors in [37] introduce a way of producing TB-paws
by combination of Hanzi-graphs and their various matrices.
There are two Hanzi-graphs T4043 and T4476 under the ad-
jacent ve-value matrix A(1)(H4043) shown in Fig.56, we can
write two TB-paws
D4476 = 86878882838487830830
and D4043 = 00820888200. Another group of two Hanzi-
graphs T4043 and T4476 under the adjacent ve-value matrix
A(2)(H4043) shown in Fig.56 distributes us two TB-paws
D′4476 = 86885874008108250810818100
and D′4043 = 0084083.
The space of TB-paws made by the adjacent e-value ma-
trices and the adjacent ve-value matrices is larger than that
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Fig. 58. Examples for using four standard 1-line Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4]
shown in Fig.57.
of Topsnut-matrices. Suppose that A = (aij)n×n is a popular
matrix, so it has n2 elements aij with i, j ∈ [1, n]. We can
obtain (n2)! TB-paws with n2 bytes from A = (aij)n×n.
However, a (p, q)-graph G has many its own adjacent e-value
and adjacent ve-value matrices, in which two adjacent e-value
matrices (or adjacent ve-value matrices) A(i), A(j) are similar
to each other A(i) ∼ A(j), that is, A(i) = BA(j)B−1 by a non-
singular matrix B in linear algebra. See an example shown
in Fig.56, where A(1)(H4043) is similar with A(2)(H4043),
so there exists a non-singular matrix P with its inverse P−1
holding A(1)(H4043) = PA(2)(H4043)P−1.
E. Writing stroke orders of Hanzis in Hanzi-gpws
We can abide the writing stroke order of a Hanzi to yield
TB-paws. By Fig.53 and Fig.86, we have the following TB-
paws
Tb(H
gpw
4476) =62362635612733603228263460
312930595828302757
and
Tb(H
gpw
4043) = 87834848885348286815.
Clearly, this way is natural for making TB-paws from Hanzi-
gpws.
F. Compound TB-paws from Hanzi-keys vs Hanzi-keys
Compound TB-paws are similar with compound functions
of calculus. Hanzi-couplets of Hanzi-keys vs Hanzi-keys can
provide complex Hanzi-gpws made by Hanzi-graphs and var-
ious graph labellings. Here, we only show several Hanzi-
couplets of Hanzi-keys vs Hanzi-keys in Fig.59, and omit
detail process for producing Hanzi-gpws.
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画上荷花和尚画
书临汉帖翰林书
画尚和花荷上画
书林翰帖汉临书
二三四五
南北
六七八九
缺一少十
没有东西
缺衣少食
因 而得
有 不须
因 而得
有 不须
一二三四五六七
三朝元老
孝悌忠信礼义廉
忘（王）八
无耻王八
隐（无）耻
Fig. 59. Four groups of keys in keys.
G. TB-paws from matrices with elements of Hanzi-GB2312-80
or Chinese code
Definition 39. ∗ A Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrix Ahan(H) of a
Hanzi-sentence H = 〈Hi〉mi=1 made by m Hanzis H1, H2,
. . . , Hm is defined as
Ahan(H) =

a1 a2 · · · am
b1 b2 · · · bm
c1 c2 · · · cm
d1 d2 · · · dm

4×m
= (A B C D)−14×m
(26)
where
A = (a1 a2 · · · am), B = (b1 b2 · · · bm)
C = (c1 c2 · · · cm), D = (d1 d2 · · · dm)
(27)
where each Hanzi Hi has its own Hanzi-code aibicidi defined
in “GB2312-80 Encoding of Chinese characters” in [42]. 2
It is easy to define a Hanzi-code matrix with elements
defined by Chinese code defined in [42], we omit it here.
Since there are efficient algorithms for four standard 1-line
Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4] in Fig.57 for making TB-paws from
adjacency e-value and ve-value matrices. We, as an example,
have a Hanzi-GB2312-80 matrix
Ahan(G
∗) =

4 4 2 2 5 4 4 4 3
0 0 6 5 2 4 7 4 8
4 4 3 1 8 7 3 1 2
3 3 5 1 2 6 4 1 9
 (28)
according to a Hanzi-sentence G∗ = H4043 H4043 H2635
H2511 H5282 H4476 H4734 H4411H3829 shown in Fig.25 (a).
Moreover, the matrix Ahan(G∗) distributes us some TB-paws
as follows:
D1(G
∗) = 442254443847425600443187312914621533
D2(G
∗) = 404334042635115252826744473411443829
D3(G
∗) = 343540403121642586472254319174442843
and
D4(G
∗) = 404340432635251152824476473444113829
by four standard 1-line Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4]. This Hanzi-
sentence G∗ induces another matrix as follows:
Ahan(G
∗) =
 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5E E 9 1 2 9 E 9 EB B 7 6 1 2 0 1 7
A A D C 9 9 B A 3

(29)
by Chinese code of Chinese dictionary, and it gives us four
TB-paws
C1(G
∗) = 445555455E9E9219EEBB76120173AB99CDAA
C2(G
∗) = 4EBAABE4597DC615521992954E0BA1955E73
C3(G
∗) = ABADBE4E7C96945119B225590A31E5497E55
and
C4(G
∗) = 4EBA4EBA597D516C521959294E0B591A5E73
by four standard 1-line Vo-t with t ∈ [1, 4].
H. Systems of linear equations of Hanzis
Let X = (x1 x2 x3 x4)−1 and Y = (y1 y2 y3 y4)−1
be two vectors with xi, yi ∈ [0, 9], and let Ahan(H) =
(A B C D)−14×4. So, we have a system of linear equations
Y = Ahan(H)X. (30)
The system (30) can help us to find unknown private key Y
from known public key X , or other applications.
I. Hanzi-gpws with variable labellings
gpw 2gpw
n
k
n-4
n-3
n k
n k n k n-1n k
n k n k k+2k+1 n-2
k+3
k+4
n-5
s i
i+1
s
i+2
s
i
s
Fig. 60. Two Hanzi-gpws having variable labellings.
We show an example of Hanzi-gpws with variable labellings
in Fig.60. By the writing stroke order of Hanzis, we have
Tb(H4476;n, k) = n(n− k)k(n− k − 1)(n− 1)(k + 1)
(n− k − 3)(n− 2)(n− k − 4)(k + 2)k(n− k − 2)
(n− 2)(n− k − 5)(k + 3)(n− k − 6)(n− 3)(n− 5)
(n− k − 9)(k + 4)(n− k − 8)(n− 4)
28
Tb(H4043; s, i) = (s− 1)(s− i− 2)(i+ 1)(s− i− 1)
s(s− i)i(i+ 1)(s− i− 3)(s− 2)(s− i− 4)(i+ 2).
We can apply Hanzi-gpws with variable labellings to build
up large scale of Abelian groups, also graph groups introduced
in [27], for encrypting dynamic networks.
J. Hanzis in xOy-plane
In Fig.61, we express two Hanzi-graphs T4535 and T8630
into the popular xOy-plane, such that each vertex has a
coordinate (x, y) with non-negative integers x, y. So, we can
write an edge with two ends (x, y) and (u, v) as (x, y|u, v) (or
(u, v|x, y)), for instance, uv = (1, 0|2, 1) (or uv = (2, 1|1, 0))
and st = (3, 0|3, 2) (or st = (3, 2|3, 0)) shown in Fig.61 (a).
We refer to the graphic expressions of two Hanzis T4535 and
T8630 as analytic Hanzis.
x
y 兔
ù
O
(1,7)
(1,6) (3,6)
(2,4)
(3,5)
(4,4)
(4,3)
(3,2)
(2,3)
(1,3)
(0,3)
(1,4)
(2,1) (5,1)
(4,2)
(6,1)
(6,0)(3,0)(1,0)
u
v
s
t
(0,5)
xO
y
鼍
tuó(4,6)
(2,0) (3,0) (4,0)
(4,1)(2,1)(1,1) (3,1)
(2,2)(1,2) (3,2)
(2,3)(1,3) (3,3)
(2,4)(1,4) (3,4)
(2,5)(1,5) (3,5)
(0,6)
(2,7)(1,7) (3,7)
(2,8)(1,8) (3,8)
(2,9) (3,9)
(0,10)
(0,11)
(1,11) (2,11) (3,11)
(3,10)
(1,10) (2,10)
(1,9)
Fig. 61. (a) A Hanzi-graph T4535 is expressed in xOy-plane; (b) a
Hanzi-graph T8630 is expressed in xOy-plane.
By Fig.62 and the 1-line O-k with k ∈ [1, 4] based on (24),
we can write the following TB-paws
T
(1)
b (T4585) =02121201111110108765432
11222111122100020,
T
(2)
b (T4585) =0211222212123111140
111522106111070020810,
T
(3)
b (T4585) =22121022111131212422
10501116002071110108,
and
T
(4)
b (T4585) =021121222212311014
1111522116101070010820
王(1,2)(0,2) (2,2)
(2,0)(1,0)
(0,0)
(0,1) (2,1)(1,1)
1 2
3
6
4 5
7 8
4585
Fig. 62. A Hanzi-graph T4585 in xOy-plane and its analytic Hanzi-
matrix.
VI. SELF-SIMILAR HANZI-NETWORKS
Self-similarity is common phenomena between a part of a
complex system and the whole of the system. The similarity
between the fine structure or property of different parts can
reflect the basic characteristics of the whole. In other word,
the invariance under geometric or non-linear transformation:
the similar properties in different magnification multiples,
including geometry. The mathematical expression of self-
similarity is defined by
θ(λr) = λαθ(r), or θ(r) ∼ rα, (31)
where λ is called scaling factor, and α is called scaling expo-
nent (fractal dimension) and describes the spatial properties of
the structure. The function θ(r) is a measure of the occupancy
number, quantity and other properties of area, volume, mass,
etc (Wikipedia).
A. An example of self-similar Hanzi-networks
The previous four steps of a self-similar Hanzi-network
N4043(t) are shown in Fig.63 and Fig.64.
N(3)N(2)
N(1)
Fig. 63. A self-similar Hanzi-network N4043(t) with first three steps
t = 1, 2, 3, where N(1) = T4043.
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Fig. 64. The self-similar Hanzi-network N4043(t) shown in Fig.63
at the forth step t = 4.
B. Self-similar tree-like Hanzi-graphs
In mathematics, a self-similar object is exactly or approxi-
mately similar to a part of itself (i.e. the whole has the same
shape as one or more of the parts). Many objects in the real
world, such as coastlines, are statistically self-similar: parts
of them show the same statistical properties at many scales
(Ref. [41]). Some of self-similar Hanzi-graphs are shown in
Fig.65, Fig.67, Fig.63, Fig.64 and Fig.66, we call them tree-
like self-similar Hanzi-graphs, since there are no cycles in
them. Another reason is that many tree-like Hanzi-graphs
admit many graph labellings for making Hanzi-gpws easily.
Fig. 65. (a) Hanzi-graph T4043; (b) and (c) are two non-uniformly
self-similar Hanzi-graphs.
We present the following constructive leaf-algorithms for
building up particular self-similar tree-like networks. Let T0
be a tree on n ≥ 3 vertices and let L(T0) = {ui : i ∈ [1,m]}
be the set of leaves of T0. We refer a vertex u0 ∈ V (T0) to be
N
N
N
Fig. 66. A self-similar Hanzi-network N4585(t) based on a Hanzi-
graph T4585 for t = 1, 2, 3.
the root of T0, and write L(T0) \ {u0} = {uj : j ∈ [1,m]},
where m = |L(T0) \ {u0}|, and assume that each leaf ui ∈
L(T0)\{u0} is adjacent to vi ∈ V (T0)\L(T0) with i ∈ [1,m].
1) Leaf-algorithm-A: There are the copies T0,i of T0 with
u0,i ∈ V (T0,i) to be the image of the root u0 with i ∈ [1,m].
Deleting each leaf ui ∈ L(T0)\{u0}, and then coinciding the
root vertex u0,i of the tree T0,i with vi into one vertex for i ∈
[1,m], the resultant tree is denoted as T1 = A〈T0, {T0,i}m1 〉
and called a uniformly 1-rank self-similar tree with root u0. Go
on in the way, we have uniformly T0-leaf t-rank self-similar
trees Tt = A〈T0, {Tt−1,i}m1 〉 with the root u0 and t ≥ 1.
Moreover, we called Tt as a uniformly T0-leaf self-similar
Hanzi-network with the root at time step t if T0 is a Hanzi-
graph. (see Fig.67 (a), which is a Hanzi-graph obtained from
a Hanzi H4043)
Obviously, every uniformly k-rank self-similar tree Tk =
A〈T0, {Tk−1,i}m1 〉 is similar with T0 as regarding each
Tk−1,i as a “leaf”. If the root u0 is a leaf of T0, then the
uniformly k-rank self-similar trees Tk = A〈T0, {Tk−1,i}m1 〉
have some good properties.
The vertex number v(Tt) and edge number e(Tt) of
each uniformly T0-leaf t-rank self-similar tree Tt =
30
A〈T0, {Tt−1,i}m1 〉 can be computed by the following way: v(Tt) = v(T0)m
t + [v(T0)− 2m]
t−1∑
k=0
mk
e(Tt) = v(Tt)− 1
(32)
where m = |L(T0) \ {u0}|.
(a)
root
(b)
root
(c)
root
(d)
Fig. 67. According to T0 = T4043 and Leaf-algorithm-A: (a) A
Hanzi-graph T0; (b) a uniformly self-similar Hanzi-graph T1 =
A〈T0, {T0,i}31〉 with the root; (c) T2 = A〈T0, {T2,i}31〉 with the
root; (d) T3 = A〈T0, {T3,i}31〉 with the root.
2) Leaf-algorithm-B: We take n copies H0,1, H0,2, . . . ,
H0,n of a tree H0, where n = |L(H0)| is the number of
leaves of H0, and do: (1) delete each leaf xi from H0, where
xi is adjacent with yi such that the edge xiyi ∈ E(H0),
clearly, yi may be adjacent two or more leaves; then (2)
coincide some vertex x0,i ∈ V (H0,i) with the vertex yi into
one vertex with i ∈ [1, n]. The resultant tree is denoted as
H1 = B〈H0, {H0,i}n1 〉. Proceeding in this way, we get trees
Hj = B〈H0, {Hj−1,i}n1 〉 for j ≥ 2, where Hj−1,1, Hj−1,2,
. . . , Hj−1,n are the copies of Hj−1, and deleting leaves xi
from H0 and coincide an arbitrary vertex xj−1,i ∈ V (Hj−1,i)
with the vertex yi of H0 into one for i ∈ [1, n]. It refers to
each tree Hk = B〈H0, {Hk−1,i}n1 〉 as an H0-leaf k-rank
self-similar tree without root with k ≥ 1. We name Hk as an
H0-leaf self-similar Hanzi-network at time step k if H0 is a
Hanzi-graph.
The vertex number v(Ht) and edge number e(Ht) of each
H0-leaf k-rank self-similar tree Ht = B〈H0, {Ht−1,i}n1 〉 can
be computed in the way: v(Ht) = v(H0)n
t + [v(H0)− 2n]
t−1∑
k=0
nk
e(Ht) = v(Ht)− 1.
(33)
3) Leaf-algorithm-C: Let disjoint trees G0,1, G0,2, . . . ,
G0,m(0) be the copies of a tree G0, where m(0) = |L(G0)| is
the number of leaves of G0. We delete each leaf xi from G0
and coincide some vertex x0,i of G0,i with the vertex yi into
one for i ∈ [1,m(0)], where the edge xiyi ∈ E(G0). The re-
sultant tree is denoted as G1 = C〈G0, {G0,i}m(0)1 〉. Proceed-
ing in this way, each tree Gk = C〈Gk−1, {Gk−1,i}m(k−1)1 〉
with k ≥ 2 is obtained by removing each leaf wi of Gk−1,
and then coincide some vertex zk−1,i of Gk−1,i being a copy
of Gk−1 with the vertex w′i of Gk−1 into one vertex with
i ∈ [1,m(k − 1)], where the leaf wi is adjacent with w′i in
Gk−1, and m(k− 1) = |L(Gk−1)| is the number of leaves of
Gk−1. We refer to each tree Gk as a leaf-k-rank self-similar
tree with k ≥ 1, and call Gk = C〈Gk−1, {Gk−1,i}m(k−1)1 〉
a leaf-k-rank self-similar Hanzi-network at time step k ≥ 1 if
G0 is a Hanzi-graph.
Let (a1, a2, . . . , ak) be a combinator selected from integer
numbers 0, 1, . . . , s − 1 with s > 1, so we have the number(
s
k
)
of different combinators (a1, a2, . . . , ak) in total, and put
them into a set Fk. Each leaf-k-rank self-similar tree Gt has
its vertex number v(Gt) and edge number e(Gt) as follows:
v(Gt) = v(G0)
s−1∏
k=0
[1 +m(k)]
− 2
s−1∑
k=1
(sk)∑
(a1,a2,...,ak)∈Fk
m(a1)m(a2) · · ·m(ak)
e(Gt) = v(Gt)− 1.
(34)
Moreover, if the vertex zk−1,i of Gk−1,i is not a leaf of Gk−1,i,
then each Gk−1 has m(k) = [m(0)]2
k
leaves in total.
It is noticeable, some Hk contains Tk in Leaf-algorithm-B.
Moreover, each trees Tk, Hk and Gk are similar to T0 while
we see each subgraphs Tk−1, Hk−1 and Gk−1 of Tk, Hk
and Gk as ‘leaves’ in the above three algorithms. Common
phenomena are that a local part and the whole are similar to
each other, and a local shape of a local part and the whole are
similar to each other too.
C. Self-similar graphs
What is a definition of a self-similar graph? We apply the
vertex-coincident operation and the vertex-split operation of
31
graphs in Definition 33 to show some types of self-similar
graphs.
Definition 40. ∗ Let G0 be a (p0, q0)-graph. If a graph G1
can be vertex-split (resp. edge-split) into proper subgraphs
H1,j with j ∈ [1,m1] by the vertex-split (resp. edge-split)
operation defined in Definition 33, such that H1,j ∼= G0 for
each j ∈ [1,m1] and E(G1) =
⋃m1
j=1E(H1,j), we say G1
to be a vertex-split (resp. edge-split) m1-scaling G0-similar
graph, denoted as G1 = m1j H1,j (resp. G1 = 	m1j H1,j).
Furthermore, if we can do a series of vertex-split operations
to a graph Gi to obtain subgraphs Hi,j with j ∈ [1,mi]
such that Hi,j ∼= Gi−1 and E(Gi) =
⋃mi
j=1E(Hi,j) with
i ∈ [1, n], we call Gi a vertex-split (resp. edge-split) (mj)i1-
scaling G0-similar graph, denoted as Gi = mij Hi,j (resp.
Gi = 	mij Hi,j), with i ∈ [1, n] for n ≥ 1. 2
We, in Definition 40, can see: (1) E(Hi,k) ∩ E(Hi,j) may
be not empty in general; (2) do only vertex-split operations,
or do only edge-split operation, no mixed. Thereby, we can
give the following self-similar graphs:
Definition 41. ∗ Let G0 be a (p0, q0)-graph. If a graph G1
can be vertex-split and edge-split into proper subgraphs H1,j
with j ∈ [1,m1] by two vertex-split and edge-split operations
defined in Definition 33, such that H1,j ∼= G0 for each
j ∈ [1,m1] and E(G1) =
⋃m1
j=1E(H1,j), we say G1 to
be a mixed-split m1-scaling self-similar graph with respect
to G0, denoted as G1 = (	 ∪ )m1j H1,j . Furthermore, if
we can do a series of vertex-split and edge-split operations
to each graph Gi (i ∈ [1, n] for n ≥ 1) to obtain sub-
graphs Hi,j with j ∈ [1,mi] such that Hi,j ∼= Gi−1 and
E(Gi) =
⋃mi
j=1E(Hi,j), we call {Gi} a mixed-split
∏i
1mj-
scaling self-similar sequence with respect to G0, denoted as
Gi = (	 ∪)mij Hi,j . 2
In Definition 41, we can see θ(m1 · G0) = m1 · θ(G0)
by the mathematical expression of self-similarity defined in
the equation (31), where m1 is the scaling factor. Moreover,
we show another type of self-similar graphs in Definition 42
below.
Definition 42. ∗ Let G be a (p, q)-graph. If a graph H contains
proper subgraphs Hi with n ∈ [1, n], and each Hi is a mixed-
split mi-scaling self-similar graph with respect to G, we do an
edge-contracting operation defined in Definition 33 to all edges
of Hi such that each Hi contracts a graph having a unique
vertex and no loops, the resultant graph is denoted as J . If
J does not contains any proper subgraph being a mixed-split
r-scaling self-similar graph with respect to G, and J ∼= G, we
call H a complete self-similar graph with respect to G. 2
In general, we may meet so-called pan-self-similar graphs
defined as follows:
Definition 43. ∗ Let F (k) be a graph set of graphs
G10, G
2
0, . . . , G
k
0 with k ≥ 2. If a graph H can be vertex-
split (edge-split) into proper subgraphs Hj with j ∈ [1,m]
by the vertex-split (edge-split) operation defined in Definition
33, such that each Hj holds Hj ∼= Gt0 for some Gt0 ∈ F and
E(H) =
⋃m
j=1E(Hj), we say H to be a vertex-split (edge-
split) m-scaling pan-self-similar graph with respect to the set
F (k), denoted as H = F mij Hi,j . 2
For example, assume that G0 defined in Definition 43 is a
vertex-split (edge-split) m-scaling pan-self-similar graph with
respect to a graph set F (k), then the mixed-split (mj)i1-scaling
self-similar sequence {Gi} with respect to G0 is a pan-self-
similar graph with respect to the set F (k). We introduce the
following ways for constructing self-similar networks:
• Self-similar vertex-coincided algorithm.
Step 1. Let N(0) be a network with a unique active vertex
u0, and let nv(0) be the number of vertices of the network
N(0), so we have the vertex set V (N(0)) = {vi : i ∈
[1, nv(0)]}. We take nv(0) copies N i(0) of N(0) with i ∈
[1, nv(0)], and the vertex ui0 of the ith copy N
i(0) is the
image of the active vertex u0 of N(0). And then we coincide
the ith image ui0 with the vertex vi of the network N(0) into
one for i ∈ [1, nv(0)]. The resultant network is denoted as
N(1) = N(0)
−→N(0). Here, we define the active vertex u0
of N(0) as the active vertex of N(1).
Step 2. The following vertex-coincided algorithms are inde-
pendent to each other:
Step 2.1. Vertex-coincided algorithm-I.
We coincide the unique active vertex usk of the sth copy
Ns(k) of N(k) with the vertex vsk−1 of the N(k−1) into one
vertex for s ∈ [1, nv(k − 1)] with k ≥ 1, where nv(k − 1) =
|V (N(k − 1))| is the number of vertices of N(k − 1), the
resultant network is denoted as N(k + 1) = N(k)−→N(k −
1), and called a uniformly vertex-split nv(j)k0-scaling N(0)-
similar network according to Definition 40, and let the active
vertex uk−1 of N(k − 1) to be the unique active vertex of
N(k + 1). Then, nv(j)k0 are called scaling factors.
Fig.68 is for illustrating the vertex-coincided algorithm-I,
where (a) is N(0) = T4043, (b) is N(1) = N(0)
−→N(0), and
(c) is N(2) = N(1)−→N(0).
Step 2.2. Vertex-coincided algorithm-II.
Coinciding the unique active vertex uik−1 of the ith copy
N i(k−1) of N(k−1) with the vertex vik of the network N(k)
into one vertex for i ∈ [1, nv(k)] and k ≥ 1, where nv(k) =
|V (N(k))| is the number of vertices of N(k), will produce a
new network N(k + 1), we write it as N(k + 1) = N(k −
1)
−→N(k), and call it a uniformly vertex-split nv(j)k0-scaling
N(0)-similar network according to Definition 40. Here, we
define the unique active vertex uk of N(k) as the unique
active vertex of N(k + 1), rewrite it as uk+1. Then, nv(j)k0
are called scaling factors. (see examples shown in Fig.68)
Fig.69 is for illustrating the vertex-coincided algorithm-II,
so we can see (d)= N(2) = N(0)−→N(1) by (a)= N(0) and
(b)= N(1) shown in Fig.68.
Step 2.3. Vertex-coincided algorithm-III.
Let N∗(k) be a duplicated network of N(k). Coinciding the
unique active vertex ujk of the sth copy N
j(k) of N(k) with
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u1
u0
Fig. 68. For illustrating the vertex-coincided algorithm-I.
Fig. 69. For illustrating the vertex-coincided algorithm-II.
the vertex vsk of the N(k) into one vertex for j ∈ [1, nv(k)]
with k ≥ 1 produces a new network N(k+1) = N(k)−→N(k),
called a uniformly vertex-split nv(k)-scaling N(0)-similar
network according to Definition 40, and the unique active
vertex of N(k) is defined as the unique active vertex of
N(k + 1). Then, nv(k) is the scaling factor.
Step 2.4. Vertex-coincided algorithm-IV. Let N ′(0),
N ′(1), . . . , N ′(m) be defined well by Step 1 and
N ′(s)−→N ′(t) be defined by: We take the copies N ′j(s)
of N ′(s) having unique active vertex us,0 with j ∈
[1, |V (N ′(t))|], each copy N ′j(s) has its own unique active
vertex ujs,0. We coincide the active vertex u
j
s,0 of N
′
j(s) with
the vertex wj ∈ V (N ′(s)) = {wj : j ∈ [1, |V (N ′(t))|]} into
one vertex, the resultant network is just N ′(s)−→N ′(t).
Then we can make self-similar network
N ′(m+ 1) = −→ki=1N ′(ai)
= N ′(a1)
−→N ′(a2)−→ · · ·−→N ′(ak)
(35)
with k ≥ 2, where pairwise distinct a1, a2, . . . , ak are selected
from the set [0,m]. As the following form
N ′(t+ 1) = N ′(t− 2)−→N ′(t− 1)−→N ′(t) (36)
for each t ≥ 2 holds true, we say N ′(t+ 1) to be a Fibonacci
N ′(0)-similar network on time step t ≥ 0.
• Self-similar edge-coincided algorithm.
Step (1) Let M(0) be a network with a unique active edge
x0w0, and let ne(0) be the number of vertices of the network
M(0), so we have the edge set E(M(0)) = {xiyi : i ∈
[1, ne(0)]}. We take ne(0) copies M i(0) of M(0) with i ∈
[1, ne(0)], and the edge xi0w
i
0 of the ith copy M
i(0) is the
image of the active edge x0w0 of M(0). Next, the ith image
xi0w
i
0 is identified with the edge xiyi of the network M(0)
into one edge for each i ∈ [1, ne(0)]. The resultant network is
denoted as M(1) = M(0)−→	M(0). Here, we define the active
edge x0w0 of M(0) as the active edge of M(1), denoted as
x1w1.
Step (2) The following edge-coincided algorithms are inde-
pendent to each other:
Step (2.1) Edge-coincided algorithm-I.
Overlapping the unique active edge xit−1w
i
t−1 of the ith
copy M i(t−1) of M(t−1) with the edge xikyik of the network
M(t) into one edge for i ∈ [1, ne(t)] and k ≥ 1, where
ne(t) = |E(M(t))| is the number of edges of M(t), gives
us a new network M(t + 1) = M(t − 1)−→	M(t), called as
a uniformly edge-split ne(j)t0-scaling M(0)-similar network
by Definition 40. Here, we define the unique active edge
xkwk of M(t) as the unique active edge of M(t+ 1), rewrite
it as xk+1wk+1, ne(j)t0 are called edge-scaling factors (see
example shown in Fig.70 and Fig.71).
u0
v0
u1
v1
x1
y1
Fig. 70. Self-similar Hanzi-graphs on the edge-coincided algorithm-I.
Fig.70 is for illustrating the edge-coincided algorithm-I: (a)
M(0) was made by a Hanzi-graph T4043 with a unique active
edge u0v0; (b) M(1) = M(0)
−→	M(0) with a unique active
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edge u1v1; (c) another M ′(1) = M(0)
−→	M(0) with a unique
active edge x1y1. Clearly, M(1) 6∼= M ′(1).
Fig. 71. A self-similar Hanzi-graph with its unique active edge u2v2.
The self-similar Hanzi-graph shown in Fig.71 is M(2) =
M(1)
−→	M(0), where M(0)=(a), M(1)=(b) shown in Fig.70.
Step (2.2) Edge-coincided algorithm-II.
We overlap the unique active edge xstw
s
t of the sth copy
Ms(t) of M(t) with the edge xst−1y
s
t−1 of the M(t− 1) into
one edge for s ∈ [1, ne(t−1)] with k ≥ 1, where ne(t−1) =
|E(M(t− 1))| is the edge number of M(t− 1), so we get a
new network denoted as M(t+ 1) = M(t)−→	M(t−1), called
a uniformly edge-split ne(j)t0-scaling M(0)-similar network
under Definition 40, and let the unique active edge xt−1wt−1
of M(t−1) to be the unique active edge of M(t+1), denoted
as xt+1wt+1. We say ne(j)k0 to be edge-scaling factors (see
examples shown in Fig.70 and Fig.72).
Fig. 72. A self-similar Hanzi-graph made by the edge-coincided
algorithm-II, where u2v2 is its unique active edge.
The self-similar Hanzi-graph shown in Fig.72 is M(2) =
M(0)
−→	M(1), where M(0)=(a), M(1)=(b) shown in Fig.70.
Step (2.3) Edge-coincided algorithm-III.
Take a duplicated network of M(t), and denote as M∗(t).
We overlap the unique active edge xstw
s
t of the sth copy M
j(t)
of M(t) with the edge xsty
s
t of the M(t) into one edge for
s ∈ [1, ne(t)] with k ≥ 1, such that the resultant network
M(t+1) = M(t)
−→	M(t), called a uniformly edge-split ne(t)-
scaling M(0)-similar network by Definition 40, and the unique
active edge of M(t+ 1) is defined as the unique active edge
xtwt of M(t). Then, ne(t) is edge-scaling factor.
It is noticeable, self-similar networks M(k + 1) =
M(k)
−→	M(k−1) made by the edge-coincided algorithm-I, the
edge-coincided algorithm-II and the edge-coincided algorithm-
III are not unique. So, we claim that self-similar networks
M(k + 1) = M(k)
−→	M(k − 1) are very complex greater
than self-similar networks made by three vertex-coincided
algorithm-x with x =I,II.
Step (2.4) Edge-coincided algorithm-IV. Let M ′(0),
M ′(1), . . . , M ′(n) be defined well by Step 1 and the
operation M ′(s)−→	M ′(t) defined as: There are the copies
M ′j(s) of M
′(s) having unique active edge xs,0us,0 with
j ∈ [1, |E(M ′(t))|], each copy M ′j(s) has its own unique
active edge xjs,0u
j
s,0. Now, we overlap the active edge x
j
s,0u
j
s,0
of M ′j(s) with the edge zjwj ∈ E(M ′(s)) = {zjwj : j ∈
[1, |E(M ′(t))|]} into one edge, the resultant network is de-
noted by M ′(s)−→	M ′(t). A self-similar network is produced
as
M ′(m+ 1) = −→	ki=1M ′(bi)
= M ′(b1)
−→	M ′(b2)−→	 · · ·−→	M ′(bk)
(37)
with k ≥ 2, where b1, b2, . . . , bk are selected from the set
[0, n] and are pairwise distinct. If every self-similar network
M(t+ 1) = M(t− 2)−→	M(t− 1)−→	M(t) (38)
for each time step t ≥ 2 holds true, then M(t + 1) is called
an edge-Fibonacci M ′(0)-similar network on time step t ≥ 0,
under the edge-coincided algorithms defined above.
• Self-similar mixed-coincided algorithm. We allow: (i)
A new self-similar network is constructed by the vertex-
coincided algorithms and the edge-coincided algorithms de-
fined above, see (39) and (40); (ii) a new self-similar network
is made by coinciding the unique active vertex/edge of a
self-similar network with part of vertices/edges of another
self-similar network in probabilistic way. Here, we list the
following cases
N(k + 1) =

N(k)
−→N(k − 1);
N(k − 1)−→N(k);
N(k)
−→	N(k − 1);
N(k − 1)−→	N(k);
(39)
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and
N(k + 2) =

N(k + 1)
−→N(k)−→	N(k − 1);
N(k + 1)
−→	N(k)−→N(k − 1);
N(k − 1)−→	N(k)−→N(k + 1);
N(k − 1)−→N(k)−→	N(k + 1),
(40)
and omit writing detail expressions of such probabilistic self-
similar networks. It may be interesting to uncover properties of
self-similar networks made by (40) and the vertex-coincided
algorithms and the edge-coincided algorithms.
D. Computation of parameters of self-similar networks made
by the vertex-coincided algorithms and the edge-coincided
algorithms
1) Numbers of vertices and edges: We compute the num-
ber nv(t) of vertices of a self-similar network N(t), and
the number ne(t) of edges of N(t), where N(t + 1) =
N(t)
−→N(t− 1), or N(t+ 1) = N(t− 1)−→N(t) with t ≥ 1.
Notice that N(1) = N(0)−→N(0), and let a0 = nv(0) and
b0 = ne(0). Thereby,
nv(1) = nv(0)[nv(0)− 1] + nv(0) = n2v(0) = a20.
Theorem 24. For N(t+ 1) = N(t)−→N(t− 1) with N(1) =
N(0)
−→N(0) = N(0)−→N(0) and time step t ≥ 1, we have
nv(t+ 1) = nv(t− 1)nv(t) = ar(t+1)0 ;
ne(t+ 1) = b0
r(t)−1∑
k=0
ak0
(41)
where r(0) = 1, r(1) = 2, r(2) = 3, r(3) = 5, . . . , r(t+1) =
r(t − 1) + r(t), namely, {r(t)} is a generalized Fibonacci
sequence with the initial values r(0) = 1 and r(1) = 2.
Proof. The proof of the formula (41) is by the mathematical
induction on time step t. Notice that nv(0) = a
r(0)
0 , nv(1) =
a
r(2)
0 , and
ne(1) = nv(0)ne(0) + ne(0) = b0(a0 + 1). (42)
Step-1. t = 1. We get
nv(2) = nv(0)[nv(1)− 1] + nv(0) = nv(0)nv(1)
= a
r(0)+r(1)
0 = a
r(2)
0
since N(2) = N(1)−→N(0). Next, we compute
ne(2) = nv(0)ne(1) + ne(0) = a0b0(a0 + 1) + b0
= b0(a
2
0 + a0 + 1) = b0
r(2)−1∑
j=0
aj0.
Step-2. Assume that the formula (41) holds true for t = k.
By N(k + 1) = N(k)−→N(k − 1), we have
nv(k + 1) = nv(k − 1)[nv(k)− 1] + nv(k − 1)
= nv(k − 1)nv(k) = ar(k−1)+r(k)0
= a
r(k+1)
0 ,
and
ne(k + 1) = nv(k − 1)ne(k) + ne(k − 1)
= a
r(k−1)
0 ne(k) + ne(k − 1)
= a
r(k−1)
0 b0
r(k)−1∑
k=0
ak0 + b0
r(k−1)−1∑
k=0
ak0
= b0
r(k+1)−1∑
k=0
ak0 .
Thereby, we claim that the formula (41) holds true for t ≥ 1
by the hypothesis of induction.
The number of vertices of an edge-split ne(t)-scaling M(0)-
similar network M(t) is denoted as mv(t), the number of
edges of the network M(t) is denoted as me(t). Let mv(0) =
c0 and me(0) = d0. We show a group of formulas to compute
mv(t) and me(t) as follows.
Theorem 25. For N(t+ 1) = N(t)−→	N(t− 1) with M(1) =
M(0)
−→	M(0) and t ≥ 1, we have
mv(t+ 1) = 2 + (c0 − 2)
r(t)−1∑
j=0
aj0;
me(t+ 1) = me(t− 1)me(t) = dr(t+1)0
(43)
where r(0) = 1, r(1) = 2, r(2) = 3, r(3) = 5, . . . , r(t+1) =
r(t− 1) + r(t), and {r(t)} is called a generalized Fibonacci
sequence with the initial values r(0) = 1 and r(1) = 2.
Proof. By induction on time step t. For M(1) =
M(0)
−→	M(0), we compute:
mv(1) = d0[c0 − 2] + c0 = c0(d0 + 1) − 2d0 = 2 + [c0 −
2]
∑r(1)−1
k=0 a
k
0 and
me(1) = d0[d0 − 1] + d0 = d20 = dr(1)0 .
As M(2) = M(1)−→	M(0), we have
mv(2) = d0[mv(1)− 2] + c0
= d0[c0(d0 + 1)− 2d0 − 2] + c0
= c0(d
2
0 + d0 + 1)− 2d0(d0 + 1)− 2 + 2
= 2 + [c0 − 2]
2∑
k=0
dk0
= 2 + [c0 − 2]
r(2)−1∑
k=0
ak0
and
me(2) = d0[me(1)− 1] + d0 = d30 = dr(0)+r(1)0 = dr(2)0 .
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Assume the formula (43) is true for t = k. For N(k+ 1) =
N(k)
−→	N(k − 1), then we come to compute
mv(k + 1) = me(k − 1)[mv(k)− 2] +mv(k − 1)
= d
r(k−1)
0 (c0 − 2)
r(k)−1∑
j=0
aj0
+ 2 + (c0 − 2)
r(k−1)−1∑
j=0
aj0
= 2 + (c0 − 2)
r(k)−1∑
j=0
aj0
and
me(k + 1) = me(k − 1)[me(k)− 1] +me(k − 1)
= d
r(k−1)+r(k)
0
= d
r(k+1)
0 .
Thereby, the formula (43) holds true by the hypothesis of
induction.
Since the edge-coincided algorithm N(t + 1) =
N(t)
−→	N(t − 1) with M(1) = M(0)−→	M(0) produces a set
of distinct self-similar networks more than two, so we claim
N(t)
−→	N(t− 1) 6= N(t− 1)−→	N(t). (44)
It is noticeable in Theorem 24, the number nv(t) = a
r(t)
0
of vertices of a self-similar network N(t) and the number
me(t) = d
r(t)
0 of edges of a self-similar network M(t) for
time step t ≥ 1 obey Fibonacci’s phenomena.
2) Uniqueness on the operation “”: We show the fol-
lowing formula (45)
Lemma 26. By the vertex-coincided algorithm under the
operation −→ , we have
N(k − 1)−→N(k) = N(k)−→N(k − 1) (45)
Proof. By induction, we have
N(k) = N(k − 1)−→N(k − 2) = N(k − 2)−→N(k − 1),
then
N(k)
−→N(k − 1) = N(k − 2)−→N(k − 1)−→N(k − 1)
= N(k − 1)−→N(k − 2)−→N(k − 1)
= N(k − 1)−→N(k),
so the formula (45) is true, as we have desired.
By Lemma 26, we have
Theorem 27. Let {N(0),−→} be a set containing self-similar
graphs made by the vertex-coincided algorithm under the
operation −→ with respect to an initial graph N(0), then
{N(0),−→} is a graphic semi-group, and moreover {N(0),−→}
obeys the commutative law, namely, {N(0),−→} is a commu-
tative graphic semi-group.
Proof. Let G,H, J are self-similar graphs with respect to a
graph N0. Clearly, G
−→H ∈ {N(0),−→}, that is the closure.
In the left form in the equation (46) means that each vertex
w of J is vertex-planted with a G−→H , which is equivalent to
each vertex w of J is vertex-planted with a H and then each
vertex y of H−→J is vertex-planted with a G.
(G
−→H)−→J = G−→(H−→J). (46)
Thereby, we claim that the equation (46) holds true. On the
other hands, it is easy to see G−→H = H−→G, so
(G
−→H)−→J = (H−→G)−→J
= H
−→(G−→J) = H−→(J−→G)
= (H
−→J)−→G = (J−→H)−→G.
(47)
It has shown that the semi-group {N(0),−→} obeys the com-
mutative law.
In general, we have a commutative graphic semi-group
{S,−→}, where S is the set of connected and simple graphs.
Unfortunately, this commutative graphic semi-group {S,−→}
has infinite connected and simple graphs.
3) Scale-freeness of self-similar networks made by the
operations “” and “	”: Self-similar networks have growth
and preferential attachment, these are two important criterions
for networks having scale-free structure. Let P (k) be the
probability distribution of a vertex joined with k vertices inn
a network N(t). Baraba´si and Albert [2] have shown
P (k) = Pr(x = k) ∝ k−α (48)
to be one of standard topological properties of a scale-free
network, where α falls in the range 2 < α < 3. The criterion
(48) has been shown in many real networks that have scale-
free behavior. Another approach proposed by Newman in [3]
and by Dorogovtsev et al. [4] for verifying the scale-freeness
of a network N(t) is given as
Pcum(k) =
∑
k′>k
N(k′, t)
nv(t)
∼ k1−γ , (49)
where N(k′, t) represents the number of vertices which the
degree greater than k at time step t, and 2 < γ = 1+ ln 3ln 2 < 3.
Dorogovtsev et al. called Pcum(k) as the cumulative degree
distribution of the network N(t), so we obtain exact (analyt-
ical) and precise (numerical) answers for main structural and
topological characteristics of scale-free networks.
However, it is not a slight job to verify the scale-freeness of
a self-similar network obtained by the vertex/edge-coincided
algorithms though computation of P (k) and Pcum(k).
Definition 44. ∗ (1) There are a vertex-split nv(k)-scaling
N(0)-similar network N(k) and another vertex-split nv(s)-
scaling N(0)-similar network N(s) with its vertex set
V (N(s)) = {uj : j ∈ [1, nv(s)]}, where nv(s) is the number
of vertices of N(s). We make nv(s) copies Nj(k) of N(k)
with j ∈ [1, nv(s)], and coincide the vertex uj of N(s) with
some vertex (probabilistic selected) of the jth copy Nj(k) into
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one vertex for each j ∈ [1, nv(s)]. The resultant network is
denoted as N(k)−→N(s). Clearly, N(k)−→N(s) is a vertex-
split nv(k)nv(s)-scaling N(0)-similar network.
(2) We use an edge-split ne(a)-scaling M(0)-similar net-
work M(a) and another edge-split ne(b)-scaling M(0)-similar
network M(b) with its edge set E(M(b)) = {xiyi : i ∈
[1, ne(b)]}, here ne(b) is the number of edges of M(b), to
make M(a)−→	M(b) by making ne(b) copies Mi(a) of M(a)
with i ∈ [1, ne(b)], and overlapping the edge xiyi ∈ E(M(b))
with some edge (probabilistic selected) of the ith copy Mi(a)
into one edge for each i ∈ [1, ne(b)]. 2
Definition 44 can help us to construct self-similar networks
having scale-free behavior, although this definition will pro-
duce deterministic scale-free networks. For example, suppose
that N(0) is a scale-free tree, also, a BA-model:
(1) We coincide the vertex uj of N(s) with the vertex v of
the jth copy Nj(k), if the degree difference |degN(s)(uj) −
degNj(k)(v)| is the smallest, into one vertex for each j ∈
[1, nv(s)]. There resultant self-similar network N(k)
−→N(s) is
a tree self-similarly with N(0) and holds scale-free behavior.
(2) We coincide the vertex uj of N(s) with the vertex v
of the jth copy Nj(k) by degN(s)(uj) + degNj(k)(v) obeys∏
(ki) = ki/
∑
j kj into one vertex for each j ∈ [1, nv(s)].
See a scale-free self-similar tree shown in Fig.73.
Fig. 73. A scale-free self-similar Hanzi-tree made by two self-similar
Hanzi-trees shown in Fig.68 (a)= T4043 and (b).
We will apply a technique introduced in [33], since it can
produce Fibonacci series trees obeying power-law k−γ with
γ > 3. Let F (0) be a Hanzi-network. We present an algorithm
for constructing Fibonacci self-similar Hanzi-networks having
scale-free features by the following rules:
Rule-1. The vertex-planting operation: The sentence
“vertex-planting disjoint graphs H1, H2, . . . ,Hs on a vertex
u of a given graph T ” means that we coincide a ver-
tex vi of Hi with the vertex u into one vertex for i ∈
[1, s], such that the resultant graph Hu = {Hi}s1−→T holds
V (Hu) = V (T )
⋃{⋃s
i=1[V (Hi) \ {vi}]
}
and E(Hu) =
E(T )
⋃[⋃s
i=1E(Hi)
]
. Notice that [V (Hi)\{vi}]∩ [V (Hj)\
{vj}] = ∅ for i 6= j.
Rule-2. The edge-planting operation: The sentence “edge-
planting disjoint graphs H1, H2, . . . ,Hs on a vertex u of
a given graph T ” means that we join a vertex vi of Hi
with the vertex u by an new edge uvi for i ∈ [1, s], such
that the resultant graph Hvu = {Hi}s1−→	T holds V (Hvu) =
V (T )
⋃[⋃s
i=1 V (Hi)
]
and E(Hvu) = E(T )
⋃{uvi : i ∈
[1, s]}⋃[⋃si=1E(Hi)].
Let {Fn} be Fibonacci sequence with F1 = 1, F2 = 1
and Fk+1 = Fk−1 + Fk for k ≥ 2. Fibonacci self-similar
Hanzi-networks N(t) with time step t ≥ 0 are obtained by
the following FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm. Since we will
use the famous Fibonacci sequence {Fn}, for distinguishing,
we write “−→” by “−→F ”, and “−→	” by “−−−→	F ” in the following
process of making Fibonacci self-similar Hanzi-networks.
FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm based on the vertex-
planting operation:
Step 0. Let C0 be the set of copies Hi of an initial Hanzi-
network N(0) with a unique active vertex u1, such that each
copy Hi has a unique active vertex ui1, which is the image
of u1. We define a level-label function to label the vertices of
the initial Hanzi-network N(0) with f(v0,a) = 0a for v0,a ∈
V (N(0)) with a ∈ [1, nv(0)], where nv(0) is the number of
vertices of N(0).
Step 1. A Hanzi-network N(1) = N(0)−→FN(0) is obtained
by doing the vertex-planting a graph Hi ∈ C0 on each vertex x
of the initial Hanzi-network N(0), such that the unique active
vertex ui1 of Hi is coincided with x into one vertex. So, we
can divide the vertex set of N(1) as V (N(1)) = V0
⋃
V1 and
V0 ∩ V1 = ∅ with V0 = V (N(0)), and furthermore we label
each vertex x1,i with f(x1,i) = 1i for x1,i ∈ V1.
Step 2. A Hanzi-network N(2) = N(0)−→FN(1) is made in
the following way: doing the vertex-planting a graph Hi ∈ C0
on each vertex x of the Hanzi-network N(1) by coinciding
the unique active vertex ui1 of Hi with x into one vertex. And
then, V (N(2)) = V (N(1))
⋃
V2, where V (N(1)) = V0
⋃
V1,
we label each vertex x2,i with f(x2,i) = 2i for x2,i ∈ V2.
A Hanzi-network N(3) = N(0)−→FN(2) is constructed by
doing the vertex-planting disjoint graph H1, H2, . . . HF3−i ∈
C0 on each vertex x ∈ Vi by coinciding the unique active
vertex ua0 of Ha with x into one vertex, where a ∈ [1, 3− i]
and i ∈ [0, 2]. Thereby, V (N(3)) = V (N(2))⋃V3, where
V (N(2)) = V0
⋃
V1
⋃
V2, we label each vertex x3,i with
f(x3,i) = 3i for x3,i ∈ V3.
Step 3. Each Hanzi-network N(k + 1) = N(0)−→FN(k) is
obtained by implementing the vertex-planting disjoint graph
H1, H2, . . . HFk−i ∈ C0 on each vertex x ∈ Vi by coinciding
the unique active vertex ua0 of Ha with x into one vertex,
where a ∈ [1, k−i] and i ∈ [0, k−1]. Thereby, V (N(k+1)) =
V (N(k))
⋃
Vk+1, where V (N(k)) =
⋃k
j=0 Vj , we label each
vertex x3,i ∈ Vk+1 with f(xk+1,i) = (k + 1)i.
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In Fig.74, we give a vertex 02 that is planted with the ini-
tial network shown in Fig.74 (d). By FIBONACCI-VERTEX
algorithm, we have: (a) the vertex 02 is vertex-planted with
F1 = 1 initial network in N(1); (b) the vertex 02 is vertex-
planted with F2 = 2 initial network in N(2); (c) the vertex 02
is vertex-planted with F3 = 2 initial networks in N(3); and
we claim that the vertex 02 is vertex-planted with Fk initial
networks in N(k).
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Fig. 74. (a) N(1); (b) N(2); (c) N(3); (d) N(0).
Fibonacci self-similar Hanzi-networks obtained by
FIBONACCI-EDGE algorithm based on the edge-planting
operation are denoted as N ′(t) with time step t ≥ 0. Here we
omit the definition of FIBONACCI-EDGE algorithm since it
is very similar with FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm.
We will show some properties of Fibonacci self-similar
Hanzi-networks N(t) made by FIBONACCI-VERTEX algo-
rithm. Let nv(t) and ne(t) be the numbers of vertices and
edges of Fibonacci self-similar Hanzi-networks N(t) with
time step t ≥ 0, respectively.
V (N(0)) = {ui : i ∈ [1, nv(0)]}, we rewrite nv(0) and
ne(0) by α0 and β0 respectively, and each degree degN(0)(ui)
is simply written as d0,i with i ∈ [1, nv(0)].
Lemma 28. Let N(t) with t ≥ 1 be Fibonacci self-similar
Hanzi-networks defined by FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm
based on the vertex-planting operation, then the number nv(t)
of vertices and the number ne(t) of edges of N(t) are
computed by
nv(t) = nv(t− 1) + (α0 − 1)
t−1∑
j=0
Ft−j · |Vj |;
ne(t) = ne(t− 1) + β0
t−1∑
j=0
Ft−j · |Vj |.
(50)
Proof. The proof is by induction on time step t. For t = 1,
we have
nv(1) = nv(0) + F1 · |V0| · [nv(0) − 1] = nv(0) + (α0 −
1)F1 · |V0|, and
ne(1) = β0 + |V0| · F1β0.
Since V (N(2)) =
⋃2
i=0 Vi, we get
nv(2) = nv(1) +F1 · |V1| · (α0− 1) +F2 · |V0|(α0− 1), and
ne(2) = ne(1) + |V1| · F1β0 + |V0| · F2β0 = β0 + |V0|β0 +
|V1|β0 + |V0|β0.
Suppose that the formula (50) are true for t = k.
As t = k+ 1, since N(k+ 1) = N(0)−→FN(k) is obtained
in Step 3 of FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm based on the
vertex-planting operation. We have V (N(k+ 1)) =
⋃k+1
j=0 Vj ,
where V (N(k)) =
⋃k
j=0 Vj , and the vertices of Vk+1 are
newly added into N(k). Thereby, each vertex x ∈ Vi with i ∈
[0, k] is planted with disjoint graph H1, H2, . . . HFk−i ∈ C0,
thus we have Fk−i ·(α0−1)|Vi| new vertices added into N(k),
and furthermore we have |Vk+1| = (α0− 1)
∑k
j=0 Fk−j · |Vj |
new vertices added into N(k) in total.
We come to consider the set Ek+1 of edges newly added
into N(k). Notice that Hi ∼= N(0) for each Hi ∈ C0, each
vertex x ∈ Vi is related with Fk−i ·β0, so the set Vi distributes
us Fk−i · β0 · |Vi| new edges, finally,
|Ek+1| = β0
k∑
j=0
Fk−j · |Vj |.
Because of ne(k + 1) = ne(k) + |Ek+1|, we have shown the
formula (50).
Lemma 29. Let N ′(t) with t ≥ 1 be Fibonacci self-
similar Hanzi-networks defined by FIBONACCI-EDGE algo-
rithm based on the edhe-planting operation, then the number
n′v(t) of vertices and the number n
′
e(t) of edges of N
′(t) can
be computed as
n′v(t) = n
′
v(t− 1) + α0
t−1∑
j=0
Ft−j · |Vj |;
n′e(t) = n
′
e(t− 1) + (β0 + 1)
t−1∑
j=0
Ft−j · |Vj |.
(51)
A vertex 02 shown in Fig.75 is planted with disjoint
initial networks N ′(0) shown in Fig.75 (d). One, according
to FIBONACCI-EDGE algorithm, can see: (a) the vertex 02
is edge-planted with F1 = 1 initial network in N ′(1) =
N ′(0)−−−→	FN ′(0); (b) the vertex 02 is edge-planted with
F2 = 2 initial network in N ′(2) = N ′(0)
−−−→	FN ′(1); (c)
the vertex 02 is edge-planted with F3 = 2 initial networks
in N ′(3) = N ′(0)−−−→	FN ′(2). Thereby, the vertex 02 is edge-
planted with Fk initial networks in N ′(k). In general, we have
N ′(k + 1) = N ′(0)−−−→	FN ′(k).
Combining the formula (50) and the formula (51) together
produces the following formula{
nv(t) = (α0 − 1)M(t, k);
ne(t) = β0M(t, k).
(52)
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Fig. 75. (a) N ′(1); (b) N ′(2); (c) N ′(3); (d) N ′(0).
and {
n′v(t) = α0M(t, k);
n′e(t) = (β0 + 1)M(t, k).
(53)
where M(t, k) =
∑t−1
k=1
∑k−1
j=0 Fk−j · |Vj |. Moreover, the
formula (50) and the formula (51) give us{
n′v(t)− nv(t) = n′v(t− 1)− nv(t− 1) + F • V ;
n′e(t)− ne(t) = n′e(t− 1)− ne(t− 1) + F • V. (54)
where the vector dot-product
F • V = (F1 F2 · · · Ft) • (|Vt−1| |Vt−2| · · · |V0|)−1
=
t−1∑
j=0
Ft−j · |Vj |,
it is not related with the numbers of vertices and edges of the
initial network N(0) at all.
The scale-freeness of two types of Fibonacci self-similar
Hanzi-networks N(t) and N ′(t) (concluded the network mod-
els introduced in[33]) can be verified by the formula (49) (Ref.
[3], [4]), which is a powerful tool in investigation of scale-
free networks. Other topological properties of Fibonacci self-
similar Hanzi-networks N(t) and N ′(t) are: Degree distribu-
tion, Cumulative degree distribution, Correlation coefficient,
Clustering coefficient, Diameter, Average distance, Small-
world, and so on.
E. Encrypting Hanzi-networks
Encrypting a network is new in our knowledge. Here, our
‘encrypting network’ differs greatly from ‘network encryption’
of network science.
1) Strategy of encrypting networks: First of all, we think of
encrypting larger scale of networks with computer, not manu-
ally. A computer encryption is cryptographic hash function that
is used in ‘Blockchain’ invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008
to serve as the public transaction ledger of the cryptocurrency
bitcoin.
We assign a private key for each vertex (node) of a network
N(t), and distribute an authentication of each edge (link) of
N(t) at time step t, such that an end node u of an edge uv can
communicate with another end node v of the edge uv though
the edge uv. We write this encryption system by En(N(t))
at time step t. Clearly, En(N(t1)) 6= En(N(t2)) if two time
steps t1 6= t2.
Second, we have known the following cipher codes:
1. The authors, in [21], [30], [22], [26], [27], have intro-
duced Topsnut-gpws with variable labellings related with large
scale of Abelian groups, also graphic groups, for exploring the
encryption of dynamic networks.
2. Another way is to use commutative graphic semi-
groups {S,−→} to implement encryption of self-similar
Hanzi-networks, such that the resultant networks are ‘super-
networks” or “hypergraphs”. We divide S into two subsets
S(V ) and S(E), and use elements of S(V ) to replace the
vertices of a self-similar Hanzi-network N(t), in other word,
we have a mapping θ : V (N(t)) → S(V ), and each edge
uv ∈ E(N(t)) is substituted by θ(uv) = θ(u)−→θ(v) ∈ S(E),
and then join a vertex of θ(u) with some vertex of θ(uv)
by an edge, and join a vertex of θ(uv) with some vertex
of θ(v) by another edge; the resultant network is denoted as
Nsuper(t) = 〈N(t); {S,−→}〉. Clearly, there are two or more
super-networks Nsuper(t), and each one has more vertices and
edges for opposing attachers.
3. We propose using Hanzis (not Hanzi-graphs and Hanzi-
gpws) to encrypting a network. For example, a group of
Hanzis H4043, H4043, H2635, H2511, H5282, H4476, H4734,
H4411, H3829, we have used here, distributes us 9! = 362, 880
sentences, so they can be candidate cipher codes for encrypting
smaller networks. Chinese couplets are naturally public keys
and private keys mentioned in Section II.
Since networks, very often, contain thousand and thousand
of vertices and edges, we think that “graphic groups” made by
Topsnut-gpws is better than commutative graphic semi-groups
{S,−→} and Hanzis in terms of memory, convenience and large
quantity.
However, we are facing a difficult problem: How to con-
struct quickly large scale of Topsnut-gpws with thousand and
thousand of vertices? As known, the number of elements in
a graphic group made by a Topsnut-gpw G is equal to the
number of vertices of graphical configuration of G or the
range size of the labelling f of G. In other words, we will
make a (compound) Topsnut-gpw G(t) such that the number
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of vertices of G(t) equals the number of nodes in a network
N(t) to be encrypted at time step t.
2) Every-zero graphic groups, every-zero string groups: By
means of graceful labelling, we restate graphic group definition
and properties as follows (Ref. [21], [30], [22], [26], [27]):
Let a Topsnut-gpw G be made by a (p, q)-graph G with a
graceful labelling f : V (G) → [0, q]. We set each Topsnut-
gpw Gi such that (i) Gi is a copy of G, namely, Gi ∼= G, so
V (Gi) = V (G); and (ii) Gi admits a labelling fi : V (Gi)→
[0, q] defined by fi(x) = f(x)+i−1 ( mod q) with i ∈ [1, q].
Then the set Ff (G) = {G1, G2, . . . , Gq} and an additive
operation ⊕ form a graphic group {Ff (G),⊕}, also, called an
Ablian additive group, where the additive operation Gi ⊕Gj
is defined as follows:
[fi(x) + fj(x)− fk(x)] (mod q) = fλ(x) (55)
where λ = i + j − k (mod q) for x ∈ V (G), and
Gi, Gj ∈ Ff (G), and a fixed element Gk ∈ Ff (G). Notice
that {Ff (G),⊕} holds
(1) Zero. Gk is the zero such that Gi ⊕Gk = Gi.
(2) Closure and uniqueness. If Gi⊕Gj = Gs, Gi⊕Gj =
Gt, then s = t. And Gi ⊕Gj ∈ {Ff (G),⊕}.
(3) Inverse. Each Gi has its own inverse Gi−1 such that
Gi⊕Gi−1 = Gk determined by fi(x)+fi−1(x) = 2fk(x) for
x ∈ V (G).
(4) Associative law. Gi ⊕ [Gj ⊕Gs] = [Gi ⊕Gj ]⊕Gs.
Moreover, this graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} has the following
properties:
GP-1. Every-zero. Each element of {Ff (G),⊕} can be as
“zero” by the additive operation ⊕ defined in (55), also, we
call {Ff (G),⊕} an every-zero graphic group.
GP-2. Commutative. Gi⊕Gj = Gj⊕Gi, so the every-zero
graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} is commutative.
GP-3. If Gs = Gi ⊕ Gj , then Gs−1 = Gi−1 ⊕ Gj−1 =
Gj−1 ⊕Gi−1 .
GP-4. If q is even, then there exists an element Gi0 to be
itself inverse, that is, Gi0 ⊕Gi0 equals to the zero.
GP-5. Each Gi has its own inverse Gi+2j based on the
zero Gi+j , since fi(x) + fi+2j(x) = 2fi+j(x). Thereby, each
Gi has different inverses based on different zeros.
As examples, a tree G is a (13, 12)-graph with an odd-
even separable 6C-labelling f (Ref. [26]). By this (13, 12)-
graph G, we construct an every-zero graphic group Group =
{F oddf (G) ∪ F evenf (G),⊕} in the following: In Fig.76),
the Topsnut-gpw set F oddf (G) = {G1, G3, . . . , G25} holds
G2i−1 ∼= G and admits a labelling f2i−1 with i ∈ [1, 13], and
each f2i−1 is defined by f2i−1(x) = f(x)+2(i−1) ( mod 25)
for x ∈ V (G) and f2i−1(xy) = f(xy) + 2(i − 1) (mod 24)
for xy ∈ E(G). In Fig.77, we have another Topsnut-gpw
set F evenf (G) = {G2, G4, . . . , G26} has each element G2i
holding G2i ∼= G and admitting a labelling f2i with i ∈ [1, 13],
where each f2i is defined by f2i(u) = f(u) + (2i− 1) (mod
25) for u ∈ V (G) and f2i(uv) = f(uv) + (2i− 1) (mod 24)
for uv ∈ E(G). Thereby, we have
[fa(x) + fb(x)− fc(x)] (mod 25) = fλ(x) (56)
where λ = a + b − c (mod 25) for x ∈ V (G), and a, b, c ∈
[1, 26].
Furthermore, each element G2i−1 is a Topsnut-gpw and
distributes us a TB-paw D2i−1 as
D2i−1 =f2i−1(x1)f2i−1(x1x2)f2i−1(x2)f2i−1(x2x3)
f2i−1(x3)f2i−1(x3x4)f2i−1(x4)f2i−1(x3x5)
f2i−1(x5)f2i−1(x3x6)f2i−1(x6)f2i−1(x3x7)
f2i−1(x7)f2i−1(x7x3)f2i−1(x3)f2i−1(x7x8)
f2i−1(x8)f2i−1(x8x7)f2i−1(x7)f2i−1(x8x11)
f2i−1(x11)f2i−1(x11x12)f2i−1(x12)
f2i−1(x11x13)f2i−1(x13)
with i ∈ [1, 13]. Similarly, the string set {D2i : i ∈ [1, 13]}
is defined by
D2i =f2i(x1)f2i(x1x2)f2i(x2)f2i(x2x3)f2i(x3)f2i(x3x4)
f2i(x4)f2i(x3x5)f2i(x5)f2i(x3x6)f2i(x6)f2i(x3x7)
f2i(x7)f2i(x7x3)f2i(x3)f2i(x7x8)f2i(x8)f2i(x8x7)
f2i(x7)f2i(x8x11)f2i(x11)f2i(x11x12)
f2i(x12)f2i(x11x13)f2i(x13).
It is not hard to verify that {D2i−1 : i ∈ [1, 13]}∪{D2i : i ∈
[1, 13]} forms an every-zero string group under the operation
⊕.
On the other hands, we say an element Gk ∈ F oddf (G) ∪
F evenf (G) to be the zero, this particular group is denoted
as Gkroup = {F oddf (G) ∪ F evenf (G),⊕k} with k ∈ [1, 26].
Observe the every-zero graphic group Group = {F oddf (G) ∪
F evenf (G),⊕} again, we can discover that
[a′(uv)+fb′(uv)−fc′(uv)] ( mod 26) = fa′+b′−c′(uv) (57)
where λ′ = a+b−c ( mod 26) for uv ∈ E(G), and a′, b′, c′ ∈
[1, 26]. So, Group = {F oddf (G) ∪ F evenf (G),⊕} is an edge-
every-zero graphic group.
Obviously, an every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕}, very
often, is made by a simple graph G (may be disconnected)
admitting a (flawed) graph labelling f (Ref. [11], and see for
examples shown in Fig.81).
3) Encrypting Hanzi-networks by every-zero graphic/string
groups: Let N(t) be a Hanzi-network, and let Group =
{Ff (G),⊕} be an every-zero graphic group or an edge-every-
zero graphic group. We use a mapping F to assign each edge
uv ∈ E(N(t)) and its two ends u, v with three Topsnut-gpws
Gi, Gj , Gi+i−k ∈ Group, such that F (u) = Gi, F (v) = Gj ,
F (uv) = Gi+i−k holding Gi ⊕kuv Gj = Gi+i−k (mod q),
also, F (u)⊕kuv F (v) = F (uv), where kuv is an index of an
element Gkuv ∈ Group. Thereby, we have
[fi(x) + fj(x)− fkuv (x)] (mod q) = fµ(x) (58)
where µ = i + j − kuv (mod q) for each vertex x ∈ V (G).
For distinguishing, we restrict F (u) ⊕kuv F (v) = F (uv) 6=
F (uw) = F (u)⊕kuw F (w) by selecting suitable indices kuv
and kuw.
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Fig. 76. A Topsnut-gpw set F oddf (G).
Theorem 30. If N(t) is a tree-like Hanzi-network, and an
every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} has q Topsnut-gpws
such that q is not less than the number of neighbors of any
vertex of N(t), then we can have a mapping F to encrypt
N(t) with {Ff (G),⊕} such that F (uv) 6= F (uw), that is,
F (u)⊕kuv F (v) 6= F (u)⊕kuw F (w) (59)
for any pair of adjacent edges uv and uw of N(t).
Theorem 31. If a Hanzi-network N(t) has its cardinality not
greater than that of an every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕},
then we have a labelling F to encrypt N(t) with {Ff (G),⊕}
such that
F (uv) = F (u)⊕k F (v) 6= F (u)⊕k F (w) = F (uw) (60)
for any pair of edges uv and uw of N(t), where k is a fixed
index of some Topsnut-gpw Gk ∈ Ff (G).
By observing Fig.78 carefully, the indices of Topsnut-gpw
labellings of vertices of the Hanzi-graph T2026 forms a flawed
graceful labelling. In Fig.79, the edges of two Hanzi-graphs
T2026 and T3546 are labelled with two edge-every-zero graphic
groups under two edge-zeros G15 and G20, respectively.
However, (a)=(c), (b) 6=(d) after comparing Fig.78 and Fig.79.
Clearly, the above examples inspire us to do more works on
the encryption of Hanzi-networks by graphic groups.
4) Encrypting networks constructed by communities
(blocks, subgraphs): Suppose that N(t) is a k-partite
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Fig. 77. Another Topsnut-gpw set F oddf (G) differing from one shown
in Fig.76.
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Fig. 78. (a) A Hanzi-graph T2026 is labelled with an every-zero
graphic group G15roup = {F oddf (G)∪ F evenf (G),⊕k} under the zero
G15; (b) a Hanzi-graph T3546 is labelled with an every-zero graphic
group G20roup = {F oddf (G) ∪ F evenf (G),⊕k} under the zero G20.
network, that is, V (N(t)) =
⋃k
i=1 Vi, each Vi induces
a subgraph Ti such that V (Ti) = Vi, let Ei,j be the
set of edges in which each edge has one end in Ti
and another end in Tj . Thereby, we have the edge set
E(N(t)) =
(⋃k
i=1E(Ti)
)⋃ (⋃
i 6=j Ei,j
)
. Notice that each
Ei,j can induce a subgraph Hi,j with E(Hi,j) = Ei,j , so
N(t) =
(⋃k
i=1 Ti
)⋃ (⋃
i6=j Hi,j
)
, and each Hi,j joins Gi
and Gj together. In general, each subgraph Ti is a community
in N(t).
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Fig. 79. (c) A Hanzi-graph T2026 is labelled with an edge-every-zero
graphic group G15roup = {F oddf (G)∪F evenf (G),⊕k} under the edge-
zero G15; (d) a Hanzi-graph T3546 is labelled with an edge-every-
zero graphic group G20roup = {F oddf (G)∪ F evenf (G),⊕k} under the
edge-zero G20.
We take an every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} with
Ff (G) = {Gi}n1 and G is a (p, q)-graph, such that, n ≥ k
and n ≥ max{|V (Ti)| : i ∈ [1, k]} to encrypt N(t) in
the way: each subgraph Ti is encrypted with an every-zero
graphic group {Ff (G),⊕ki} under the zero Gki , and each
subgraph Hi,j is encrypted with an every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕ki,j} under the zero Gki,j , where Gki,j 6= Gki and
Gki,j 6= Gkj since n ≥ k. See an illustration shown in Fig.80.
 Ti
Hi, j
ui,a vj,b
}),({
ikf GF
}),({
jkf GF
}),({ , jikf GF
 Tj
Fig. 80. A scheme for encrypting communities.
We have
(
n
k
)
groups of Gi1 , Gi2 , . . . , Gik as zeros for
encrypting communities T1, T2, . . . , Tk, where i1, i2, . . . , ik is
a permutation of k number of 1, 2, . . . , n. Thereby, N(t) can
be encrypted by at least
(
n
k
)
k! methods.
Suppose that the graph G in an every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕} admits m labellings f (l) with l ∈ [1,m]. If these
labellings f (1), f (2), . . . , f (m) are equivalent to each other,
that is, there exists a one-one mapping θa,b for any pair of
f (a) and f (b) such that
f (a)(x) = θa,b(f
(b)(x)), f (b)(x) = θ−1a,b(f
(a)(x)) (61)
for x ∈ V (G). Then we get m every-zero graphic groups
{Ff(l)(G),⊕} with l ∈ [1,m]. Each community Ti of N(t)
can be encrypted by {Ff(l)(G),⊕l,mi} with l ∈ [1,m] under
the zero Gl,mi admitting the labelling f
(l). By the equivalent
transformation (61), we are easy to build up an equiva-
lent transformation between two every-zero graphic groups
{Ff(a)(G),⊕a,mi} and {Ff(b)(G),⊕b,mi}, namely, we can
change quickly Topsnut-gpws for the network N(t).
If G admits c(l) labellings like f (l), then by the above
deduction, N(t) can be encrypted by approaches with number
Nencrypt(N(t)) ≥ m
(
n
k
)
k!
k∑
l=1
c(l) (62)
for supporting us to encrypt the network N(t). On the other
hand, there are many (p, q)-graphs G admitting labellings
f (l) with l ∈ [1,m], which means we have many every-
zero graphic groups {Ff(l)(G),⊕} for encrypting the network
N(t). There are more caterpillars with p vertices, and they
admit at least over 25 equivalent labellings (see Table-2 shown
in Appendix B).
5) Definitions of graphic/string group colorings: Using
every-zero graphic groups and edge-every-zero graphic groups
to encrypting networks are similar with graph colorings.
Definition 45. ∗ Let H be a (p, q)-graph, and {Ff (G),⊕}
be an every-zero graphic group containing Topsnut-gpws
Gi with i ∈ [1,MG]. Suppose that H admits a mapping
θ : S → Ff (G) with S ⊆ V (H) ∪ E(H). Write θ(S) =
{θ(w) : w ∈ S}, θ(Nei(u)) = {θ(v) : v ∈ Nei(u)} and
θ(N ′ei(u)) = {θ(uv) : v ∈ Nei(u)}. There are the following
so-called graphic group constraints:
Gg-1. S = V (H).
Gg-2. S = E(H).
Gg-3. S = V (H) ∪ E(H).
Gg-4. θ(u) 6= θ(v) for v ∈ Nei(u).
Gg-5. θ(uv) 6= θ(uw) for v, w ∈ Nei(u).
Gg-6. θ(Nei(x)) 6= θ(Nei(y)) for any pair of vertices
x, y ∈ V (H).
Gg-7. θ(Nei(u)) 6= θ(Nei(v)) for each edge uv ∈ E(H).
Gg-8. θ(N ′ei(x)) 6= θ(N ′ei(y)) for any pair of vertices
x, y ∈ V (H).
Gg-9. θ(N ′ei(u)) 6= θ(N ′ei(v)) for each edge uv ∈ E(H).
Gg-10.
∣∣|θ(Nei(u))|−|θ(Nei(v))|∣∣ ≤ 1 for each edge uv ∈
E(H).
Gg-11.
∣∣|θ(N ′ei(u))|−|θ(N ′ei(v))|∣∣ ≤ 1 for each edge uv ∈
E(H).
Gg-12. {θ(u)} ∪ θ(Nei(u)) ∪ θ(N ′ei(u)) 6= {θ(v)} ∪
θ(Nei(v)) ∪ θ(N ′ei(v)) for each edge uv ∈ E(H).
Gg-13. There exists an index kuv such that θ(uv) =
θ(u)⊕kuv θ(v) ∈ Ff (G) for each edge uv ∈ E(H).
Gg-14. Each vertex w is assigned with a set {θ(wwi)⊕kij
θ(wwj) : wi, wj ∈ Nei(w)}.
Then we call θ as: (1) a proper gg-coloring if Gg-1 and Gg-
4 hold true; (2) a proper edge-gg-coloring if Gg-2 and Gg-5
hold true; (3) a proper total gg-coloring if Gg-3, Gg-4 and
Gg-5 hold true; (4) a vertex distinguishing proper gg-coloring
if Gg-1, Gg-4 and Gg-6 hold true; (5) an adjacent vertex
distinguishing proper gg-coloring if Gg-1, Gg-4 and Gg-7 hold
true; (6) an edge distinguishing proper gg-coloring if Gg-2,
Gg-5 and Gg-8 hold true; (7) an adjacent edge distinguishing
proper gg-coloring if Gg-2, Gg-5 and Gg-9 hold true; (8) an
equitable adjacent-v proper gg-coloring if Gg-1, Gg-4 and Gg-
10 hold true; (9) an equitable adjacent-e proper gg-coloring
if Gg-2, Gg-5 and Gg-11 hold true; (10) an adjacent total
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distinguishing proper gg-coloring if Gg-3, Gg-4, Gg-5 and
Gg-12 hold true; (11) a v-induced total proper gg-coloring if
Gg-1, Gg-4 and Gg-13 hold true; (12) an induced e-proper
v-set gg-coloring if Gg-2, Gg-5 and Gg-14 hold true. 2
Based on Definition 45, we have new parameters:
New-1. χgg(H) is the minimum number of MG Topsnut-
gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} for
which H admits a proper gg-coloring. Bruce Reed in 1998
conjectured that χ(H) ≤ d 12 [∆(H) + 1 +K(H)]e (Ref. [10]),
where χgg(H) = χ(H).
New-2. χ′gg(H) is the minimum number of MG Topsnut-
gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} for
which H admits a proper edge-gg-coloring. We have ∆(H) ≤
χ′(H) ≤ ∆(H) + 1 (Vadim G. Vizing, 1964; Guppta, 1966
[10]), where χ′gg(H) = χ
′(H).
New-3. χ′′gg(H) is the minimum number of MG Topsnut-
gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} for
which H admits a proper total gg-coloring. It was conjectured
∆(H) + 1 ≤ χ′′(H) ≤ ∆(H) + 2 (Behzad, 1965; Vadim G.
Vizing, 1964 [10]), where χ′′gg(H) = χ
′′(H).
New-4. χggs(H) is the minimum number of MG Topsnut-
gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} for
which H admits a vertex distinguishing proper gg-coloring.
New-5. χggas(H) is the minimum number of MG
Topsnut-gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕} for which H admits an adjacent vertex distin-
guishing proper gg-coloring.
New-6. χ′ggs(H) is the minimum number of MG Topsnut-
gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group {Ff (G),⊕} for
which H admits an edge distinguishing proper gg-coloring.
New-7. χ′ggas(H) is the minimum number of MG
Topsnut-gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕} for which H admits an adjacent edge distin-
guishing proper gg-coloring. We have a conjecture χ′as(H) ≤
∆(H) + 2 by Zhang Zhongfu, Liu Linzhong, Wang Jianfang,
2002 [45], where χ′ggas(H) = χ
′
as(H).
New-8. χggeq(H) is the minimum number of MG
Topsnut-gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕} for which H admits an equitable adjacent-v
proper gg-coloring.
New-9. χ′ggeq(H) is the minimum number of MG
Topsnut-gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕} for which H admits an equitable adjacent-e
proper gg-coloring.
New-10. χ′′ggas(H) is the minimum number of MG
Topsnut-gpws Gi in some every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G),⊕} for which H admits an adjacent total distinguish-
ing proper gg-coloring.
6) Transformation between six every-zero graphic groups:
Let T4476 = G,O,M,L,E,C in the following discus-
sion. Based on Hanzi-graph T4476 and some graph la-
bellings, we have the following six every-zero graphic groups
{FfX (X),⊕} with X = G,O,M,L,E,C:
Group-1. {FfG(G),⊕} with flawed set-ordered graceful
labellings f (i)G with i ∈ [1, 11], where G = G1 shown in
Fig.81 (a).
Group-2. {FfO (O),⊕} with flawed set-ordered odd-
graceful labellings f (j)O with j ∈ [1, 21], where O = O1 shown
in Fig.81 (b).
Group-3. {FfM (M),⊕} with flawed set-ordered edge-
magic total labellings f (k)M with k ∈ [1, 21], where M = M1
shown in Fig.81 (c).
Group-4. {FfL(L),⊕} with flawed set-ordered odd-even
separable edge-magic total labellings f (i)L with i ∈ [1, 21],
where L = L1 shown in Fig.81 (d).
Group-5. {FfE (E),⊕} with flawed set-ordered odd-
elegant labellings f (j)E with j ∈ [1, 11], where E = E1 shown
in Fig.81 (e).
Group-6. {FfC (C),⊕} with flawed set-ordered odd-
elegant labellings f (k)C with k ∈ [1, 20], where C = C1 shown
in Fig.81 (f).
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Fig. 81. Six every-zero graphic groups.
Let V (T4476) = X ∪ Y be the set of vertices of a Hanzi-
graph T4476 shown in Fig.82, where
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}, Y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5};
E(T4476) = {ei : i ∈ [1, 9]}.
(63)
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Fig. 82. An every-zero graphic group {FfG(G),⊕} made by Hanzi-
graph T4476 admitting a set-ordered graceful labelling.
where e1 = x1y5, e2 = x1y4, e3 = x1y3, e4 = y3x2, e5 =
y3x3, e6 = y3x4, e7 = y2x4, e8 = y1x5, e9 = y1x6.
The property of “set-ordered” tells us: f (j)G (xi) <
f
(j)
G (xi+1), f
(j)
G (x6) < f
(j)
G (y1), f
(j)
G (yj) < f
(j)
G (yj+1)
for T4476 = G = G1 shown in Fig.82, and j ∈ [1, 11].
Also, we have f (k)X (xi) < f
(k)
X (xi+1), f
(k)
X (x6) < f
(k)
X (y1),
f
(k)
X (yj) < f
(k)
X (yj+1) for X = O1,M1, L1, E1, C1 shown in
Fig.81.
Thereby, G = G1 admits its own flawed set-ordered
graceful labelling as: f (1)G (xi) = i − 1 for i ∈ [1, 6], and
f
(1)
G (yj) = 6+j−1 for i ∈ [1, 5], and the induced edge labels
f
(1)
O (es) = 11− s for s ∈ [1, 7], as well as f (1)O (es) = 10− s
for s = 8, 9. We can write f (k)G (xi) = k+ i−2 with i ∈ [1, 6]
and k ∈ [1, 11], f (k)G (yj) = k + i − 2 with j ∈ [1, 5] and
k ∈ [1, 11]. Hence, f (k)G (w) = f (1)G (w) + k− 1 for w ∈ V (G)
and k ∈ [1, 11].
We have the following equivalent relationships:
(Rel-1) {FfG(G),⊕} and {FfO (O),⊕} under (mod 21):
f
(1)
O (xi) = 2f
(1)
G (xi) for xi ∈ X and f (1)O (yi) = 2f (1)G (yi)−1
for yi ∈ Y , and the induced edge labels f (1)O (es) =
2f
(1)
G (es) − 1 for s ∈ [1, 9] (see Fig.83). Thereby, we get
f
(k)
O (z) = f
(1)
O (z) + k − 1 for z ∈ V (G), f (k)O (ej) =
|f (k)O (yl) − f (k)O (xi)| for ej = xiyl ∈ E(G) and k ∈ [1, 21],
and Gj corresponds with O2j−1 for i ∈ [1, 11].
(Rel-2) {FfG(G),⊕} and {FfM (M),⊕} under (mod
21): f (1)M (xi) = f
(1)
G (x6−i+1)+1 for i ∈ [1, 6] and f (1)M (yi) =
f
(1)
G (yi)+1 for yi ∈ Y , and f (1)M (ej) = f (1)G (e6−j+1)+11 for
i ∈ [1, 9] (see Fig.83). Hence, f (k)M (z) = f (1)M (z) + k − 1 for
z ∈ V (G), f (k)M (ej) = f (1)M (ej) + k − 1 for ej ∈ E(G) and
k ∈ [1, 21].
(Rel-3) {FfG(G),⊕} and {FfL(L),⊕} under (mod 21):
f
(1)
L (xi) = 2f
(1)
G (x6−i+1) + 1 for i ∈ [1, 6] and f (1)L (yi) =
2f
(1)
G (yi) + 1 for yi ∈ Y , and f (1)L (ej) = 2f (1)G (e6−j+1) for
i ∈ [1, 9] (see Fig.83). In general, f (k)L (z) = f (1)L (z) + k − 1
for z ∈ V (G), f (k)L (ei) = f (1)L (ei) + k− 1 for ei ∈ E(G) and
k ∈ [1, 21].
(Rel-4) {FfG(G),⊕} and {FfE (E),⊕} under (mod 10):
f
(1)
E (xi) = f
(1)
G (x6−i+1) for i ∈ [1, 6] and f (1)E (yi) = f (1)G (yi)
for yi ∈ Y , and f (1)E (ej) = f (1)G (x6−i+1) + f (1)G (yi) (mod
10) for i ∈ [1, 9] (see Fig.83). We obtain f (k)E (z) = f (1)E (z) +
k−1 for z ∈ V (G), f (k)E (ej) = f (k)E (xi)+f (k)E (yl) ( mod 10)
for ej = xiyl ∈ E(G) and k ∈ [1, 11].
(Rel-5) {FfG(G),⊕} and {FfC (C),⊕} under (mod 20):
f
(1)
C (w) = f
(1)
G (w) + 1 for w ∈ V (G), and f (1)C (ei) =
f
(1)
G (e9−i+1) + 9 for i ∈ [1, 9] (see Fig.83). The above
transformation enables us to claim f (k)E (z) = f
(1)
E (z) + k − 1
for z ∈ V (G), f (k)C (ei) = f (1)C (ei) + k for ei ∈ E(G) and
k ∈ [1, 20].
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Fig. 83. The first Topsnut-gpw of six every-zero graphic groups
shown in Fig.81.
Hanzi-graph T4476, in fact, admits a flawed set-ordered
0-rotatable system of (odd-)graceful labellings according to
Definition 31, see Fig.84, namely, each vertex of Hanzi-graph
T4476 can grow new vertices and edges (see examples shown
in Fig.51 and Fig.52). Thereby, we have at least eight every-
zero graphic groups {FfG(G),⊕} based on T4476.
By the writing stroke order of Hanzis, a Topsnut-gpw shown
in Fig.84 (a) enables us to obtain a TB-paw
D(G1) = 101009917862088534742615 (64)
with 24 bytes. Furthermore, a Hanzi-network T4476 shown
in Fig.85 (a), which was encrypted by an every-zero graphic
44
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Fig. 84. Hanzi-graph T4476 admits a set-ordered 0-rotatable system
of (odd-)graceful labellings.
group {FfG(G),⊕}, can induce a TB-paw
D(T4476) =D(G11)D(G4)D(G1)D(G3)D(G10)
D(G2)D(G3)D(G9)D(G4)D(G3)
D(G1)D(G2)D(G9)D(G5)D(G4)
D(G4)D(G8)D(G5)D(G4)D(G7)
D(G5)D(G6)
(65)
with at least 500 bytes (500 × 8 = 4000 bits). Moreover,
this TB-paw D(T4476) has its own strong-rank H(D(T4476))
computed by
H(D(T4476)) = L(D(T4476)) · log2 |X|
= 500 · log2 10
≈ 1661 (bits),
(66)
here X = [0, 9] in (66). If X = [0, 9] ∪ {a, b, . . . , z} ∪
{A,B, . . . , Z}, then log2 |X| = log2 62 ≈ 5.9542 bits. A
string x has its own strong-rank H(x) can be computed by
the strong-rank formula H(x) = L(x) · log2 |X| (“Is your
password secure? How to design a password that others can’t
guess and they can remember easily?”, WWW), where L(x)
is the number of bytes of the string x written by the letters of
X .
We have known: Each permutation Ga1Ga2 . . . Ga11 of
G1G2 . . . G11 in the every-zero graphic group {FfG(G),⊕}
can be used to label the vertices of the Hanzi-network T4476,
and each permutation Ga1Ga2 . . . Ga11 has 11 zeros to encrypt
the Hanzi-network T4476, so we have at least 11 · (11)! (=
439, 084, 800 > 228) different approaches to encrypt the
Hanzi-network T4476. Moreover, this Hanzi-network T4476
induces a matrix A(a) as follows:
A(a) =
 G1 G1 G1 G3 G9 G9 G4 G5 G7G4 G3 G2 G2 G4 G5 G4 G4 G5
G11 G10 G9 G9 G3 G4 G8 G7 G6
 (67)
So, we have 27! (> 293) permutations obtained from the
matrix A(a) shown in (67), and each permutation distributes
us a TB-paw with at least 648 bytes.
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Fig. 85. A Hanzi-network T4476 is encrypted by six every-zero
graphic groups shown in Fig.81, respectively.
Theorem 32. If a (p, q)-graph G admits two mutually equiv-
alent labellings fa and fb, then two every-zero graphic
groups {Ffa(G),⊕} and {Ffb(G),⊕} induced by these two
labellings of G are equivalent to each other.
7) Encrypting Hanzi-networks with many restrictions: No-
tice that there are many gg-colorings introduced in Definition
45, they are unlike popular graph colorings. First of all, we
prove a lemma as follows:
Lemma 33. Suppose that T is a tree, and {Ff (G),⊕} is an
every-zero graphic group made by a (p, q)-graph G admitting
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a labelling f . If the number |Ff (G)| is greater than the
maximum degree ∆(T ) of T , then T admits a proper total
gg-coloring θ : V (T ) ∪ E(T )→ Ff (G).
Proof. By induction on the number of vertices of T . We take
a leaf u of T , and v is adjacent with u in T , such that the
number of neighbors of the neighbor set Nei(v) is the least in
T . Notice that |Ff (G)| ≥ ∆(T ) + 1 by the hypothesis of the
lemma.
If ∆(T − u) < ∆(T ), then T is a star, we are done.
Otherwise, ∆(T − u) = ∆(T ), so the tree T − u admits a
proper total gg-coloring θ′ : V (T − u)∪E(T − u)→ Ff (G).
Clearly, the neighbor set N ′ei(v) in the tree T − u holds
|N ′ei(v)| < ∆(T ) true. On the other hand, |Ff (G)| − 1 ≥
∆(T ) > |N ′ei(v)|, there exists a Topsnut-gpw Gk holding
Gk 6∈ {θ′(v)} ∪ {θ′(w) : w ∈ N ′ei(v)}. We define a
proper total gg-coloring of T as: θ(z) = θ′(z) for z ∈
V (T − u)∪E(T − u), θ(u) = Gk, and θ(uv) = θ(u)⊕ θ(v).
Notice that if θ(uv) = θ(vw) for some w ∈ N ′ei(v), thus,
θ(u) ⊕ θ(v) = θ(w) ⊕ θ(v), which shows θ(w) = θ(u),
a contradiction. The proof is complete by the principle of
induction.
Lemma 33 can help us to get a result as follows:
Theorem 34. If each Hanzi-network N(t) is a tree at
time step t, for a proper total gg-coloring θ : V (N(t)) ∪
E(N(t)) → Ff (G(t)) based on an every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G(t)),⊕}, write C ′θ(x, t) = {θ(x), θ(xy) : y ∈ Nei(x)}
for each x ∈ V (N(t)), and Iθ(x) = {k(xy) : y ∈ Nei(x)}
for θ(xy) = θ(x)⊕k(xy) θ(y) for y ∈ Nei(x), called an index
set of a vertex x.
(1) There are infinite every-zero graphic groups
{Ff (G(t)),⊕} with |Ff (G(t))| ≥ 1 + ∆(N(t)) at time
step t, such that N(t) admits a proper total gg-coloring
θ : V (N(t)) ∪ E(N(t)) → Ff (G(t)) for each every-zero
graphic group.
(2) N(t) admits a proper total gg-coloring θ : V (N(t)) ∪
E(N(t)) → Ff (G(t)), and holds C ′θ(u, t) 6= C ′θ(v, t) for
each edge uv ∈ E(N(t)) if each every-zero graphic group
{Ff (G(t)),⊕} with |Ff (G(t))| ≥ 2 + ∆(N(t)) at time step
t.
(3) N(t) admits a proper total gg-coloring θ : V (N(t)) ∪
E(N(t))→ Ff (G(t)) with Iθ(u) 6= Iθ(v) for each edge uv ∈
E(N(t)) if each every-zero graphic group {Ff (G(t)),⊕} with
|Ff (G(t))| ≥ 1 + ∆(N(t)) at time step t.
Proof. (1) In fact, we take N(t) to be a caterpillar with
∆(N(t)) ≥ 1 + ∆(N(t)) at each time step t, since any
caterpillar admits over 35 graph labellings.
(2) By induction on the numbers of vertices of three-like
networks. Let P = x1x2 . . . xm−1xm be a longest path in
N(t), and dN(t)(xm−1) ≤ dN(t)(x2) ≤ ∆(N(t)). Clearly,
the tree N(t) − xm obtained from the deletion of a leaf
xm of N(t) holds dN(t)−xm(xm−1) = d
′ ≤ ∆(N(t)) − 1.
Thereby, N(t) − xm admits a proper total gg-coloring θ′ :
V (N(t) − xm) ∪ E(N(t) − xm) → Ff (G(t)) such that
θ′(uv) = θ′(u)⊕s θ′(v), and {θ′(u), θ′(uy) : y ∈ Nei(u)} =
C ′θ′(u, t) 6= C ′θ′(v, t) = {θ′(v), θ′(vw) : w ∈ Nei(v)} for
each edge uv ∈ E(N(t) − xm) according to the hypothesis
of induction. By d′ ≤ ∆(N(t)) − 1, we have a Topsnut-
gpw Gi 6∈ C ′θ′(xm−1, t) = {θ′(xm−1), θ′(xm−1w) : w ∈
Nei(xm−1)}}. Notice that there is a vertex z ∈ Nei(xm−1)
such that dN(t)(z) ≥ 2 and C ′θ′(z, t) 6= C ′θ′(xm−1, t).
We define a proper total gg-coloring θ of the three-like
network N(t) as: θ(x) = θ′(x) for x ∈ V (N(t) − xm) ∪
E(N(t) − xm) ⊂ V (N(t)) ∪ E(N(t)), and θ(xm−1xm) =
Gi, and select a Topsnut-gpw Gj to be Gjθ(xm) holding
θ(xm−1xm) = θ(xm−1) ⊕s θ(xm). If C ′θ′(z, t) = C ′θ(z, t) =
C ′θ(xm−1, t) = C
′
θ′(xm−1, t) ∪ {Gi}, we get a contradic-
tion if dN(t)(xm−1) = ∆(N(t)), since |C ′θ(xm−1, t) =
C ′θ′(xm−1, t) ∪ {Gi}| = ∆(N(t)) + 2 > |C ′θ′(z, t)|; so we
discuss the case dN(t)(xm−1) = ∆(N(t))− 1, then there are
two distinct Topsnut-gpws Gi, G′i 6∈ C ′θ′(xm−1, t), we choose
G′i to be θ(xm−1xm) = G
′
i. Thus, the proper total gg-coloring
θ holds C ′θ(u, t) 6= C ′θ(v, t) for each edge uv ∈ E(N(t)) by
the principle of induction.
(3) We choose a leaf u0 of the three-like network N(t) if
u0 is on a longest path of N(t), and u0 ∈ Nei(x), as well as
y ∈ Nei(x) with dN(t)(y) ≥ 2. Assume that the subnetwork
N(t) − u0 admits a proper total gg-coloring φ′ : V (N(t) −
u0)∪E(N(t)−u0)→ Ff (G(t)) with Iφ′(u) 6= Iφ′(v) for each
edge uv ∈ E(N(t)−u0) by induction. There are ks 6∈ Iφ′(y)
and Gj 6∈ {φ′(xxi) : xi ∈ Nei(x)} since |Iφ′(y)| ≤ ∆(N(t))
and dN(t)−u0(x) ≤ ∆(N(t)) − 1. We define a proper total
gg-coloring φ of N(t) by setting φ(z) = φ′(z) for z ∈
(V (N(t)) ∪ E(N(t))) \ {u0}, and φ(xu0) = Gj holding
φ(xu0) = φ(x) ⊕ks φ(u0) for φ(u0) = Gl ∈ Ff (G(t)).
Clearly, Iφ(y) 6= Iφ(x), we are done according to the principle
of induction.
Remark 4. We ask for other types of gg-colorings as follows:
LC-1. If an every-zero graphic group {Ff (G(t)),⊕} holds
that f is a graceful labelling of the (p, q)-graph G, and N(t)
is a tree-like network and admits a proper total gg-coloring θ :
V (N(t))∪E(N(t))→ Ff (G(t)) at time step t, such that the
vertex-index set Iθ(V (N(t))) = {i : θ(y) = Gi ∈ Ff (G(t))}
satisfy {|i − j| : θ(x) = Gi, θ(y) = Gj , xy ∈ E(N(t))} =
[1, |V (N(t))| − 1]. Then we say the gg-coloring θ matches
with f , call it a totally graceful gg-coloring. Find such tree-
like network N(t) and its total graceful gg-colorings.
LC-2. Suppose that θ is a totally graceful gg-coloring
of a tree-like network N(t), so we have the edge-index set
Iθ(E(N(t))) = {k : θ(u) ⊕ θ(v) = θ(uv) = Gk, uv ∈
E(N(t))}, and call θ a perfectly total graceful gg-coloring of
N(t) if Iθ(E(N(t))) = [1, |V (N(t))|−1]. Determine tree-like
networks N(t) admitting perfectly total graceful gg-colorings.
LC-3. If f is an odd-graceful labelling in an every-
zero graphic group {Ff (G(t)),⊕}, we replace “graceful”
by “odd-graceful” and substitute “[1, |V (N(t))| − 1]” by
“[1, 2|V (N(t))| − 3]” in LC-1 and LC-2, so we want to look
for tree-like networks N(t) admitting totally odd-graceful gg-
colorings and perfectly total odd-graceful gg-colorings.
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The above LC-1, LC-2 and LC-3 can be handled if N(t)
and G(t) are both caterpillars of p(t) vertices at each time
step t.
Definition 45 can be generalized into dynamic networks:
Definition 46. ∗ Let N(t) be a network admitting a mapping
θt : V (N(t)) → Ff (G) with θt(u) 6= θt(v) for each edge
uv ∈ E(N(t)), where {Ff (G),⊕} is an every-zero graphic
group containing Topsnut-gpws Gi with i ∈ [1,MG]. If each
edge uv ∈ E(N(t)) corresponds an index k(t, uv) such that
θt(uv) = θt(u)⊕k(t,uv)θt(v) ∈ Ff (G), we call θt a v-induced
total dynamic gg-coloring at time step t. 2
Remark 5. (1) A v-induced total proper gg-coloring θ defined
in Definition 46 may be not a proper total gg-coloring, since
such cases θ(uv) = θ(u) or θ(uv) = θ(uw) may happen.
Thereby, we can add θ(uv) 6= θ(u) or θ(uv) 6= θ(uw) to
guarantee θ is really a proper total gg-coloring.
(2) A v-induced total dynamic gg-coloring θt of a network
N(t) defined in Definition 46 can be used as a dynamic
encryption of N(t). For example, we let k(t, uv) = k(t) for
each edge uv ∈ E(N(t)), and k(t1) 6= k(t2) for two distinct
time steps t1, t2, as well as θt1 6= θt2 , in other word, an
encrypted network N(t1) is not equal to another encrypted
network N(t1). It is easy to find a connected graph G having
thousand and thousand vertices and admitting a set-ordered
graceful labelling (since such labelling can deduce many other
labellings).
F. Labelling self-similar Hanzi-graphs
It has been conjectured that every tree is graceful (Graceful
Tree Conjecture, Alexander Rosa, 1966) and odd-graceful
(R.B. Gnanajothi, 1991) in [11]. As far as we know, these
two conjectures are open now. It is noticeable, no polynomial
algorithm is for labelling trees to be graceful, or odd-graceful,
except a few number of particular trees. So, we can say it
is not easy to labelling self-similar Hanzi-graphs having large
scales.
Theorem 35. [38] Let G1, G2 be two disjoint bipartite graphs
admits set-ordered graceful labellings. Then there exist ver-
tices u ∈ V (G1) and v ∈ V (G2) such that the graph obtained
by joining u with v with an edge or by identifying u with v
into one vertex is a set-ordered graceful labelling.
Let T be a (n,m)-graph and let G be a (p, q)-graph. We
define a near-symmetric graph H = 〈T ◦ G〉 such that H
contains T and n edge-disjoint copies Gi of G with |E(H −
E(T ))| = nq, |H| ≤ np and i ∈ [1, n].
Theorem 36. [38] Let T be a set-ordered graceful Hanzi-
graph and H = 〈T ◦G〉 is graceful.
Theorem 37. [38] Suppose that a Hanzi Nzi(0) admits a
set-ordered graceful labelling. Let Nzi(0) execute the Leaf-
algorithm to get a large self-similar network Nzi(n) with
n ∈ integer, then each Nzi(n) admits a set-ordered graceful
labelling and an edge-magic total labelling.
VII. DIRECTED HANZI-GPWS
Directed Hanzi-gpw is a new topic in our memory. We will
present terminology and notation, definitions about directed
Hanzi-gpws. We call a one-way directed edge as an arc −→uv,
where v with a narrow is the head of the arc −→uv and u is the
tail of the arc −→uv. A (p, q)-graph having some arcs and the
remainder being proper edges is called a half-directed (p, q)-
graph, denoted as G→; a (p, q)-graph having only arcs is
called a directed (p, q)-graph or a (p, q)-digraph, and denoted
as
−→
G . Particularly, the set of all arcs of a digraph
−→
G is denoted
as A(
−→
G).
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Fig. 86. Ha (left) is a half-directed Hanzi-gpw made by a Hanzi
H4476, and Hb (right) is a directed Hanzi-gpw made by a Hanzi
H4476.
Here, replacing arcs by proper edges in a directed graph, or
a half-directed graph produces a graph, we call this graph as
the underlying graph of the directed graph, or the half-directed
graph.
Definition 47. ∗ Let f : V (G→)→ [0, q] (resp. [0, 2q−1]) be a
labelling of a half-directed (p, q)-graph G→ with its connected
underlying graph, we define f(xy) = |f(x)−f(y)| for proper
edge xy of G→ and f(−→uv) = f(u) − f(v) for each arc −→uv
of G→. If {f(xy), f(−→uv) : uv,−→uv ∈ E(G) ∪ A(G)} = [1, q]
(resp. [1, 2q−1]o), we call f a half-directed graceful labelling
(resp. half-directed odd-graceful labelling) of G→. 2
Definition 48. ∗ Let g : V (
−→
G)→ [0, q] (resp. [0, 2q−1]) be a
labelling of a (p, q)-digraph
−→
G with its connected underlying
graph, and define g(−→uv) = g(u) − g(v) for each arc −→uv of−→
G . If {|g(−→uv)| : −→uv ∈ A(−→G)} = [1, q] (resp. [1, 2q − 1]o),
we call g a directed graceful labelling (resp. directed odd-
graceful labelling) of the digraph
−→
G . Moreover, if g(−→uv) > 0
(resp. g(−→uv) < 0) for each arc −→uv ∈ A(−→G), we say g to be
uniformly. 2
A(G→) =
y
 6 6 7 7 2 9 10 10 101 2 4 5 − 6 7 8 9 10
5 4 3 2 8 2 2 1 0
 (68)
A(
−→
G) =
y
 6 4 7 2 2 9 10 1 101 − 2 4 − 5 − 6 7 8 − 9 10
5 6 3 7 8 2 2 10 0
 (69)
A half-directed (11, 9)-graph G→ of a Hanzi-gpw Ha
shown in Fig.86 has its own half-directed Hanzi-matrix
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A(G→) shown in (68), and a (11, 9)-digraph
−→
G of a Hanzi-
gpw Hb shown in Fig.86 has its own directed Hanzi-matrix
A(
−→
G) shown in (69). The “down-arrow ↓” means that the ele-
ments in first line minus the elements in third line respectively,
and the results are in second line in A(
−→
G). We can derive TB-
paws from half-directed Hanzi-matrices and directed Hanzi-
matrices by replacing minus sign “−” with a letter “x” (or
other letters, or signs). For example, the half-directed Hanzi-
matrix A(G→) shown in (68) distributes us a TB-paw
D(A(G→)) = 66772910101010987x65421543282.
There is no equivalent relation between uniformly directed
graceful labellings and set-ordered graceful labellings. In
Fig.87, a directed tree
−→
T admits a uniformly directed graceful
labelling, but its underlying tree T does not admit a set-ordered
graceful labelling. Thereby, directed labellings of directed
graphs are complex than that of undirected graphs.
Fig. 87. (a) A directed tree admits a uniformly directed graceful
labelling; (b) a tree admits a graceful labelling.
Proposition 38. Let
−→
O (T ) be a set of directed trees hav-
ing the same underlying tree T . If GTC-conjecture (resp.
OGTC-conjecture) holds true, then
−→
O (T ) contains at least
two directed trees admitting uniformly directed (odd-)graceful
labellings, and each directed tree of
−→
O (T ) admits a directed
(odd-)graceful labelling.
Since there are 2p−1 directed trees in
−→
O (T ) with the same
underlying tree T of p vertices, so we can make 2p−1 ·(3p−3)!
TB-paws by directed Hanzi-matrices on
−→
O (T ).
If the underlying graph of a half-directed (p, q)-graph G→,
or a (p, q)-digraph
−→
G is disconnected, we can add a set E∗ of
arcs or edges to join some vertices of G→ or
−→
G such that the
resultant half-directed G→+E∗ or the resultant digraph
−→
G +
E∗ has a connected underlying graph, we say G→+E∗ to be a
connected half-directed graph, or
−→
G+E∗ a connected digraph,
not based on directed paths. We define a flawed half-directed
graceful labelling and a flawed directed graceful labelling on
half-directed graphs and digraphs in the following Definition
49 and Definition 50, respectively.
Definition 49. ∗ Suppose that a half-directed (p, q)-graph G→
has its disconnected underlying graph, and G→ + E∗ is a
connected half-directed (p, q+q′)-graph, where q′ = |E∗|. Let
f : V (G→+E∗)→ [0, q+q′] (resp. [0, 2(q+q′)−1]) be a half-
directed graceful labelling (resp. a half-directed odd-graceful
labelling) f of G→ + E∗, then f is called a flawed half-
directed graceful labelling (resp. flawed half-directed odd-
graceful labelling) of the half-directed (p, q)-graph G→. 2
Definition 50. ∗ Suppose that the underlying graph of a (p, q)-
digraph
−→
G is disconnected, and
−→
G+E∗ is a connected directed
(p, q + q′)-graph, where q′ = |E∗|. Let f : V (−→G + E∗) →
[0, q+q′] (resp. [0, 2(q+q′)−1]) be a directed graceful labelling
(resp. a directed odd-graceful labelling) f of
−→
G + E∗, then
f is called a flawed directed graceful labelling (resp. flawed
directed odd-graceful labelling) of the (p, q)-digraph
−→
G . 2
We divide the arc label set f(A(
−→
G)) into f+(A(
−→
G)) =
{f(−→uv) > 0 : −→uv ∈ A(−→G)} and f−(A(−→G)) = {f(−→uv) <
0 : −→uv ∈ A(−→G)}, namely, f(A(−→G)) = f+(A(−→G)) ∪
f−(A(
−→
G)). We say f to be a uniformly (flawed) directed (odd-
)graceful labelling if one of f+(A(
−→
G)) = ∅ and f−(A(−→G)) =
∅ holds true. Determining the existence of directed (odd-
)graceful labellings of digraphs are very difficult, even for
directed trees (Ref. [32]).
It is not hard to define other flawed directed labellings or
flawed half-directed labellings of digraphs and half-directed
graphs by the ways used in Definition 49 and Definition 50.
For example, we modify the 6c-labelling in [26] into a flawed
directed 6C-labelling:
Definition 51. ∗ A total labelling f : V (
−→
G)∪A(−→G)→ [1, p+
q] for a bipartite and connected (p, q)-digraph
−→
G is a bijection
and holds:
(i) (e-magic) f(−→uv) + |f(u)− f(v)| = k, a constant;
(ii) (ee-difference) each arc −→uv matches with another arc −→xy
holding f(−→uv) = |f(x)−f(y)| (or f(−→uv) = 2(p+q)−|f(x)−
f(y)|);
(iii) (ee-balanced) let s(−→uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − f(−→uv) for
−→uv ∈ A(−→G), then there exists a constant k′ such that each arc
−→uv matches with another arc −−→u′v′ holding s(−→uv)+s(−−→u′v′) = k′
(or 2(p+ q) + s(−→uv) + s(−−→u′v′) = k′) true;
(iv) (EV-ordered) fmin(V (
−→
G)) > fmax(A(
−→
G)) (or
max f(V (
−→
G)) < min f(A(
−→
G)), or f(V (
−→
G)) ⊆ f(A(−→G)),
or f(A(
−→
G)) ⊆ f(V (−→G)), or f(V (−→G)) is an odd-set and
f(A(
−→
G)) is an even-set);
(v) (ve-matching) there exists a constant k′′ such thateach
arc −→uv matches with one vertex w such that f(−→uv) + f(w) =
k′′, and each vertex z matches with one arc −→xy such that
f(z) + f(−→xy) = k′′, except the singularity f(x0) = bp+q+12 c;
(vi) (set-ordered) max f(X) < min f(Y ) (or min f(X) >
max f(Y )) for the bipartition (X,Y ) of V (
−→
G).
We call f a directed 6C-labelling. 2
Four digraphs shown in Fig.88 admit their own directed
6C-labellings.
We can remove a set of arcs from the bipartite and connected
(p, q)-digraph
−→
G admitting a directed 6C-labelling f such that
the resultant digraph
−→
H is disconnected. Then we say that the
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Fig. 88. Four bipartite and connected digraphs admit directed 6C-
labellings.
digraph
−→
H admits a flawed directed 6C-labelling f if
−→
H holds
each of the restrict conditions (i)-(vi) of Definition 51.
Proposition 39 and Proposition 40 are two corollaries of
caterpillars admitting (odd-)graceful labellings.
Proposition 39. A digraph
−→
T obtained by orienting all of
q edges of a caterpillar admits a uniformly directed (odd-
)graceful labelling f such that {f(−→uv) : −→uv ∈ A(−→T )} = [1, q]
(or [1, 2q − 1]o).
Proposition 40. A digraph
−→
T obtained by orienting all of q
edges of a lobster admits a uniformly directed odd-graceful
labelling f such that {f(−→uv) : −→uv ∈ A(−→T )} = [1, 2q − 1]o.
Theorem 41. There is a way to orient all edges of a connected
graph G admitting a set-ordered graceful labelling f such that
it results in a connected digraph
−→
G admitting a uniformly
directed graceful labelling g holding f(E(G)) = g(A(
−→
G))
true.
VIII. PROBLEMS IN RESEARCHING HANZI-GRAPHS AND
HANZI-GPWS
There are a number of unanswered questions generated
from our researching Hanzi-graphs and Hanzi-gpws for deeply
study. We, in the first subsection, propose these questions,
some of them may be challenged and excited; and discuss
some questions in the second subsection.
A. Problems for further research
Problem-1. Find a Hanzi H such that D(H) = s(TCC)−
s(SCC) is the largest in all Hanzis.
Problem-2. Find a Hanzi Habcd which is a noun and can
yields the largest numbers of word groups and idioms with
other Hanzis. For example, “H4043 (= man)” can construct
many word groups and idioms shown in Fig.108 and Fig.109.
As known, a Hanzi H5551 has over 4400 word groups match-
ing with it, and the number of Hanzis matching with H5551
is over 4000 too.
Problem-3. Construct various Hanzi idiom-graphs (see
Fig.20), and study them.
Problem-4. Given a group of m Hanzis, how many para-
graphs made by this group of Hanzis are there? And how many
such paragraphs are meaningful in Chinese? Some numbers n!
are given in Table-1 in Appendix A.
Problem-5. Conjecture 1: T =
⋃m
i=1 Ti is a forest hav-
ing trees T1, T2, . . . , Tm, then T admits a flawed graceful
labelling.
Problem-6. Conjecture 2: T =
⋃m
i=1 Ti is a forest having
trees T1, T2, . . . , Tm, then T admits a flawed odd-graceful
labelling.
Problem-7. Can we have mathematical approaches to de-
sign Chinese “Duilian” couplets? See examples shown in
Fig.89. How many Chinese sentences having real meanings
can be produced by a mathematical formula like one of (a)
and (b) shown in Fig.89? Clearly, it is not easy to answer this
question since we do not know how many such mathematical
formulae are there first of all. One may use an approach called
“’graph network’ introduced in [7] to research this question by
Deep Learning, or Strong Deep Learning. On the other hands,
a language formula “’x, x, x, xxyz’ shown in Fig.89 (a) can
be considered as a public key, so there are many private keys
matching with it.
u 面 v 对 w 吃
u 心 v 与 w 贴
u 人 v 与 w 说
u 德 v 品 w 品
u 座 v 对 w 入
u 客 v 说 w 说
u 手 v 打 w 对
u 心 v 烧 w 伤
u 眼 v 害 w 瞎
u 人 v 害 w 无
uvuwu
x 行 y 且 z 坐
x 坐 y 何 z 妨
x 行 y 善 z 举
x 做 y 好 z 事
x 怨 y 相 z 报
x 好 y 做 z 人
x 人 y 好 z 公
x 平 y 天 z 下
x 气 y 坏 z 蛋
x 赞 y 好 z 人
x x x xxyz
Fig. 89. Two groups of formula couplets.
Problem-8. Suppose that a graph G can be split into some
Hanzi-graphs H1, H2, . . . ,Hn by the v-split operation, we
write n = vs(G). Find min{vs(G)} over all v-splitting results
to G.
Problem-9. In Fig.61, we put two Hanzis H4535 and H8630
into xOy-plane, and get their graphic expressions, called
analytic Hanzis. Find possible applications of analytic Hanzis
in graphical passwords or other areas. For example, we can
express some strokes of Hanzis by smooth functions having
derivatives, it may be interesting in researching Chinese hand-
writing, ancient Hanzis and ‘Jia gu wen’, and so on.
Problem-10. Do both non-isomorphic Hanzi-gpws intro-
duce the same TB-paw?
Problem-11. Use Hanzis or Hanzi-gpws to encrypt a dy-
namic network.
Problem-12. Build up hz-ε-graphs for some ε-labelling
based on Hanzis from GB2312-80 [42], and then show prop-
erties of these hz-ε-graphs.
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Problem-13. In [25], the authors defined: “Let η-labeling
be a given graph labelling, and let a connected graph G admit
an η-labeling. If every connected proper subgraph of G also
admits a labelling to be η-labeling, then we call G a perfect
η-labeling graph.” Caterpillars are perfect η-labeling graphs
if these η-labelings are listed in Theorem 2, and each lobster
is a perfect (odd-)graceful labeling graph. Conversely, we ask
for: If every connected proper subgraph of a connected graph
G admits an η-labelling, then does G admit this η-labelling
too?
Problem-14. Suppose that each tree Hi of p vertices has k
leaves and admits an ε-labelling fi with i = 1, 2. If any leaf
x′ of Hi corresponds a leaf x′′ of H3−i such that Hi − x′ is
isomorphic to H3−i − x′′ holding fi(y) = f3−i(y) for y ∈
V (H3−i−x′′) = V (Hi−x′) with i = 1, 2, then can we claim
that H1 ∼= H2 with f1(y) = f2(y) for y ∈ V (H1) = V (H2)?
Problem-15. How many Hanzi-graphs is a simple graph
decomposed by the operations defined in Definition 33?
Problem-16. How many Hanzi-graphs can a simple graph
be decomposed only by the vertex-split operation defined in
Definition 33?
Problem-17. What is a simple graph that can be decom-
posed into different Hanzi-graphs by the vertex-split operation
defined in Definition 33? Or we consider this question only
on trees, see some examples shown in Fig.90.
K1,3 K1,4
K1,5 K1,6
K1,7 K1,8
K1,9
Fig. 90. Stars K1,j with j ∈ [3, 9] can be decomposed into Hanzi-
graphs only by the vertex-split operation defined in Definition 33.
Problem-18. Since any graph can be decomposed into
Hanzi-graphs, determine the smallest number of such Hanzi-
graphs from the decomposition of this graph (Ref. [24]). We
may provide a public key (graph) G to ask for private keys
made by some groups of Hanzi-graphs from the decomposition
of G, and these groups of Hanzi-graphs produce meaningful
sentences or paragraphs in Chinese.
Problem-19. In Fig.91, labelling a digraph
−→
H with a Hanzi
labelling f deduces a directed Hanzi-gpw, where f : V (
−→
H )→
HF , and HF is a set of Hanzis defined in [42]. For any
connected digraph
−→
L , can we label its vertices with Hanzis
such that
−→
L can be decomposed into several arc-disjoint
digraphs
−→
L 1,
−→
L 2, . . . ,
−→
Lm, and each digraph
−→
L j has at least
one arc and can express a complete meaning paragraph in
Chinese (see examples shown in Fig.91).
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
H G
Fig. 91. A digraph G labellined with Hanzis is made by six directed
paths shown in (a)-(f).
Problem-20. In Definition 36, it is easy to see m − 1 =
min{|Ej | : j ∈ [1, n]}, we hope to determine max{|Ej | :
j ∈ [1, n]} for each disconnected graph G = ⋃mi=1Gi having
disjoint components G1, G2, . . . , Gm.
Problem-21. How to replace each triangular vertex (see
Fig.92) of a public key T being a labelled graph with a
total labelling f by a connected and labelled graph to obtain
a private key H (Hanzi-graph) with a set-ordered graceful
labelling g, such that the disconnected graph H−E(T ) admits
a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling h holding f(V (T )) ⊂
g(V (T )) = h(V (H − E(T ))) true? We have the following
questions:
Problem-21-1. Fig.92 shows two public keys T1 and T2 to
ask for solutions, and Fig.93 shows two private keys H1 and
H2 to answer the questions proposed above.
Problem-21-2. In general, the number of connected private
keys corresponding a public key T may be two or more. In
other word, a public key (Topsnut-gpw) T with triangular
vertices and labelled well may have private keys (Topsnut-
gpws) H1, H2, . . . ,Hm with m ≥ 2, such that Hi is not
isomorphic to Hj if i 6= j.
Problem-22. Determine graphs admitting 0-rotatable set-
ordered system of (odd-)graceful labellings. If every tree
admits 0-rotatable system of graceful labellings, then it sets
down a famous conjecture “Every tree admits a graceful
labelling” proposed first by Rosa in 1967 (Ref. [17]), and
most graph labeling approaches trace their origin to a labelling
(also, β-valuation) introduced by Rosa (Ref. [11]). However,
determining graphs admitting 0-rotatable set-ordered system
of (odd-)graceful labellings is far more difficult to finding a
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18
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17
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23 2311 011
4213
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20
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Fig. 92. Two public key Topsnut-gpw T1 and T2 for finding private
key Topsnut-gpws.
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Fig. 93. Two private key Topsnut-gpws H1 and H2 as two solutions
for the question based on two public key Topsnut-gpws T1 and T2
shown in Fig.92.
graceful labelling for a graph, even for trees.
Problem-23. Find graph labellings of Fibonacci self-
similar Hanzi-networks obtained by FIBONACCI-EDGE al-
gorithm or FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm.
Problem-24. Given a disconnected graph H =
⋃m
j=1K
j
2
having disjoint subgraphs K12 ,K
2
2 , . . . ,K
m
2 holding K
j
2
∼= K2
for j ∈ [1,m]. Assume that H admits a total labelling h :
V (H) ∪ E(H) → [0,M ], find another disconnected graph
G =
⋃m+1
i=1 Gi having disjoint subgraphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm+1
and admitting a flawed graceful labelling g, such that the graph
H  G, obtained by coinciding the vertices of two graphs
H and G labelled with the same labels into one vertex, is
connected, and admits a graceful labelling F deduced by h
and g, write F = 〈h g〉, and holds V (H G) = V (G) and
E(H G) = E(H) ∪ E(G). See such a disconnected graph
H (as a public key) shown in Fig.99 and another disconnected
graph G (as a private key) shown in Fig.100. It is not hard to
see that there are two or more private keys like G shown in
Fig.100 to be the matchings with the public key H . In fact,
there are two or more such matching pairs 〈H,G〉.
Problem-25. For a (p, q)-graph H in Definition 45, de-
termine parameters χgg(H), χ′gg(H), χ′′gg(H), χggs(H),
χggas(H), χ′ggs(H), χ
′
ggas(H), χggeq(H), χ
′
ggeq(H) and
χ′′ggas(H).
Problem-26. In Fig.94, we show several pseudo Hanzis
that are not allowed to use in China. Clearly, these pseudo
Hanzis can be decomposed into the pianpangs in [42], so
each graph can be decomposed into Hanzi-graphs and so-
called pseudo Hanzi-graphs. We cite a short introduction cited
from WWW. Baidu Encyclopedia as: “Xu Bing, a professor
at the Central Academy of Fine Arts, has personally designed
and printed thousands of ‘new Hanzis’ to explore the essence
and mode of thinking of Chinese culture in terms of graphs
and symbolism, which has become a classic in the history
of Chinese contemporary art.” Here, ‘new Hanzis’ are pseudo
Hanzis. Some pseudo Hanzis shown in Fig.95 and Fig.96 were
made by English characters of Bing Xu. In Fig.96, “Nothing
gold can stay so dawn goes down to day leaf so Eden Sanr to
grief an hour, then leaf subsides to leafs a flower, but only so
hardest hue to hold her early natures, first green is gold her
nothing gold can stay Robert frost. Calligraphy by Xu Bing.”
(a) (a-p) (b) (b-p)
Fig. 94. (a) On-stroke pianpangs; (a-p) pseudo Hanzis made by (a);
(b) two-stroke pianpangs; (b-p) pseudo Hanzis made by (b).
Fig. 95. Prof. Xu’s pseudo Hanzis.
Problem-27. We show some other type of connected pa-
rameters for further researching graph connectivity:
Definition 52. Let H be a proper subgraph of a graph G.
We say G to be H-connected if G − V (H) is disconnected.
Particularly, we have new parameters:
(1) κcycle(G) = min{m : G is Cm-connected}, where each
Cm is a cycle of m vertices in G.
(2) κpath(G) = min{n : G is Pn-connected}, where each Pn
is a path of n vertices in G.
(3) κtree(G) = min{|V (T )| : G is T -connected}, where
each T is a tree of G.
(4) κindep(G) = min{|V (H)| : G is H-connected}, where
each H has no edge in G.
(5) κedge(G) = min{|E(H)| : G is H-connected}.
Problem-28. Labelling Hanzi-graphs with Chinese
phrases and idioms. We label the vertices of a (p, q)-graph G
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Fig. 96. Top is a connection of English letters and Hanzis made by
Prof. Xu Bing; Lower is a calligraphy in Prof. Xu’s pseudo Hanzis
written by Prof. Xu Bing.
with Chinese phrases and idioms, and obtain a labelling φ such
that each edge uv ∈ E(G) is labelled as φ(uv) = φ(u)∩φ(v),
where φ(u)∩ φ(v) means the common Hanzis. So, we called
φ Chinese phrase/idiom labelling (or Hanzi-labelling), and
get a new graphic password, called as a password made by
topological structure plus Chinese phrases/idioms. In Fig.97, a
graph G admits an idiom labelling φ : V (G)→ Hidiom, where
Hidiom is the set of all Chinese idioms. Another example is
shown in Fig.98. It is not hard to see that Fig.97 and Fig.98
show two different ways for Hanzi-idiom labellings on graphs.
一走了之 走马上任 一拥而上 蜂拥而至
如获至宝 宝刀不老 乐不可支 支支吾吾
支离破碎 1 铤而走险 1 走马观花 1 尚方宝剑
1 心肝宝贝 1 蜂狂蝶乱 1 离经叛道
而
而
ba
b1 a1
1
1
1
1
Fig. 97. A graph admitting a Hanzi-idiom labelling.
Problem-29. A group of topological structures in Fig.50(a)
Fig. 98. Another graph admitting a Hanzi-idiom labelling.
can be considered as a public key, so we want to find some
private keys shown in Fig.50(b). Hence, for a given group
of topological structures, how many paragraphs written in
Chinese are there?
B. Discussion
H
843 87 787 85 768 84 7310 83 6713 80
6414 78 5520 75 4921 70 45 6924
838 46 242 441536 51
1834 522033 532827 553726 634025 65
4225 67
Fig. 99. A disconnected graph H admitting a total labelling.
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Fig. 100. A disconnected graph G admitting a flawed graceful
labelling.
(1) Problem-24 can be planted into the graph labellings
defined or listed here and others defined in [11]. We show
some solutions for Problem Problem-24 below.
Theorem 42. Given a disconnected graph H =
⋃m
j=1K
j
2
having disjoint subgraphs K12 ,K
2
2 , . . . ,K
m
2 holding K
j
2
∼= K2
for j ∈ [1,m]. Assume that H admits a total labelling
h : V (H) ∪ E(H) → [0,M ], such that h(xy) = |h(x) −
h(y)| > 1 for each edge xy ∈ E(H). We rewrite the edge
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set E(H) = {x1y1, x2y2, . . . , xmym} with E(Ki2) = {xiyi}
and h(xiyi) = h(yi) − h(xi) > 1 for j ∈ [1,m], as well as
h(xj) < h(xj+1) and h(yj) < h(yj+1) with j ∈ [1,m− 1].
If 1 < h(xjyj) < h(xj+1yj+1) with j ∈ [1,m−1], then we
can find another disconnected graph G =
⋃m+1
i=1 Gi having
disjoint subgraphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm+1 such that G admits a
flawed graceful labelling g. Furthermore, we have a connected
graph HG obtained by coinciding the vertices of two graphs
H and G labelled with the same labels into one, such that H
G holds V (HG) = V (G) and E(HG) = E(H)∪E(G),
and admits a graceful labelling f = 〈h g〉 deduced by two
labellings h and g.
Proof. Let ai = h(xiyi) in the following process. We use stars
Ki1,ni with i ∈ [1, n] to complete the proof, and let Ki1,ni has
its own vertex set and edge set as
V (Ki1,ni) = {ui,1, vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,ni} and
E(Ki1,ni) = {ui,1vi,j : j ∈ [1, ni]}, i ∈ [1, n].
Step 1. In K12 = x1y1 of H , we have h(x1y1) = h(y1) −
h(x1) > 1 and h(x2) < h(y1).
We join u2,1 of K21,n2 with y1, and join u1,1 of K
1
1,n1 with
x1, thus, we get a tree H1 = K21,n2 +x1y1+K
1
1,n1 . We define
a labelling F1 as:
(i) label F1(u2,1) = 0, F1(v2,j) = h(y1) − j with j ∈
[1, n2], such that F1(u2,1v2,n2) = h(y1) − n2 = a1 + 1, also
n2 = h(y1)− a1 − 1.
(ii) label F1(u1,1) = 1, F1(v1,i) = i + 1 with i ∈
[1, h(x1)− 2], F1(v1,i) = i+ 1 with i ∈ [h(x1), n1], such that
F1(u1,1v2,n1) = F1(v2,n1) − 1 = a1 − 1, also n1 + 1 = a1,
n1 = a1 − 1.
So, F1(E(K11,n1)) = [1, a1 − 1], F1(E(K21,n2)) = [a1 +
1, h(y1) − 1], notice F1(u2,1y1) = h(y1), F1(u1,1x1) =
h(x1)−1 and h(x1y1) = a1, we get F1(E(H1)) = [1, h(y1)].
If h(x2) > h(y1), we add new vertices v′2,k (k ∈ [1,m1])
to join each of them with u2,1, and label F1(v′2,k) = h(y1) +
k, such that F1(v′2,m1) = h(x2) + a2 − 1, the resultant tree
is denoted as H ′1 = H1 + {u2,1v′2,k : k ∈ [1,m1]} with a
graceful labelling F1 (F1(E(H ′1)) = [1, h(x2)+a2−1]). (See
an example shown in Fig.101)
Step 2. Consider the second graph K22 = x2y2 of H , a2 =
h(x2y2) = h(y2) − h(x2), we join y2 with x2 of H1 (or
H ′1 if h(x3) > h(y2)), next we join u3,1 of K
3
1,n3 with y2
for forming the resultant tree H2 = K31,n3 + H1 (or H2 =
K31,n3 + H
′
1 if h(x3) > h(y2)). We define a labelling F2 for
H2 in the following way:
(1) F2(w) = F1(w) + 1 for w ∈ V (K11,n1);
(2) F2(z) = F1(z) + 1 for z ∈ V (K12,n1);
(3) F2(α) = F1(α) for α ∈ {x1, x2, y1, y2};
(4) F2(u3,1) = 0, F2(v3,j) = h(y2) − j with j ∈ [1, n3],
such that F2(u3,1v3,n3) = h(y2) − n3 = a2 + 1, also n2 =
h(y2)− a2 − 1.
Thereby, H2 = H1 +K31,n3 (or H
′
2 = H2 + {u2,1v′2,k : k ∈
[1,m2]}) admits a graceful labelling F2, H ′2 \E(H2) admits a
flawed graceful labelling. (See an example shown in Fig.102)
Step 3. Iteration. We use the method introduced in Step
1 and Step 2, until to a graceful tree H  G, where H =
⋃m
j=1K
j
2 admits a total labelling h and G =
⋃m+1
i=1 Gi admits
a flawed graceful labelling g.
…
Fig. 101. (a) H = K12 ∪K22 ; (b) H ′1.
…
…
…
…
Fig. 102. (a) H2; (b) G =
⋃3
i=1Gi.
Remark 6. (1) In the proof of Theorem 42, we use stars to
provide a solution. In general, assume that each tree Tk of
pk vertices admits a set-ordered graceful labelling fk such
that max fk(Ak) < min fk(Bk), where V (Tk) = Ak ∪ Bk,
Ak = {uk,1, uk,2, . . . , uk,sk} and
Bk = {wk,1, wk,2, . . . , wk,tk}, pk = |V (Tk)| = sk + tk,
as well as fk(uk,iwk,j) = fk(wk,j) − fk(uk,i) for each edge
uk,iwk,j ∈ E(Tk). So, we can replace stars Gk by some non-
stars Tk. (See an example shown in Fig.103)
(2) Find conditions for the tree H  G in Theorem 42 to
admit a set-ordered graceful labelling.
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……
…
Fig. 103. Some Gk are not stars.
(3) The result of Theorem 42 is about graceful labellings,
however, we can replace graceful labelling by odd-graceful
labelling, elegant labelling, odd-elegant labelling, edge-magic
total labelling, and so on.
…
Fig. 104. H G admits an odd-graceful labelling, G = (H G)−
E(H) admits a flawed odd-graceful labelling.
(2) Outline Hanzis (hollow font) are popular in Chinese
cultural. Some Hanzis can be obtained by cycles Cn with
some labellings and Euler graphs (see Fig.105). We can split
some Euler-gpws into hollowed Hanzi-gpws. Two Euler-gpws
with v-set e-proper graceful labellings shown in Fig.105(c)
and Fig.106(c) can be split into two hollowed Hanzi-gpws
shown in Fig.105(b) and Fig.106(b), conversely, we can co-
incide some vertices of a hollowed Hanzi-gpw into one for
producing Euler-gpws with v-set e-proper graceful labellings.
Determine v-set e-proper ε-labellings for Euler graphs with
ε ∈ {graceful, odd-graceful, elegant, odd-elegant, edge-magic
total, k-graceful, 6C, etc.} (Ref. [11], [26], [27]). As known,
the cycles C4m+1 and C4m+2 are not graceful. Rosa [11]
showed that the n-cycle Cn is graceful if and only if n ≡ 0
or 3 (mod 4).
In [40], the authors answer the above question, they show:
Theorem 43. [40] Every connected Euler’s graph of n edges
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Fig. 105. (a) A Hanzi-gpw Hgpw4043; (b) a hollowed Hanzi-gpw with
a flawed set-ordered graceful labelling based on Hanzi-graph T4043;
(c) an Euler-gpw with a v-set e-proper graceful labelling.
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Fig. 106. (a) A Hanzi H4585 and its Hanzi-graph H4585; (b) a
hollowed Hanzi-gpw with a graceful labelling based on Hanzi H4585;
(c) an Euler-gpw with a v-set e-proper graceful labelling.
with n ≡ 0, 3 (mod 4) admits a v-set e-proper graceful
labelling.
Theorem 44. [40] Every connected Euler’s graph with odd n
edges admits a v-set e-proper harmonious labelling.
Definition 53. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits a vertex labelling
f : V (G)→ {0, 1, . . . , q}, and an edge labelling g : E(G)→
{1, 2, . . . }, such that
(1) (e-magic) each edge xy ∈ E(G) holds g(xy) + |f(x)−
f(y)| = k, a constant;
(2) (ee-balanced) let s(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − g(uv) for
an edge, and each edge uv matches another edge xy holding
s(uv) + s(xy) = k′ true;
(3) (EV-ordered) max f(V (G)) < min g(E(G)) (or
min f(V (G)) > max g(E(G)));
(4) (set-ordered) max f(X) < min f(Y ) for the bipartition
(X,Y ) of V (G).
We call the labelling pair (f, g) as a (4C, k, k′)-labelling.2
Theorem 45. [40] If an Euler’s graph has 4m edges for m ≥
2, then it admits a v-set e-proper graceful labelling, a v-set
e-proper odd-graceful labelling, a v-set e-proper edge-magic
total labelling, and a v-set e-proper (4C, k, k′)-labelling.
Proof. Since each Euler’s graph of n edges can be v-divided
into a cycle of n edges, so we prove this theorem only to
cycles.
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When n = 4m, we make a labelling f for the cycle C4m =
x1x2 · · ·x4mx1 as: f(x1) = 0, f(x2) = 2m; f(x2j+1) =
2m − j − 1 with j = 1, 2, . . . , 2m − 2; and f(x4m−2i+2) =
4m − i + 1 with i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Compute the edge labels:
f(x1x4m) = 4m, f(x1x2) = 2m; {f(x4m−ix4m−i−1) =
f(x4m−i) − f(x4m−i−1) : i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m} = {4m −
1, 4m− 2, . . . , 2m+ 1}, {f(x2ix2i+1) = f(x2i)− f(x2i+1) :
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m} = {1, 2, . . . , 2m − 1}. Therefore, f is
a graceful labelling, since f(E(C4m)) = {1, 2, . . . , 4m}.
Moreover, we have V (C4m) = Vodd ∪ Veven, where Vodd =
{x1, x3, . . . , x4m−1} and Veven = {x2, x4, . . . , x4m}. Clearly,
f(x1) < f(x4k−1) < f(x2) < f(x2s) < f(x4m), we write
this case by max f(Veven) < min f(Vodd), and call f a set-
ordered graceful labelling of the cycle C4m By Definition 4.
Next, we set a labelling h1 of the cycle C4m in the
way: h1(x4k−1) = 2f(x4k−1) for x4k−1 ∈ Vodd, and
h1(x2i) = 2f(x2i) − 1 for x2i ∈ Veven. We compte
edge labels h1(x1x4m) = 2f(x4m) − 1 − 2f(x1) =
8m − 1, h1(x1x2) = 2f(x2) − 1 − 2f(x1) = 4m −
1; {h1(x4m−ix4m−i−1) = 2f(x4m−ix4m−i−1) − 1 :
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m}; {h1(x2jx2j+1) = 2f(x2jx2j+1) −
1 : j = 1, 2, . . . ,m}. Thereby, we get h1(E(C4m)) =
{1, 3, 5, . . . , 8m−1}. Hence, we prove that h1 is a set-ordered
odd-graceful labelling of the cycle C4m By Definition 4.
For h2 (edge-magic total labelling): h2(x4k−1) = f(x4k−1)
for x4k−1 ∈ Vodd, h2(x2i) = f(x4m−2i) for x2i ∈ Veven; and
h2(uv) = f(uv) with uv ∈ E(C4m). For the edge x1x4m of
C4m, we have
h2(x1) + h2(x1x4m) + h2(x4m) = f(x1) + f(x1x4m) +
f(x2) = 0 + 4m+ 2m = 6m.
Consider the edge x1x4m of C4m, we get
h2(x1)+h2(x1x2)+h2(x2) = f(x1)+f(x1x2)+f(x4m) =
0 + 2m+ 4m = 6m.
Notice that f(x4m−2i) + f(x2i) = 6m. For edges
x4m−2j+1x4m−2j with j = 1, 2, . . . , 2m− 1, we compute
h2(x4m−2j+1) + h2(x4m−2j+1x4m−2j) + h2(x4m−2j) =
f(x4m−2j+1) + f(x4m−2j+1x4m−2j) + f(x2j) =
f(x4m−2j+1) + f(x4m−2j+1x4m−2j) + 6m − f(x4m−2i) =
f(x4m−2j+1) + f(x4m−2j) − f(x4m−2j+1) + 6m −
f(x4m−2i) = 6m.
For edges x4m−2jx4m−2j−1 with j = 1, 2, . . . , 2m− 1, we
obtain
h2(x4m−2j) + h2(x4m−2jx4m−2j−1) + h2(x4m−2j−1) =
f(x2j) + f(x4m−2jx4m−2j−1) + f(x4m−2j−1) = 6m −
f(x4m−2i) + f(x4m−2j) − f(x4m−2j−1) + f(x4m−2j−1) =
6m.
Now, we have found a constant 6m such that h2(u) +
h2(uv)+h2(v) = 6m for each edge uv ∈ E(C4m). Therefore,
h2 is really a set-ordered edge-magic total labelling of the
cycle C4m by Definition 6.
Finally, a labelling pair (h3, g) for the cycle C4m is defined
as: h3(x) = f(x) for x ∈ V (C4m), and g(xy) = 8m + t −
f(xy) for each edge xy ∈ E(C4m) with an constant t ≥ 1.
We verify the restrictions in Definition 53 to the labelling pair
(h3, g).
(1) (e-magic) each edge xy holds g(xy)+|h3(x)−h3(y)| =
8m+ t− f(xy) + |f(x)− f(y)| = 8m+ t;
(2) (ee-balanced) since s(uv) = |h3(u)−h3(v)| − g(uv) =
|f(u)−f(v)|− [8m+ t−f(xy)] = −8m− t, so each edge uv
matches another edge xy holding s(uv)+s(xy) = −16m−2t
true;
(3) (EV-ordered) maxh3(V (G)) = 4m < 4m + t =
min g(E(G));
(4) (set-ordered) maxh3(X) < minh3(Y ) for the bipar-
tition (X,Y ) of V (G), since C4m has its own bipartition
(X,Y ), and f is set-ordered.
So, we claim that h3 is really a (4C, 8m+ t,−16m− 2t)-
labelling of the cycle C4m.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
Corollary 46. [40] If an Euler’s graph has n edges holding
n ≡ 1, 2 ( mod 4), then it admits a v-set e-proper ε-labelling,
where ε-labelling ∈ {odd-graceful labelling, edge-magic total
labelling, (4C, k, k′)-labelling}.
Corollary 47. [40] Any non-Euler (p, q)-graph G of n edges
corresponds an Euler’s graph H = G + E∗ admitting a v-
set e-proper ε-labelling f for ε-labelling ∈ {odd-graceful
labelling, edge-magic total labelling, (4C, k, k′)-labelling},
such that G admits a v-set e-proper labelling g induced by
f and g(E(G)) = {1, 2, . . . , |E∗|+ q} \ {f(xy) : xy ∈ E∗}.
Theorem 48. [40] There are connected and disjoint Euler’s
graphs H1, H2, . . . ,Hm, such that another connected Euler’s
graph G is obtained by coinciding Hi with some Hj for
i 6= j. Then G admits a v-set e-proper ε-labelling for
ε-labelling ∈ {odd-graceful labelling, edge-magic total la-
belling, (4C, k, k′)-labelling} if ∑mi=1 |E(Hi)| ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Theorem 49. A connected Euler’s graph G of n edges admits
a graceful labelling f if and only if a cycle Cn obtained by
dividing some vertices of G admits this labelling f as a its
v-pseudo e-proper graceful labelling.
By the above investigation, we present an obvious result as
follows:
Theorem 50. Every connected graph admits a v-pseudo e-
proper graceful labelling.
If an Euler’s graph has odd edges, then it admits a v-set
e-proper harmonious labelling. For odd m, each complete
graph K2m+1 admits a v-set e-proper harmonious labelling.
See examples shown in Fig.107.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have built up the mathematical model of
Hanzis (simplified Chinese characters), called Hanzi-graphs,
and have made the topological graphic passwords of Hanzis
by graph labellings, called Hanzi-gpws for short, since it
may be good for speaking or write conveniently Hanzis as
passwords in communication information of Chinese people.
In building up the mathematical models of Hanzis, we have
shown some printed Hanzis because of there are differences
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Fig. 107. Each cycle (k-1) admits a v-pseudo e-proper graceful
labelling for k =a,b,c,d.
between printed Hanzis. Hanzis for mathematical models are
based on GB2312-80. Hanzi-gpws introduced in Section 4
are constructed by two constituent parts: Hanzi-graphs in
Section 2 and graph labelling/colorings in Section 3. By the
disconnected property of Hanzi-gpws we define a new type
of graph labellings, called flawed graph labellings. Joining
disconnected graphs admitting flawed graceful/odd-graceful
labellings by labelled edges can produce many pairwise non-
isomorphic Hanzi-gpws, this is a good harvest for us in
constructing Topsnut-gpws. One disconnected Hanzi-gpw ad-
mitting flawed graceful/odd-graceful labelling will distribute
us a set of connected Topsnut-gpws admitting graceful/odd-
graceful labellings. Such disconnected Hanzi-gpws are easily
used in safeguard of networks constructed by communities.
In the transformation from Hanzi-gpws to TB-paws in
Section 5, we have provided several algorithms on Topsnut-
matrices, adjacency e-value and ve-value matrices, such as,
ALGORITHM-x (or 1-line-O-k) with x ∈ {I, II, III, VI}
and k ∈ [1, 4]. Here, the e-value and ve-value matrices are
new approaches in producing TB-paws. In this section 5, we
have introduced “analytic Hanzis” in xOy-plane first, which
can distribute more complex TB-paws from analytic Hanzi-
matrices. Hanzi-gpws made by graph labellings with variables
are useful in making TB-paws with longer bytes.
We, in Section 6, have explored the encryption of networks,
a new topic in safety of networks. Especially, we have given
some self-similar Hanzi-networks by algorithms, for example,
FIBONACCI-VERTEX algorithm based on the vertex-planting
operation. Similarity is related with the graph isomorphism
problem, which is the computational problem of determining
whether two finite graphs are isomorphic. The problem is
not known to be solvable in polynomial time nor to be
NP-complete, and therefore may be in the computational
complexity class NP-intermediate. It is known that the graph
isomorphism problem is in the low hierarchy of class NP,
which implies that it is not NP-complete unless the polynomial
time hierarchy collapses to its second level (Wikipedia). Based
on simple Hanzis admitting graph labellings used frequently,
we can quickly set up self-similar Hanzi-networks by our
vertex-coincided algorithm-k and edge-coincided algorithm-
k with k =I, II, III, IV, and self-similar mixed-coincided
algorithm, by these algorithms we get graphic semi-groups.
In the new topic of encrypting networks, we employee
graphic groups to make passwords for large-scale networks in
short time. Our every-zero graphic groups can ba used to en-
crypt every network/graph, namely “graph-to-graph”, and such
graphic groups run in encrypting network/graphs are supported
well by coloring theory of graph theory, such as traditional
colorings, distinguishing colorings etc. It is noticeable, graphic
groups can be used in machine encryption, or AI encryption
for networks. We hope algebraic methods may solve some
open problems of graph theory, for example, Graceful Tree
Conjecture, and try to use algebraic methods for discovering
possible regularity among labellings all in confusion.
Motivated from the writing stroke order of Hanzis, we
have studied directed Hanzi-gpws in Section 7. Directed
graphs/networks are important in real life and scientific re-
searches. For instance, “graph network” first proposed by
Battaglia et al. in [7] may be basic as strong AI, Graph NNs
(Graph Neural Networks) and Relational Networks, also, may
be the hotspot of the next Deep Learning and AI algorithm.
We have worked on directed Hanzi-gpws, and obtained some
results. Clearly, the investigation of directed Hanzi-gpws just
is a beginning, one need to pay more hard attention on it.
Through investigation of Hanzi-gpws we have met some
mathematical problems in Section 8, such as, the number of
Hanzi-graphs after decomposing a graph, determining graphs
admitting 0-rotatable set-ordered system of (odd-)graceful la-
bellings, labelling a digraph with a Hanzi labelling (a new type
of labellings based on Hanzis, but numbers and functions),
finding graph labellings of self-similar Hanzi-networks.
No doubt, investigating Hanzi-gpws helps us to create new
graph labellings for new Hanzi-gpws, and find new trans-
formations for making more complex TB-paws, and think of
new mathematical problems, as well as do more works on
application of Hanzi-gpws.
If there is a country in the world, every word of her
can become a poem, a painting, then there must be Chinese
characters.
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Appendix A.
Table-1. Stirling’s approximation n! = (n
e
)n
√
2npi
9! = 362, 880 ≈ 218.46913302 ≈ 218.5
10! = 3, 628, 800 ≈ 221.791061114717 ≈ 221.8
11! = 39, 916, 800 ≈ 225.2504927333542 ≈ 225.3
12! = 479, 001, 600 ≈ 228.8354552340754 ≈ 228.8
13! = 6, 227, 020, 800 ≈ 232.5358949522165 ≈ 232.5
14! = 87, 178, 291, 200 ≈ 236.3432498742741 ≈ 236.3
15! ≈ 240.2501404698826 ≈ 240
20! ≈ 261.0773839209062 ≈ 261
30! ≈ 2107.709067341973 ≈ 2107.7
50! ≈ 2214.20813806359 ≈ 2214
100! ≈ 2524.76499329006 ≈ 2524.8
150! ≈ 2872.859506347079 ≈ 2872.9
160! ≈ 2945.664752154612 ≈ 2945.7
170! ≈ 21019.36945292773 ≈ 21019
Appendix B.
Table-2. The numbers of trees of order p [12].
p tp Tp
6 6 2
7 11 48
8 23 115
9 47 286
10 106 719
11 235 1,842
12 551 4,766
13 1,301 12,486
14 3,159 32,973
15 7,741 87,811
16 19,320 235,381
17 48,629 634,847
18 123,867 1,721,159
19 317,955 4,688,676
20 823,065 12,826,228
21 2,144,505 35,221,832
22 5,623,756 97,055,181
23 14,828,074 268,282,855
24 39,299,897 743,724,984
25 104,636,890 2,067,174,645
26 279,793,450 5,759,636,510
where tp is the number of trees of order p, and Tp is the
number of rooted trees of order p.
Appendix C.
王 满 寰 世 欲 色 淘里 群某 某
种 某些 治 令 兵猎 主持 盲 工
农 介绍 行 证 法 报 强 恩 材
物 英 龙 手 役差 奴 匠匠 别 他
物 我 言爱 帐坏 好 常 佚
黎 听 上黎 众 宗 等多 智 北京
蓝田 种成年 未成年 许 男 女 事
生 情 功 故 术 瑞 籍 验 世 家
间 相 曹官 道 界 代 宇 间 封
境 体天 功 意儿 道为 曰 儿
为 厄 火 均 患 妖 祸 害 虫 精
球酷 红 热 香 隶 官 管 慧 愚
寡 艺 彘戚夫 知 质 尖子评 他
小 大 子 劣
言夸 骂 赞 臭 打 踢 笑 恶心
气死
Fig. 108. The word groups related with a Hanzi H4043, also
H4043 =man.
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千 一面 助 为乐 目中无 来 往 先 后己 旁若无
舍己为 一表 才 后继有 一鸣惊 振奋 心 诲 不倦
仰马翻 才济济 困马乏 夜深 静 怨天尤 仰 鼻息
寄 篱下 孤家寡 耐 寻味 引 注目 脍炙 口 引 入胜
荒无 烟 游 如织 出 意料 山 海 天灾 祸 貌不惊
杰地灵 令 神往 先发制 治病救 悲天悯 不省 事
差强 意 惨无 道 人 辈出 发 深省 拾 牙慧 惨绝 寰
情世故 受制于 咄咄逼 草菅 命 云亦云 扣 心弦
仁 志士 天上 间 无 问津 震撼 心 沁 心脾 家给 足
后发制 心向背 丢 现眼 出 头地 令 发指 息事宁
不近 情 以己度 灭绝 性 形势逼 墙倒众 推 出口伤
仇 见面分外眼红 睹物思 夺 所好 天有不测风云
有旦夕祸福 物是 非 吉 自有天相 心不足蛇吞象 小鸟依
生自古谁无死 美 迟暮 尽如 意 好为 师 审己度
模狗样 贵 多忘事 以理服 命关天 三 行必有我师
严以律己宽以待 神共愤 佛是金装 是衣装 血口喷
之将死其言也善 自欺欺 判若两 情冷暖 闲杂 等
得饶人处且饶 天无绝 之路 正 君子 拱手让 损人害
己 长他 志气灭自己威风 妇 之仁 才子佳 拒 于千里
之外 之常情 大有 在 损 利己 朝里无 莫做官 毫不利
己专门利 真 不露相 解铃还须系铃 为刀俎我为鱼
肉 知 善任 中之龙 不为己天诛地灭 自危 财两
空 与 为善 天怒 怨 生路不熟 误 子弟 关门养虎虎大
伤 千古罪 杀 放火 小 得志 射 先射马 绝代佳
言可畏 十年树木百年树 杀 不见血 老鼠过街 喊
打 不可貌相 二 同心其利断金 笼络 心 大快 心 楚楚
动 仗势欺人 心叵测 才出众 求 不如求己 催 泪下
顺水 情 皇天不负有心 杀 灭口 含血喷 心惶惶 事
在 为 老珠黄 杀 不眨眼 救 一命胜造七级浮屠 为
师表 司马昭之心路 皆知 才济济 山人海 人满为患 小
鸟依 皆贺之 遐世远 去不中留 皆下之 非物换
心浇薄 道惧绝 头号令
Fig. 109. The idioms related with a Hanzi H4043.
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